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ABSTRACT

The technical and forensic interrelationships of regional
power capacity and requirements, energy resource use and availability,
and environmental correlatives are investigated with respect to large
stationary electric power generation facilities.
United States policies regarding energy and environmental
impact need improved coordination in order to conserve both.
A standard is proposed for use as an adjunct with existing
legal and technical procedures, and addressing the interrelationships
of energy resource use and environmental impact to be anticipated
from the addition of power plants within a control region, irrespec
tive of power generation mode and fuel used.

Consideration of inter

regional exchanges is included.
Model parametry is developed, with reference to the distinc
tion between federal agency expertise in administering such matters,
and the legislative and judicial functions as conditions precedent
and subsequent.

Specifically, coal-fired power plant and light

water nuclear power plant parametry and applications are treated.
Other power sources and resources and additional environmental
effects can be accommodated analogously.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this dissertation is to provide an ingredient,
conceptually if not analytically, for possible inclusion in electric
power planning vis-a-vis environmental impact and energy resource use
assessment.

An examination is undertaken of the possibility of quan

titatively correlating prospective electric power plant capacity,
regional power requirements forecast for a given time period, and
environmental and energy resource use and conservation.
In order to confine the study to manageable proportions and
scope, this dissertation does not undertake to investigate the safety
aspects of power plants, fuel processing, or waste management, nor
power transmission as such, but deals exclusively with the inter
relationships of power, energy resource use, and environmental effects
in the normal operation of the electric power generating facilities
addressed.

Resolved economic factors in such interrelationships are

taken as a point of departure and not included within the study.
That is, it is assumed that economic considerations would warrant or
allow the addition of a power plant to a control region; the investi
gation of regional and interregional power, pollution and energy
resource interrelationships proceeds from that point.

Iterative

interdisciplinary reevaluation can neutralize any untoward effect or
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speciousness in this assumptive cleavage essential as a practical mat
ter.

Finally, and following this same rationale, the correlative

forensic assessment (Chapter 7) does not include examination of the
equal protection, due process, and interstate commerce implications
of interregional power transport (e.g., with respect to interstate
taxation) but consigns or leaves such to forensic economics rather
than forensic engineering.
In Chapter 7, governmental correlatives and forensics on point
are presented, toward relating these factors as a practical matter to
the power-pollution formulations developed in previous chapters.

It

is not the purpose of this dissertation to either applaud or condemn
forensics as such, but necessarily to refer the engineering formula
tions developed in this paper to the legal and administrative frame
work in which they must be cast if they are to be more of actual than
academic worth.
Prerequiste to the efficacy of the correlations developed
in this dissertation is a coupling or translation of power plant
effluent mass flow into regional (volumetric) pollutant concentra
tions, and, in turn, particularly in the case of nuclear power plants,
a dimensional relationship between effluent concentration and dose,
e.g., between activity in curies or disintegrations per unit time
and dose in rems.

Radiation dose is a function not only of activity

but also of energy level, and energy level is a function of the
isotopes involved.

Accordingly, Chapter 3 develops some of the

considerations pertinent to pollution translation and coupling,
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relative to both fossil- and nuclear-electric power generation, for use
in the subsequent correlations developed in Chapter 4.
The gaussian atmospheric diffusion model (Subsection 3.1),
albeit not entirely rigorous (accurate to a factor of 3, at best), is
the best available as a practical matter and is judicially sanctioned
(Chapter 7) for standard application in environmental impact assess
ment mandated by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970 (NEPA).
Thereby also the gaussian model is the basis of the correlative empir
ical equations currently employed in nuclear power plant emissionsdose coupling (Chapter 3) essential to the NEPA-mandated Environmental
Impact Statements (EIS) for nuclear power plants.

Thus, to use other

than the gaussian diffusion model would necessitate extensive addi
tional research, first to find a better alternative model, and then to
find acceptable alternative empirical equations for use in the nuclear
emissions-dose coupling.

Nevertheless, brief treatment of alternative

modelling is included in Chapter 4.
As a further precaution toward keeping the dissertation within
manageable limits, atmospheric pollution is emphasized to the virtual
exclusion of rigorous water pollution analysis.

Analogous analytical

treatment is applicable with water pollution plumes, layers and stand
ards; albeit water pollution distinctions (referred to further in
Chapter 7) are not inconsiderable.
Coal-fired and nuclear light-water power plants are examined
to the extent necessary for exposition of the methodology developed.
The parametric correlations formulated are analogously applicable to
other power sources and environmental correlatives.

This dissertation

refers to but takes no position on the relative merits of some of the
various energy resources prospectively applicable to electric power
generation.

Practical considerations of time and manageable scope

again limit this investigation to coal and to light water nuclear
reactor applications in electric power generation, yet it can not
pass unnoticed that coal and nuclear power seem at present and for the
coming generation to have a corner on the national emphasis market.
Parenthetically, the increasing costs and waste-management problems
inherent in nuclear electric power generation appear at present to
portend a progressively more secure future for coal-fired electric
power.
This dissertation embraces a correlation of value judgments
and objective criteria in decision-making regarding the balance of
benefits from electric power generation, against detriments as a
result of environment and energy resource use in a control region
during a time span.

Within this framework the coordination of con

ventional risk-benefit analysis with decision theory and stochastics
is espoused.
Decision theory resolutions may be described as "the proper
course of action to be taken by a decision-maker who may gain or lose
by taking action upon uncertain data that inconclusively support or
discredit differing hypotheses about the state of the real but none
theless unknowable world," (Kaplan, 1968); i.e., scientific methodology
subjectively and preferentially applied to uncertainties, depending
upon occurrence probabilities extant at the time.

Thus higher

probabilities of occurrence may be stipulated as prerequisite to

t
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more drastic action as a result.

Simplification and reduction of vari

ables is desirable in decision theory application.

In more complex

controversies involving multiple issues and interests, risk-benefit
analysis may redound with greater advantage to the analyst than deci
sion theory (cf. Boyer, 1972).
Cost-benefit (the term of art generally applied in the econom
ically quantifiable context), or risk-benefit (involving amenities
not reasonably quantifiable economically), lie reasonably at the root
of analysis of power versus pollution and energy use.

Cost-benefit

and risk-benefit also legislatively and judicially so lie, as recent
judicial decisions have construed the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA), [Sections 102(2)(A)-(C)], Chapter 7, below; cf. Dickert
and Domeny. (1969);Gage (1972);USAEC Regulatory Guide 4.2 (1973);
USAEC Guide (August, 1972); USAEC, WASH-1261 (1973).
For an interesting, albeit concededly elementary, treatment of
the integration of legal and technical solutions to environmental
problems by operational research techniques, see Daetz and Pantell
(1974).

For background reference to related modelling, see Turner

(1970); Daetz and Pantell (1974); Leibrecht (1975); Burton, Pechan
and Sanjour (1974); Grad, Rosenthal et al. (1975); and references
cited therein.
In particular, this dissertation addresses and proposes improve
ment in the heretofore unduly ad hoc manner in which electric power
generating facilities have been licensed piecemeal and without regard to
the total national posture in power, pollution, energy resources, and
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the mutual interrelationships thereof.

Even now, under NEPA (Chapter

7, below), environmental considerations and alternatives with respect
to a particular proposed facility are mandated, but without sufficient
reference to total regional and national limitations levied on environ
mental and energy resource correlatives and interrelationships.
For example, the concept of pollutant maximum permissible con
centration (MPC), federally imposed, itself implies a ceiling limiting
the degree to which atmosphere and water are available as sinks,
regionally and nationally, for further pollution above their preexist
ing pollutant threshold levels.

Again, the finite nature of energy

resources (coal, uranium, etc.) available to the nation implies thereby
another and related national limitation which is not adequately reck
oned with at present in the licensing of large-scale electric power
generating facilities, nor in the related statutory and case law
(Chapter 7).
According to the Atomic Industrial forum, quoting ERDA 48,
Volume 1, (Larson, 1975), and with respect to potential national energy
independence, the energy available to the United States from recover
able domestic resources of coal and uranium is as follows, in Quads
15
(10
BTU); (cf. total U.S. energy consumption in 1974 was 73 Quads):

Coal
Uranium with Water Reactors
Uranium with Breeder Reactors

12,000+ Quads
1,800

Quads

130,000 Quads
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Finiteness is immediately apparent in these figures, (as is the
immense comparative potential energy independence inherent in breeder
reactor power, notwithstanding the implications of breeder reactor
pollution).
The standard proposed by this dissertation comprises and advo
cates (a) an evaluation of energy resource (fuel) availability region
ally and nationally, (b) an evaluation of power which is potentially
available regionally and nationally, based on available energy
resources and normal power plant efficiencies, (c) an evaluation of
the prorata or fraction of this potentially available power which a
proposed power plant can provide, (d) an evaluation of the prorata or
fraction of a total available energy resource (fuel) which a proposed
power plant will use in its normal life expectancy, (e) an evaluation
of the prorata or fraction of total available atmospheric or water
pollution sinks (between MPC's and preexisting pollutant levels) which
a proposed power plant will exhaust in its normal life expectancy, (f)
a risk-benefit balancing of (c), (d), and (e) above, including inter
regional transport of power, pollution, and energy resources, and (g)
an assessment of the potential forensic efficacy of such criteria for
inclusion in the power plant licensing process.
In the interest of clarity, the general form of the proposed
standard is developed immediately in Chapter 2, within the framework
of an isolated hypothetical control region, R, and including power-,
pollution-, and energy resource-transport across the boundary, S, of
R.

Chapters 3 and 4 analyze quantification for use in the proposed

standard of power plant effluent and pollutant dosage, and regional
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pollution prorata entailed, respectively.

Illustrative numerical

application of the proposed standard to a specific and real region is
treated in Chapter 5.

Theoretical extrapolation from regional to

national application is developed in Chapter 6.
proposed standard in forensic perspective.

Chapter 7 puts the

Conclusions are drawn in

Chapter 8.
The objective of this research and dissertation has been to
improve upon the criteria employed in power plant licensing, by pro
posing a standard which is validly, simply, and objectively expressive
in the mathematical idiom spatially and temporally relating proposed
power capacities and requirements to pollution and energy resource use
within national quantitative limits inherent in such mutually inter
related parametry and with the proposed standard forensically amenable
to use in improving such criteria.
The quantitative correlation of power, pollution and energy
resources, proposed by this dissertation, embraces ancillary potential
advantages.

One such advantage lies in the standardization provided

by the parametric correlation developed.

Another such advantage lies

in the dimensionlessness of the proposed correlation, thus avoiding
difficulties inherent in the use of analytical incommensurables.
Still another advantage lies in the correlating of power, environmental
impact and energy resource use in a single and emphasized analytical
process.

Yet another advantage lies in the providing of a quantifying

device of potential value in both absolute and relative assessment of
environmental and energy impact to be anticipated from proposed electric
power plants and their alternatives, (evaluation of alternatives now

s
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being a requirement under the National Environmental Policy Act and
the judicial construction thereof, Chapter 7, below).
In concluding this introduction, recognition is accorded the
vast disparity between data which are available and data which are
needed for rigorous application of the proposed standard.

Conven

tional and reasonably valid engineering approximations are employed
in the dissertation to bridge much of this gap.

Ultimate use of the

proposed standard must, however, await comprehensive regional pollu
tant sampling and calculations, both before and aften: the addition of
a real power plant to a real region of interest; (earlier assessment
could lie in the unlikely prospect of shutting down an existing power
plant for a long enough period of time to allow stabilization and longterm sampling of regional "preexisting" pollution levels, followed by
restart and sampling calculation of meteorological effect and of the
power plant's regional pollution impact); vis-a-vis analysis thereof
via timely application of the proposed standard).
Although such thoroughgoing demonstration of the utility of
the proposed standard must necessarily await work subsequent to and
suggested by this dissertation, and similarly await long-term evalua
tions and facilities essential thereto and recommended therefor, the
proposed standard's potential utility and need are not inconclusively
established in the following chapters.

No reason is apparent, there

fore, for not pursuing further the potentialities thus established
within the proposed standard as a potential improvement in the tech
nical and legal criteria used for the prospective licensing of

pro

posed power plant construction and operation within control regions
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and time frames concerned.

More specific recommendations to this end

are presented in Chapter 8, below.
Some of the pertinent introductory references referred to on
risk-benefit have been: Devine (1966); Brandl (1968); Burmeister
(1972); Starr (1969 and 1971); Ackerman and Sawyer (1972); Perspec
tives On Benefit-Risk Decision-Making (1973); McColl and Throsby
(1972); Otway (1972); Joskow (1973); Morrison et al. (1972); USAEC
Guide (May,1972); USAEC Proposed Guide (Jan., 1972); "Changed Under
lying Factors Influencing Electric Load Growth," FPC (1971).

Cf. pg. 239.

Some of the pertinent introductory references referred to on
energy, environment, power and public policy have been:

Hubbert (1962);

Ducsik (1971); White (1972); Mechanical Engineering, ASME (1974);
Austin (April and May, 1972); Dupree (1973); Fisher (1973); Werth (1973);
Gustavson (1971 and 1972); Gambs (1972); Yeager (1972); Symposia on
Energy (1971-1972); Chapman (1974); Gakner and Jimeson (1972); Air
Pollution Manual (1968); Arizona Department of Health Services (1975);
Engineering for Resolution of the Energy-Environment Dilemma (1972);
Mage (1974); Southwest Energy Study (1972); Problems of Electrical
Power Production in the Southwest (1972); Energy and Power (1971);
Energy Technology to the Year 2000 (1971); Komanoff, Miller and Noyes
(1974); U.S. Energy Prospects; An Engineering Viewpoint (1974); Malm
and O'Dell (1975); Yannacone (1974); Wilson and Jones (1974); Larson
(1975); Penner and Icerman (1974 and 1975); Smil (1975); Nuclear Power
and the Environment (1974); Foster and Wright (1968); El-Wakil (1971);
Glasstone and Sesonske (1967); Selected Materials on Environmental
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Effects of Producing Electric Power (1969); Lleberman (1971); U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (1974); USAEC Rules and Regulations,
Title 10, Part 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation" (1974)
USAEC Rules and Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, "Licensing of Produc
tion and Utilization Facilities (1974); USAEC, WASH-1261, "The Environ
mental Impact of Electrical Power Generation: Nuclear and Fossil"
(1973).
Further references on point are cited in Chapters 2, 3, 4, 7,
and Appendix A, below.

CHAPTER 2

PROPOSED STANDARD

The proposed standard and its essential elements are identified
in the present chapter.

2.1

Qualitative Objective

A common attribute of power, energy resources, and clean air
and water, is the finiteness of each.

As suggested in Chapter 1, the

recoverable domestic availability of America's energy resources is
limited to a finite quantity.

A fortiori, in pursuing the national

goal of "energy independence," the United States will necessarily con
front the problem of "getting the most mileage" (i.e., maximum power and
minimum pollution) out of each of these resources.
The "maximum power" potential derivable from such finite energy
resources is thus itself finite, and dependent upon the efficiency of
the energy conversion concerned; e.g., the generic efficiencies of
coal-fired power plants and light water nuclear power plants, respec
tively. (Recall the suggestion in Chapter 1, above, that coal and
light water uranium reactors presently occupy center stage in the
evolving panorama of electric power generation, and for this and other
reasons, constitute the illustrative basis of the analysis at hand.)
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Finally, clean air and clean water constitute a finite sink
quantifiable as the excess, if any, of maximum medically permissible
pollutant concentrations over and above existing or preexisting pollu
tant concentrations at the same point in space and time.
While the foregoing observations with respect to the finite
limitations inherent in power, energy resources, and the environment
appear to be truistic, they are nevertheless nowhere reflected ade
quately in contemporary power plant planning and licensing.
Prior to the Calvert Cliffs litigation (Chapter 7), power plant
planning and licensing took into account environmental impact virtually
not at all.

Prior to the Scientists' Institute case (Chapter 7) the

environmental impact of whole programs was not assessed.

Even now, in

A.D. 1976, various and segregated administrative agencies (Chapter 7)
attend the exigencies of power, energy resources, and pollution, as
though practically limitless and unrelated; (cf. "Effect of Calvert
Cliffs," 1972).
Needed in national electric power planning is a quantitative way
in which to approve of power plants if and only if their advent and oper
ation will not unduly despoil the environment and energy resources of
the nation.

That is, the planning and licensing of individual power

plants should, if national energy resources and environmental cleanli
ness are in fact finite and limited, take these related limitations into
specific and quantitative account.

The alternative to such planning and

accounting is the potential exhaustion of environmental and/or energy
resources prior in time to their accommodation of power requirements.
Stated otherwise, U.S. electric power policy would do well to improve
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upon its extant myopia of plant-by-plant licensing in the exclusively
local context, by a quantitative risk-benefit evaluation encompassing
both energy resource and environmental consumption as functions of pros
pective power supply and demand, so that exhaustion of the environment
will not precede provision of maximum power possible via available energy
resources.
In the present dissertation, it is proposed that such a riskbenefit evaluation can be made on the basis of a set of relatively ele
mentary algebraic standards.

Simply described, these standards specify

that a benefit term or "power-addition/total-demand quotient" (i.e.,
the fraction of the required power which a proposed power plant will
provide) must equal or exceed separately two related risk terms: first,
a "pollution quotient" (i.e., the fraction of the available clean envi
ronment which is used up by pollution from the proposed power plant),
and, second, an "energy resource use quotient" (i.e., the fraction of
available energy resources used up by the proposed power plant).

In

addition, maximum permissible pollutant concentrations ("MPC's") are
kept inviolate by suitable restrictions on the value of the ratio of
pollutant addition/clean air or water allocation.

These standards are

articulated in the mathematical idiom, below; (Equations 2-1 et seq.).

2.2

Proposed Standard (General Form)

A standard is proposed with two principal considerations in
mind, namely, (1) providing a risk-benefit relationship whereby incre
mental power additions to a control region can be compared quantita
tively with resultant pollution and energy resource use; and (2)
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keeping resultant pollution concentrations below maximum permissible
levels, with an acceptable probability.

The analytical form of the

proposed standard is developed in Chapter 2.

An initial mathematical

statement of the proposed standard for power additions is expressed
(dimensionlessly) as follows, to indicate the nature of the basic con
cepts, on which refinements will be developed subsequently:
Within a region R,
6i
_> 0;
F
.M
PN1 i max
N

¥•> fcnr--)
fAru N
N

(2-lb)

0 1 (f.)(M.)

(2~lc)

x

where

(2-la)

:
-1
i x , yJ , i p .
imax

R = a deterministic volume of space within which, power, pol
lution, and energy conversion occur, bounded by a fixed,
closed, simply-connected surface, S, which does not move
relative to the earth's crust, and across which, power,
pollution, and energy transport may occur.
S = the deterministic control surface bounding R
t = proposed power plant life
AP = power output proposed by a prospective power plant addi
tion to a control region, R, using fuel type N.
P^ = additional power capacity eventually needed in the control
region R, including AP, during time span t
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N = I, II,...,N, designating the generic power mode (fuel
type) being analyzed, e.g., coal, nuclear, etc.
= maximum local (point) short-term average ground-level
concentration (determined by appropriate diffusion calcu
lations) of a pollutant "i" added by the proposed power
plant with a specified probability, in the control region
R.

For example, if SO^ were the only contaminant emitted,

then ii>. would be the maximum short-term downwind concen1
tration of SO^ not exceeded (with a specified probability)
by the proposed power plant emission of SO^, as deduced
from translating the power plant SO^ emission through
atmospheric diffusion relationships.

For nuclear power

plants the i|> must be in terms of radiation dosage calcu
lated via concentration-dose coupling relationships
(Subsection 3.2).

The "short-term" averages are taken over

averaging times and frequencies in accordance with National
primary and secondary ambient air quality standards; for
most pollutants, this will be the annual maximum one hour
average.
AP
— = power ratio
N
= preexisting regional mean concentration (a random variable
of specified probability) of pollutant "i" in R
M_^ = "MPC Availability," i.e., maximum permissible concentration (MPC) of the i

th

pollutant, minus the preexisting

regional mean pollutant i concentration, Z^, (with a
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specified probability) already existing in the control
region R. (MPC's are the medical standards determined by
EPA, NAS, HEW, AEC, NRC, etc., as indicated in Chapter 7.
"MPC Availabilities" presuppose quantification and control
(with known confidence on the bounds) of pollution from all
sources (i.e., inside and outside R) of pollution affecting
the control region R.
F_^ = the fraction of M_^ allocated to the power industry in R
e^ = the increase in Z, the regional mean pollutant concentra
tion, (with a specified probability), caused by the addi
tion of a proposed power plant to a control region.
Subscript "max" -»• in Equation (2-la), the maximum-pollutant ratio
among all pollutant ratios ("maximum-pollutant ratio"
refers not to the maximum level of a single pollutant at
various times, but to the single pollutant among the vari
ous pollutants emitted which has the highest regional mean
e.
pollutant ratio ^ >. ); in Equation
(2-lc), (M.)
.
n
F.M.
i x,y,tK
lx
xmax
5 MPC. — [(z.)
,
], where [(z.)
,
] is the prex
x x,y,ip.
x x,y,iK
'•"rxmax
'-"^xmax
existing pollutant "i" ground-level concentration at point
(x,y) in R where simultaneous values of z^ and

are such

that [(z.)
+ (ifO
rx x,y] is a maximum
x x,y
"i
M.
x

=_

"pollutant ratio"

m

=

proposed power plant average fuel flow rate

A

=

prospective availability (in excess of existing commitments)
of fuel resource N to the United States.
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r = fraction of A which is allocated to the power industry
f = fraction of rA which is allocated for consumption during
time t
u = fraction of frA which is allocated to the control region R
-°lt: = "Energy Resource Ratio"
fAru
Equation (2-la) is the regional power/pollution criterion,
expressing algebraically that the ratio of a proposed power plant's
generating capacity to the regional power requirement in time t (i.e.,
the "power ratio") must equal or exceed the ratio of the regional mean
pollutant increase caused by the proposed power plant to the MPC
availability allocated to the power industry in the control region dur
ing time t, (i.e., the "pollutant ratio").
Equation (2-lb) is the regional power/energy criterion,
expressing algebraically that the ratio of a proposed power plant's
generating capacity to the regional power requirement, in time t,
(i.e., the "power ratio") must equal or exceed the ratio of the power
plant's energy resource (fuel) consumption in time t to the energy
resource (fuel) allocation to the control region during time t (i.e.,
the "energy resource ratio").
Equation (2-lc) is a "hot spot" criterion expressing that the
maximum ground-level 1-hr average pollutant concentration caused
locally anywhere in the control region by the proposed power plant shall
in no event exceed the maximum permissible short-term (1-hr average)
concentration allocated to the power industry in the control region
during time t.
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Equations (2-1) together constitute the general form of the pro
posed standard.

Accommodation of power-, pollution-, and energy trans

port across the boundaries of the control region is addressed in Sub
section 2.3, below.
Methods for computing the parameters contained in the proposed
standard are developed in subsequent subsections of this chapter and in
Chapters 3 and 4, below.

Illustrative analyses and applications of the

proposed standard are developed in Chapters 5 and 6.

2.3

Interregional Transport Accommodation

Accommodation of interregional power-, pollution-, and energy
resource-transport using the proposed standard is developed in the
present subsection as a natural extension of the proposed standard's
basic form, which applies to a single region R, identified in Subsec
tion 2.2, above; (cf. Utton, 1973).

2.3.1 Power and Pollution Transport
The proposed standard as described above has not adequately
accounted for cases wherein power and/or pollution generated inside R^
are transported to recipients in another region R^ (Fig. 2-1).
If in the example of Fig. 2-1, all of the power AP to be gener
ated by a proposed power plant in R^ is to be transported to consumers
outside R^, then R^ would be subjected to a pollution detriment without
proportionate power benefit.

One way in which to obviate this problem

would be to define AP as power generated and used within R^.

As a

practical matter such redefinition would be inappropriate within the
context of interregional power grids which are even currently a common
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Fig. 2-1

practice.

Schematic Representation of Power Generated in
• and Transported to R£

Moreover, in the limiting condition of all power trans

ported to R^, a zero level of pollution in R^, from the plant in R^,
would be required.' Similarly, if pollution but no power is trans
ported from R^ to R^, an analogous imbalance will occur.
A modification of the proposed standard, which can account
for power and pollution transport, is as follows:
It is a logical extension of the rationale presented in Sub
section 2.2, that the overall benefit to all regions (such as R^ and
R£ in the previous paragraph) participating in power generation and the
resulting pollution, should equal or exceed the overall risk.

The

simplest expression of this extension can be written in terms of power
and pollution ratios for Z regions as follows:
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k

=i[^

lR

k-k=i{t^

V

x

(2_2a)

V

since it is clear that this expression ensures that overall power bene
fit must exceed overall pollution risk, and results directly from
requiring that Equation (2-la) be satisfied in the form

1

^- {[ FIT ]max }Rk'
N

by every region individually.

k=1'2'• • *

(2-2b)

The appropriately modified form of

Equation (2-lc) is then simply

®

f

*i
)
(M )
X

1

k—1,2
.

x,y,^.
imax

.

(2—2c)

K>

An additional restriction on the transport of power, needed to protect
the interests of consumers in R^, is

APp = 0 if AP <
R1
V

P

k'=2,3,...,£.

(2-2d)

NR1

Equations (2-2) are illustratively presented as deterministic,
but can be taken as stochastic, as will be shown later, in Equations
(2-3).

In Equations (2-2), (AP/P ) is defined as the power ratio for
N Rk
region R^> where AP in each such ratio is the power increment APr ^

actually made available to consumers in the region R^, by the proposed
power plant being sited in R^, and P^ is the additional power capacity
Pjjr

needed by R^ during time span t; the pollutant ratios

k
[ (e./F.M.)
]_ are similarly defined, with e. taken as the
i i x max R^
l
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pollutant i Increase e^ in region
due to transport from
to
k
of pollutant i generated by the proposed power plant sited in R^.
Note that the total power output AP of the proposed power plant in R^
may not be equal to APR , since AP = APR + APR + ... APR , if power
1
12
£
is, in fact, being transported to regions outside R^, with the pro
posed power plant having satisfied Equation (2-2d).
Equation (2-2a) expresses that the sum of the power ratios
(as defined above) for all control regions to which power is trans
ported from a proposed power plant in a given control region, must
equal or exceed the sura of the pollutant ratios (as defined above) for
all control regions into which pollutant emissions from the proposed
power plant are transported.
Equation (2-2b) expresses that the power ratio in each such
control region R^ must equal or exceed the pollutant ratio in the same
control region R^.

Again, if Equations (2-2b) hold, then (2-2a) will

be satisfied.
Equation (2-2c) is simply a restatement of the "hot spot"
criterion, Equation (2-lc) above.
Equation (2-2d) expresses that, before a proposed power plant
in region R^ will be allowed to transport power to consumers in any
region R^,outside the originating control region (i.e., the control
region in which the power plant is located), the full power requirement
Pjjr^ of the originating control region must first be met.

To illustrate briefly Equation (2-2d), if R^ be defined as all
the region outside R^, and if R^ and R^ are both pollution-saturated
(i.e., M_^ = 0 in both R^ and R^ after adding a proposed power plant AP

to R^), and if the addition of AP would just complete the total power
requirement Pr

in R^, then transporting any of AP to R£ would leave

with a power deficit short of Pr^>

and

with nowhere from which to

import the power needed to meet such deficit (as R^ was taken as
pollution-saturated).

In a matrix or grid of control regions (cf.

Chapters 5 and 6, below), Equation (2-2d) together with all Equations
(2-2) must thus be applied to each control region in such grid in
order to preserve the total integrity and commensurate use and exhaus
tion therein of power, pollution and energy resource limitations born
of the finiteness of each.
Equations (2-2) together summarily constitute the standard pro
posed by this dissertation.

Energy resource transport is discussed in

Section 2.3.2.
Consider by way of an elementary example, a proposed 500 mwe
power plant in R^ which is to deliver 100 mwe to R^ and 400 mwe to R£?
and assume illustratively that P^ = 100 mwe, P^ = 1600 mwe; and
e.
e.
1
^
that ( „
)D =1; and (
) =1/4. The proposed standard would
i? .rl. Ki
r ,M. Ko
z
1 X

1 1

thereby be met, as, obviously, by direct substitution:
100
100

+

400_
1600 -

.
'

Of course, the hot spots checks of Equation (2-2c) also would have to
be satisfied.
An ancillary way in which to address the problem of pollution
transport is by administrative remedy (Chapter 7), i.e., by inter
regional negotiation and abatement proceedings.

In this context, con

trol regions should preliminarily address the pollutant transport
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problem by intraregional power plant siting to minimize the pollutant
transport problem in the first instance. [(On power plant siting, see
Nuclear Engineering (1975); Spence (1975); Subsection 2.5, below; and
references cited at page 68, Subsection 3.2, below.)]
In applying the proposed standard to R^, the MPC-Availability,
Q*i^l' includes contributions to (Z^)^ both from its own (R^) pre
existing pollution and from sources outside R^, (e.g., from sources in
R2).

Therefore, to the extent that R^ fails to pursue its administra

tive remedies (Chapter 7) against pollution in R^ from sources in R£,
to that extent R^ will suffer dimunition of the (M^)^ allocated to R^.
On the other hand, pollution transport by R^ into R^ is also subject to
control by application of the proposed standard to R£ as well as to R^.

2.3.2

Energy Resource Transport
There are two aspects of energy resource transport, namely, (1)

how much of an energy resource is produced and used within a control
region, vis-a-vis how much is produced outside a control region and
used within it; and (2) how much of an energy resource in one control
region is transported to another control region.

Both of these aspects

lead to difficulties in expressing energy-transport in the proposed
standard.
By definition, the product "fAru" in Equation (2-lb) consti
tutes the energy resources available to a control region during time t;
and A, r, and u are defined without reference to where the energy
resource originated.

Therefore, and as to the first aspect in the pre

ceding paragraph, energy transport is by definition irrelevant.

As to
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the second aspect, "fAru" is fixed after its determination, including
how much energy resource transport shall be included, by energy resource
allocation authority, (Chapter 7, below).

Thereupon, any additional

energy resource transport term in the proposed standard, [Equations
(2-2)], would be redundant.

Thus, the inclusion of an explicit energy

resource transport terra in addition to "fAru" is inappropriate in the
proposed standard; ("fAru" being determined taking into account energy
resource transport).
In effect, the energy resource allocation, "fAru," to each con
trol region can be regarded as deriving from the federal energy pool,
A.

The crucial question here is, as indicated above, not as to trans

port across power/pollution regional bounds, but as to how much "fAru"
to allocate to each control region from the federal energy pool, "A."
This question is determined for each power mode or fuel type N, e.g.,
coal, oil, gas, nuclear, etc., as soon as the regional power require
ment, P^, is determined, (assuming a constant generic power plant
efficiency within each power mode or fuel-type).

Alternatively,

regional P-forecasts can be taken as the point of departure, and "fAru"
derived therefrom, as amplified below.
Interregional transport of power and/or pollution will recipro
cally affect "fAru" allocations among control regions.

For example, in

the algebraic illustration presented in the preceding subsection, where
will transport to R£ 400 mwe of the 500 mwe generated by the pro
posed power plant in R,, a proportionate share of (fAru),, must therel
R2
fore be reallocated ("transported") from R^ to R^.
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The first step in application of the proposed standard lies in
delineation of power/pollution control regions.

These can be taken

arbitrarily; or in accordance with the existing air quality regions
specified by the Clean Air Acts (Chapter 7); or pursuant to
topographically-bounded meteorological basins; or, in the limit, by the
territorial boundaries of governmental authority (e.g., county, state,
nation, planet, etc.).

The next step in application of the proposed

standard lies in allocation of "fAru" to each control region, estab
lished as a prorata of "A" based on regional population or other parametry (as determined by decision theory and regulatory authority; cf.
Chapters 2 and 7).

Finally, regional values of

are thereby (and

with typical power plant efficiencies, generic to respective power
modes, e.g., coal, nuclear, etc.) determined.

Chapter 6, below, extends

this concept. (See also page 41, below.)
Alternatively and conversely, the proposed standard is amenable
to analyses taking conventional regional power forecasts as the point of
departure, or basis, from which are analogously derived the regional
prorata "fAru" requirements (e.g., essential to national energy inde
pendence).
The proposed standard is thus applicable either in determining
the energy resource requirements based on given power requirements, or
in determining the power available from given energy resources, all
within the MPC's medically mandated, and with reference to Z^.
These "base quantities" of

and fAru for each control region

can then be modified according to and proportionately with the powerand pollution-transport accommodations identified above.
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2.4

Stochastic Aspects

Much of the material contained in this dissertation is pre
sented on a deterministic basis, for the purpose of descriptive clarity.
Note is here taken, however, of the applicability of stochastics to
these analyses.

Since some of the variables appearing in the proposed

standard are inherently stochastic, their optimum quantification,
therefore, involves statistical algebra and/or simulation methods.
Equation (2-la), for example, can be expressed in probabilistic terms
as follows; [noting that, within the framework of the standard applica
tions illustrated in Chapters 5 and 6, below, e^ and

may indeed con

stitute the only purely random variables in Equation (2-la)]:

» ^ i < r s : W V ;

N

C2-3a)

i i

Then we consider the probability, P , that U and V satisfy (2-3a), as a
specified minimum value, Rg:

P (U > V) = P (U-V > 0) > R
r
r
— s

(2-3b)

00

Note that R

= Jf(0)d0 if (U-V) is denoted as 0, and f(0) is the probo
ability density function. If, for simplicity of explanation, the
random variables U and V are assumed approximately normally distributed
and described by standard deviations

and a^, and mean values
/•)

a

and

2
+ av , x =

/

(0-yQ)/aQ, (for convenience, in utilizing standard normal tables), Rg
becomes:
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R

._l. /

00

2

n d!t

-p0/o0
In Equation (2-la), Rg = 1; in Equation (2-3b), Rg might be, say
0.95, giving a power plant "reliability" of 95% that U _> V.
An assumed normally distributed probability density function
modeling the preexisting local ground-level concentration (z.)
, of
1 x,y
pollutant "i" at a ground surface coordinate (x,y) in control region,
R, is represented schematically in Fig. 2-2.

Note that (z.)
is a
1 x,y
time-smoothed quantity of the sort produced by a typical concentration

measuring instrument (Leibrecht, 1975) or by analysis of the pollutant
concentrations in the turbulent flow phenomena that are involved.

See

Chapter 4, below, for further discussion; cf. pp. 97 and 118.
Larsen, referred to by Grad and Rosenthal et al. (1975), at
pages 71 and 73 of RANN Report NSF/RA/X-74023, (cf. Subsection 2.10,
below), considered a measured pollutant level as a random variable and
found its probability distribution to be approximately lognormal.

The

geometric mean deviation of the distribution was primarily a function
of the averaging time of the measurement, but depended to some extent
also on the pollutant and its measurement location.

Thus, by taking

a limited set of measurements at any given location, it is possible to
determine the probability that a given level will be exceeded in a
given future time interval (albeit not when it will be exceeded) and
whether such pollutant levels will continue to fall within the limits
prescribed by ambient air quality standards, (particularly when such
standards specify levels not to be exceeded more than once per year).
The RANN Report stresses at this point that the kind and quality of
secondary pollutants formed is not proportional to, nor simply
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z
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F[(z.)

]

x,y

Fig. 2-2

Schematic Representation of Probability
Density Function of Preexisting Pollutant
"i" Concentration at a Ground-level Point
(x,y) in Control Region R

relatable to, the quantity of primary pollutants from which they are
formed; the implications of which, in the stochastic context, are self
evident.
There is a considerable variety of necessary productive activ
ities (including power generation), which can be expected to contribute
to the concentration of atmospheric pollution.

The factors in each

necessary productive activity which quantitatively determine emission
levels are random variables, from which it follows that total emission
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from the many sources within a control region is a random variable.
Thus, the upper bound on atmospheric pollutant concentration may be
specified as, say, so many micrograms per cubic meter, and controls
must assure that this upper bound is not exceeded, with a certain prob
ability, say, for example, 0.95.
The capacity to accept pollutants (within a control region) is
the difference between the upper limit (X) and the existing level of
pollutant concentration, Xq.

A problem is to find a rational way of

apportioning the anticipated pollution arising from the addition of a
total new power generation capacity P within a time frame of t years,
subject to the bounding concentration (on pollution) X, which must be
maintained with or without new polluters, with a probability of 0.95.
If a new power generation plant of capacity AP^ (where AP^ < P)
is proposed, how can its permissible pollution contribution be ration
ally apportioned in view of overall pollution limitations?

One approach

could be as follows:
The average fraction of new capacity to total added capacity in
t years is:

Thus, the pollutant concentration control level after addition of the
new power capacity AP^ should be:
X + X = X + (X-X ) E
o
1
o
o
1
This interim pollution level must be controlled such that the probabil
ity is 0.95 that it will not be exceeded.
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Note that X and X, are random variables described by mean
o
1
values and standard deviations:

Xo

•"

X1

*

(,,X ,aX

o

o

>

The mean and standard deviations describing the interim level are:

^X
o

+

^X
1

°1(interim) j/°X
o

+

°X1
±

^1(interim)

Maximum pollution (interim) after adding generating capacity
AP. is p.,. t . . + 2a,,, ^ . N.
A
1(interim)
1(interim)

Further incremental additions

would be similarly handled.
For a more complete treatment hereon, see Haugen (1976).

2.5

Siting Implications

z^ random variables at several ground surface points (x,y)
throughout the control region are depicted schematically in Figure
2-3.
By definition, Z^ is the regional mean preexisting ground-level
pollutant concentration of pollutant "i" in the control region, cal
culated from a probability density function of the point variates
(z ) , with a specific probability or by numerical integration
i x,y
(Chapter 4); and recall,

= MPC - Z^.

A proposed power plant's location within its control region
obviously must take

into account.

For example, consider the case

of a control region with a high preexisting pollutant "i" concentration,

R
Fig. 2-3 (z.)
Pollutant Concentration Probability
1 x,y
Densities at Representative Points Throughout
Control Region R

z^, in only one small part (R^) of the control region, and with all
other parts of the control region relatively pollution-free, as illus
trated in Figure 2-4.

In such case the regional Zwould be compar

atively low, and hence the regional M. would be comparatively high.
1

*i
• „ • < 1,
r ,M«
i i
proposed power plant sited in almost any part of R could presumably

Therefore, in view of the limiting Equation (2-lc), namely

pollute comparatively highly.
If, however, such proposed power plant, emitting pollutants
comparatively highly, were sited in the one small part of the control
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y

Fig. 2-4

Illustration of Isolated High Pollution
Concentration in One Part (R^) of Control
Region R

region which already contained a comparatively high preexisting pollu
tant "i" concentration, then the cumulation of the preexisting pol
lutant "i" concentration, plus the comparatively high pollutant "i"
concentration added by the proposed power plant (cf. Subsection 4.3,
below) so sited, could significantly exceed the MPC in that one small
part of the control region.
In order to take into account this potential siting problem
identified above, the limiting hot spot Equation (2-lc) would exercise
a salutary effect with respect to power plant siting, by thus
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discouraging the siting of power plants in areas where already high pre
existing pollution could thus be increased beyond the maximum per
missible concentration.
The proposed standard thus has potential applicability as a
siting device, i.e., in the assessment of some of the relative merits
of one prospective power plant site against another or others; (cf.
references at Subsection 3.2, below). This value of the proposed
standard as a siting criterion will increase progressively with increas
ing nationwide data acquisition (e.g., ambient pollution sampling and
meteorological analysis, together with demographic and topographic
correlation) over the years ahead.

Moreover, however, the proposed

standard is not limited simply to application as one of the criteria by
which prospective power plant sites are weighed relatively as to one
another, but is of significant prospective value as a unique standard
of assessment and licensing of each sited power plant individually and
absolutely.

2.6

Self-regulatory Effects and Tradeoffs

The proposed standard uses the energy resource ratio>

Equation

(2-lb), as an objective power/energy criterion on a par with the power/
pollution criterion.

The proposed standard is designed to prevent a

control region's overdrawing its allocated account as to energy resource
use and pollution, respectively.
e.
Tradeoffs between the pollution ratio, - • ^ , and the energy
resource ratio,
posed standard.

mt

are

^
accommodated in part as follows in the pro

On reducing the energy resource ratio to less than the
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pollution ratio, the pollution ratio, i.e., Equation (2-la), thereby
takes over as the governing criterion, subject to the absolute limita
tion of Equation (2-lc).

Similarly, the energy resource ratio becomes

the governing criterion if the pollution ratios fall below it.
Note that if P^ is comparatively large for a particular AP,
and if

is comparatively small, such conditions compel the use of a

low-pollution fuel, e.g., low-sulfur coal instead of high sulfur coal,
or emission controls, for the power ratio concerned.

Qualifying this

pollution/energy interrelationship, however, is the absolute criterion
expressed by Equation (2-lc).

Thus again is evidenced in the proposed

standard the mutual interrelationship of power, energy, and pollution.
There is also a built-in self-regulatory effect inherent in the
proposed standard.

That is, with an energy resource which is either

low in supply and low in pollution, or high in supply and high in pollu
tion, the energy resource ratio and the pollution ratio obviously off
set one another, and the integrity of the power ratio criterion is thus
preserved.

For example, observe that a comparatively scarce fuel such

as low-sulfur coal, which pollutes less than the more plentiful highsulfur coal, will accordingly yield a correspondingly lower pollutant
ratio, (e^/FJtf^).

Hence, if pollution ratio were the sole criterion,

a low-sulfur coal power plant would be allowed to produce less power
than a high-sulfur coal power plant, for a given pollution ratio, i.e.,
excessive plant power inefficiencies would be allowed.
pollution ratio is not the sole criterion.

However, the

The proposed standard

regulates and prevents such deterioration, via the energy resource
ratio.

Even qualitative observation indicates that the energy resource
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ratio, mt/fAru, for low-sulfur coal (in shorter supply than high-sulfur
coal) will be higher than the energy resource ratio for high-sulfur
coal.

The required power ratio is therefore increased again by the

energy resource ratio, from the depleted power ratio level otherwise
permitted by the lower pollution ratio.
Correspondingly, if high-sulfur coal is used, which is in more
abundant supply, (i.e., larger fAru), the energy resource ratio,
mt/fAru, will be proportionately lower.

This would seemingly allow a

lower power ratio, in a high-sulfur coal power plant, for a given
energy resource ratio.

Again, however, the proposed standard prevents

such deterioration in the allowed power ratio, as the high-sulfur
coal, albeit more abundant, is also more polluting, and hence yields a
higher pollution ratio, e./F.M., to offset the effect of the abovel i x
identified lower energy resource ratio.
Thus, when the pollution ratio drops via the use of a less
abundant fuel, the energy resource ratio takes over and prevents
excessive drop in the required power ratio; and when the energy
resource ratio drops via the use of a more abundant fuel, the pollution
ratio takes over and prevents excessive drop in the required power
ratio.
Observe that, with fuels of low pollution and high supply, a
low power ratio will be permitted, which is seen qualitatively to be
valid and appropriate; and with fuels of high pollution and low supply,
a high power ratio will be required, again valid and appropriate.
A further and more explicit tradeoff mechanism inherent in and
mandated by the proposed standard is described in Chapter 6, below.
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2.7

Transcendent Adaptation

Without altering any of the foregoing specifications, the pro
posed standard is altogether amenable to controlling pollution other
than atmospheric pollutants; e.g., nuclear waste disposal, water pollu
tion (including thermal; cf. "Problems in Disposal of Waste Heat from
Steam-Electric Plants, 1969), etc.

In order to extend the purview of

the proposed standard to such additional pollutants, the definitions of
e_^ and F_JM

need simply be broadened to indicate "pollution created by

the proposed plant" and "pollution allowed to the control region,"
respectively.
These broader definitions can then be particularized for spe
cific pollutants according to the standards set by governmental
authority (Chapter 7), e.g., air and water pollution criteria (mass per
volume or mass per time), thermal pollution criteria (temperature or
temperature gradient), nuclear waste disposal criteria (tonnage, e.g.,
based on storage or treatment facilities available), etc.
Similarly, although the dimensions of this dissertation have
been drawn to circumscribe no more than power, pollution and energy
resource use, the proposed standard can readily accommodate resources
other than energy per se; e.g., water resources.

The proposed standard

can accommodate resources, in addition to energy, by simply adding
the subscript 'smax", as follows.

f rN

(

Equations (2-1) thus become;

f d b ±
i i

0

<2-4a>
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1
P„ —
fAru smax
N

(2-4b)

0 <
< 1
- (Fi)(M±)
i x,y,i|>.
lmax

(2-4c)

where subscript "s" designates the resource (e.g., energy, water, money,
etc.); and subscript "max" in Equation (2-4b) has a connotation analo
gous to that in Equations (2-la),namely, connoting the maximum resource
ratio among all resource ratios assessed in applying the energy
resource criterion; and r, u, and A remain defined as heretofore (but
noting that "A" now refers not necessarily to energy resources only, but
to the availability of whatever the resource in the maximum resource
ratio).

[Note again that Equations (2-4) are illustratively presented

as deterministic, but may be taken as stochastic, cf. Equations (2-3)].
This form of the resource ratio thus allows the proposed
standard to accommodate applications encompassing any desired scope or
breadth of coverage, (to include water, money, etc.), or to be confined
only to energy resource use (by simply limiting "s" to the single
resource, energy).
More specifically, for example, water or money or other
resources available or allocated to the control region, and irrespective
of source, constitute the (fAru)
in the proposed standard.
SIQSX
Parenthetically, but consequentially, note should be taken that
the resource ratio, [mt/fAru] , when referring to energy, is amenable
s
to refinement such that A^ is defined in terms of a particular type of
energy, even beyond the delineation as to nuclear versus fossil fuel.
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For example, low-sulfur coal versus high-sulfur coal can be distin
guished.

Thus, in such examples, before a proposed power plant can

appropriate to itself an inordinate share of low-sulfur coal, in lim
ited supply, the power plant must demonstrate, via the proposed
standard, that the plant will produce the requisite proportionate share
of the total power requirement, P.

2.8

Parametry Quantification

MPC Availability is defined in effect as the maximum amount of
pollution which can yet be added to the preexisting pollution in R while
remaining within the maximum permissible concentrations (MPC's).
Obviously the determination and allocation of this remaining "permissi
ble pollutability" of R, among the various industries and power plants
concerned, i.e., establishing F_^, presents practical, economic, engi
neering, and legal problems of rather considerable proportions.
Approximations are possible for determining such pollutability
portions of the atmosphere and waters at all points in the control
region and for all times throughout t.
and M_^ could be used.

For example, maximum values of

Reasonable objection to this particular

approach lies, however, in that, for example, the maximum ip, in viola
tion of an MPC,, might in fact occur infrequently or in an altogether
uninhabited or low-risk area; or, contrariwise, the maximum preexisting
pollution level might be altogether and unreasonably inconsistent with
the maximum

at some times and locations.

thus preferable.

Stochastic treatment is

(Detailed treatment of the quantification of

and
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e_^ is presented below, in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, as funda
mental to the standard proposed.)
The variability in estimates of "A" (energy resource available
to the United States in time t), and the variability of "A" as a func
tion of trade embargos, strip mining legislation, etc., are not regarded
as a problem inherent in the proposed standard.

The proposed standard

can accommodate any "fAru" which is programmed into it.

The regional

energy resource quota is a determination prior and prerequisite to the
use of the proposed standard.

Even absent and pending valid determina

tion of "A," the proposed standard is effectively responsive and appli
cable to any "fAru" regional energy quota assigned to it.

That is, the

efficacy of the proposed standard is not a function of the estimation
accuracy as to "A;" albeit concededly the proper refinement of esti
mates of "A" will enable the proposed standard to better serve its
purpose.

Meanwhile, the proposed standard itself is no less effica

cious for the absence of irrefutable "A" estimates.

The proposed

standard functions and must be appraised on the basis of the allocation
of "fAru" to the control region concerned; not on the basis of faulty
"A" estimates.

On the basis of the "fAru" assigned to a region, and

the resultant energy resource ratio, the proposed standard then deter
mines the regional power ratio vis-a-vis the equally pivotal pollution
ratio.

Faulty "A" estimates call for changed "A" estimates, not for a

changed standard.
"fAru" is the governmentally determined (Chapter 7) energy
resource quota available in time t to a control region.
tion of

M^, as a func

and MPC, is thus a governmentally determined and medically
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counselled quota of power plant pollution acceptable in the control
region.

The proposed standard specifies that the proportions of these

quotas of regional pollution and energy resource use, which a proposed
power plant addition to such control region causes, shall each be no
greater than the corresponding proportion of the regional power require
ment which the proposed power plant addition provides to the control
region; and that in no event shall the maximum pollutant concentration
emitted from the proposed power plant violate the regional MPC.
Establishing fAru establishes P, (cf. page 26, above), as P =
, fAru \
rij ( ——

,
, fAru x
"
, fAru N
,
,
+ tin ( ~— )
Z nn ( —— )
I]; + ... =
N. (n = power plant

efficiency).
The respective quotas of power, P^, P j -j -j ••• etc., are deter
mined as:
P

(nfAru)j

PTI

(nfAru)IX

P

(nfAru)

P^T~ (nfAru)m

•
where the f, ri» A, r, and u values are assigned and (not arbitrarily)
adjusted to meet the requirement that £P^ = P.
effectively represents the percentage of the regional clean
air margin ("MPC Availability") between MPC and

which the power

industry (vis-a-vis other polluters) in a control region will be
allocated.

There are practical problems (Subsection 2.9, below) and
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legal problems (Chapter 7, below) inherent in the quantification of F^.
Such problems do not, however, warrant rejection of the proposed stan
dard, particularly since F^ focalizes a root problem (clean air con
trol and allocation) which must be addressed and solved, if the whole
national energy-environment dilemma is to be met and mastered.

2.9

Delphi and Decision Theory

As a practical, as distinguished from legal (Chapter 7), mat
ter, F^, f, A, r, and u can be quantified by the Delphi method, or
Bayesian decision theory, or etc.

Indeed, existing estimates of energy

resource availability (cf. Chapter 1), which has been denominated as
"A" in the proposed standard, can be confirmed by such methods.

With

comprehensiveness but also brevity in mind, the following comparative
treatment on point is presented.
The Delphi method, developed during the past twenty-five years
as an outgrowth of RAND corporation studies, is a "methodology for
efficiently obtaining consensus from a panel of evaluators on questions
which are shrouded in uncertainty and can not be measured or evaluated
in the classical sense." (Pill, 1971; Dalkey, 1972).
Pill describes Delphi as having three features:
(1) anonymity,
(2) controlled feedback, and
(3) statistical group response.

Anonymity is secured by using questionnaires or other formal communica
tion channels, to reduce the effect of dominant individuals.

Controlled

feedback implies reducing noise, by conducting the exercise in a
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sequence of rounds between which a summary of the results of the previ
ous round is communicated to the participants.

Statistical group

response is a device to assure that the opinion of every member in the
group is represented in the final response.

Delphi "picks the brains"

of an expert group, where "expert" is defined as "anyone who can con
tribute relevant inputs."
"It is still an open question whether Delphi is as good, on a
broad variety of questions, as the use of one or a few
experts at a time, answering only those questions which they
have studied thoroughly. This has been tried, in a fashion,
with the Delphi technique, by letting the experts rate their
own expertise on each question, and using the opinion of
only those who rated themselves highly on a particular ques
tion. Unfortunately, different people have very different
ways of rating their own expertise, which is allied to another
problem often mentioned in the literature, that of judging
expertise: on what basis should a person's opinion be
weighted? The criteria of performance are not very concrete
•• •
"Admitting that there is no clear answer to the question of
the single expert vs. the diverse panel, and that one should
probably use both, one can go to the question of how, given
a panel or group, is one to best obtain the desired informa
tion from them? And is the Delphi technique the best
approach?
"The crux of the matter is that there is really no gener
ally acceptable means of gauging validity and accuracy of
the output of any such procedure. One can check it for
internal consistency in terms of mathematical concepts, but
this does not help much in the application ... In the case
of Delphi, there is not a direct postulated link between the
real world and the abstract framework inherent in the ritual:
the output is still, at best, an opinion, and must be
treated as such ...
" ... As the method is used more, experience will indicate
its value, and it will evolve on its own or expire. Per
haps it would be more useful to view it as a communications
medium rather than simply a system of abstraction, and
stress the psychological interactions involved." (Pill, J.,
supra).
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In summary, Pill reaches the following four conclusions:
"(1) The Delphi technique should be used at high levels of
uncertainty and one must accept the difficulty of gauging
its usefulness. (2) It should be possible to apply Delphi
in conjunction with a more concrete procedure which works
backwards from the real world. This would of course
require extensive research. (3) Its eventual usefulness
will be judged by its performance, rather than by any
abstract analysis of its worth. (4) Research in Delphi
should stress its psychological aspects in terms of commun
ication, rather than in mathematical terms."

For a contemporary and pertinent illustration of Delphi's appli
cation, see Reiquam, Dee, and Choi (1975).

Bayesian decision theory provides a means by which subjective
l
judgments and intuition are translated- into probability statements,
which in turn are introduced into the formal statistical analyses, the
results of which become the basis of ultimate conclusions.

In the con

text of "pure statistical analysis," if we consider, for example, a
machine component reliability function f(x) = <f> e

, where x is the

time to failure of a machine component and <f> is the mean time to fail
ure (graphically depicted in Figure 2-5), then an estimate of <f> can be
made from a large sample (x,,x»,...,x ).
12
n

From a statistical analysis

(cf. Hahn and Shapiro, 1967; Bowker and Lieberman, 1972) the best
estimate of <j) is <j> = ^ =

.

The analogous Bayesian decision theory is applicable in a case,
for example, where only a very few samples are or can be tested, in
view of economic or other reasons.

Before testing, a prior probability

density function must be estimated, subjectively, from the investigator's
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f(x)

x
Fig. 2-5

Reliability Function Versus Time to
Failure

experl"nce» intuition, judgment, etc., such as, for example, is
iHuS|rated in Figure 2-6.
mined

1 *ie

From the estimated p.d.f. then is deter

most likely value of <j>, i.e.,: (x^.x^) -* <f>.

(For an

advant'lld treatment, see Raiffa and Schlaifer, 1961.)
Once again, by way of specific comparison, the Delphi method
would predicate the various individual judgments of a number of experts
as to l'ie value of (j>.

If, for example, a group of eight experts indi

viduate estimated (either without test samples, or with some test
Samplii>g»

v v
12

but based upon their respective expertise) values for <j> of
then the most likely value of <f> would be
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f(4>)

Fig. 2-6

Estimated Probability Density Function

Moreover, in the Delphi method, repetition or successive itera
tion of estimation, based on the results of earlier iterations, is
undertaken in order to hone the ultimate conclusion.
A pertinent example of Delphi without feedback iteration is
indicated by Wong, 1974. (The foregoing treatment of Bayesian theory
and reference to Wong were kindly provided by Dr. P. H. Wirsching,
Associate Professor of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, The
University of Arizona, 1975.) A number of potential power plant sites
was addressed by Wong.

Various experts individually tested and esti

mated the ground water available at each site.
site constituted a sample observation.

Each estimate for each

From all the samples an avail

able ground-water mean and standard deviation were calculable for each
site.

For analytic purposes the ground water available was considered

a random variable, albeit the available ground water is a deterministic
quantity (at a particular point in time).
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By comparison with this approach based on intuition and on data
from observations and tests, Delphi would actually add subjective judg
ments and further iterations.

That is, after and on the basis of the

first iteration of estimates, based either in part or not at all on
test results but on subjective expertise, the experts would individu
ally and periodically thereafter revise their estimates.

If, for

example, after four iterations there remains a considerable scatter in
the data, the estimates at that point are used for further estimate
iteration.

This iterated progression of estimates is designed to yield

a high probability of a substantial reduction in standard deviation and
a convergence on a reasonably accurate volume of actual available
ground water at each site.
An interesting descriptive comparison of various decision
strategies is compendiously treated, with references, by Wyatt (1973).

2.10

Related Modelling

A recent addition to the literature on point is the RANN Report
by Grad, Rosenthal et al., NSF/RA/X-74-023 (1975),a scholarly compendium
of work on the analogous problem of automotive air pollution and its
forensic perspective. (See also Appendix A, below, on "State of the
Art and Related Factors".)

Chapter 3 of this Report, written by Jas.

A. Fay of MIT's Mechanical Engineering Department, presents simplistic
models for predicting urban airshed quality and a "macroanalysis of
pollution control strategies." Fay observes, at page 79:

"Because

of its practical importance, dispersion from power plant stacks has
been widely studied for many decades, and both theoretical and
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empirical analyses of observations of plume dispersal have been made ...
All of the air quality models have limited capability;" and, at page
156, Ingram points out:

"A large number of diffusion models have (sic)

been developed by meteorologists, and extensive research is underway in
this area.

At the moment, however, simple diffusion models seem to

perform about as well as more complex models." (See Chapters 3 and 4,
and notably Subsection 4.1, below, on diffusion modelling.)
In the above-identified RANN Report are set forth examples of
simple models (e.g., the Fay and Flower model, Chapter 3 at page 81 et
seq.), and more complex models (e.g., Ingram et al., Chapter 5, page
217 et seq. similar to Leibrecht, 1975).
Page 4 of the RANN Report, supra, presents an apologia for that
study, indicating that the "sudden awareness of the existence of an
energy crisis" was "not fully predictable at the beginning of the
study," and that such crisis, which "may threaten to overshadow every
thing else in the field of environmental regulation occurred so late
in the study that it finds only minor reflection in this report."

By

contrast, the present dissertation incorporates energy impact in its
proposed standard.

Coincidental is the fact that the RANN study on

automotive air pollution follows a format similar to that of the pres
ent dissertation on power plant pollution, power, and energy correla
tion.
Again, the RANN study indicates (at page 13) that damage from
automotive pollution can not be quantified, but opines dogmatically
that savings in damages can be achieved by substantial reduction in
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pollution, exceeding the cost of achieving it; whereas the present
dissertation includes such quantification, via M^, e^, and fAru,
(Equations 2-1).
Like RANN, supra (at page 31), the present work does "not con
sider as part of this study, whether the existing ambient air quality
standards...are the correct ones..." but simply uses these medically
established criteria in the illustrative application of the proposed
standard, which can accommodate any other or changed criteria equally
efficaciously. (As stated at page 32 of the RANN Report:

"Although

it is difficult to find many experts who will defend the present stan
dards, it is still more difficult to find anyone who will recommend and
defend an alternative set of standards.")
Finally, as indicated at page 69, RANN, supra):
"Even where air pollution levels are high enough to threaten
health, the magnitude of the concentration of an air pollu
tant is very small—usually between 10 and 100 parts per
billion by weight in ambient air. These small ambient con
centrations are difficult to measure, making the monitoring
of urban air pollution an expensive and imprecise task for
public authorities to undertake."

The task must, however, be undertaken, if the national energy, power,
pollution dilemma is to be resolved.

CHAPTER 3

EMISSIONS-DOSE ANALYSIS:
QUANTIFICATION OF $

After a brief treatment in Subsection 3.1 on prerequisite funda
mentals, approximate, best-estimate methods for quantifying

from

which e^ is derived, are presented in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3, below,
with respect to fossil and nuclear power plants, respectively.

Quanti

fication of e^ is addressed in Chapter 4.

3.1 Fundamentals
There are various atmospheric diffusion models, e.g., linear,
Gaussian, etc., (referred to in Chapter 4, below), whereby the
emissions-dose relationship is assessable.

There are, in addition,

for the nuclear power applications, various radiological models,
these latter models being generally standardized, and no more precise
than is reasonable for use with the atmospheric diffusion model,
itself of limited accuracy, (i.e., to a factor of approximately 3, at
best).

This best-estimate diffusion model (Pasquill, 1962), below,

assumes a Gaussian dispersion exclusively by diffusion (no washout,
fallout, chemical reaction or absorption) of effluents transversely
and vertically; and, in the downwind direction, plume effluent disper
sion inversely proportional to windspeed, and with negligible molecular
diffusion (as contrasted to convection).
50

Thus the downwind stack
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emission concentration, i/j, is proportional to source strength,
q (gm/sec); and inversely proportional to average windspeed, u.

We

shall adopt a Gaussian model henceforth as the basis for quantifica
tion of

and e^, recognizing that, in the future, more rigorous

solutions may become available which will serve as more appropriate
inputs to the methodology developed by this dissertation.

The basis

for these more rigorous solutions is given in Chapter 4, Subsection
4.1.
Referring to Figure 3-1, by Gaussian distribution definition,
and at some location along the centerline of the plume:

7

i(j ^ (£)(e

)

for y = 0, \p = Z ; for y = 2.15a, \p - 0.15,; for y = a ^ , i[> = 0 . 6 0 7 Z .

The Gaussian distribution can be normalized so that the area under the
curve equals 1, by picking Z = —
; i.e., from the calculus:
/2rr a
y

a.
? 2
j/ e~ x dx =
o

+o°
.*. /
e
-00

y

dy = a /lir

hence:

CO

—
/2tt a

y

/
-«>

o

e

y

dy = 1;
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Plume C.L.

Fig. 3-1

hence the coefficient

Gaussian Distribution of Stack Emissions

2ir a

y

a

of terms I and II in the diffusion equaz

tion below.
(Normalization allows consideration of a piece of the stack emission
plume; namely, the amount of plume emitted in time dt, where conserva
tion of mass mandates that the amount of plume emitted from the stack
in time dt, i.e., qdt, is ///(i|0 (dx dy dz), where dx = udt to sum to
vol.
qdt out of the stack.
SO^ emissions react with ground vegetation or water, so that if
the plume impacts, for example, a lake or pond, the SO^ may react
locally and, in effect, partially purge the plume SO^, at the expense
of the local ground water.

If there is no such reaction, and no surface
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deposition of effluent, plume reflection by the ground results.

To

account for such reflection, Term II in the diffusion equation, below,
is used. (If there is no plume reflection, but instead a deposition
or reaction by the plume on surface impact, then both Term II and the
"2" in the denominator of the coefficient of Terms I and II are omitted
to take this into account.) Cf. Figure 3-2.
The diffusion equation as derived by Pasquill (1962) thus
becomes:

2

iKx,y,z,H) =

q
ex P(
2irg g u

y z

2
{exp[- — ^ ] + exp[-

2a
y

2a

z

2

]>

(3-1)

2a

z

II
where,
-3
= concentration, in any consistent units, e.g., gm met ,
-3
curies m , etc. (See Subsection 4.1 for further discus
sion of the definition of

ip.)

q = stack emission rate, (gms)(sec ^), curies sec \ etc.
u = windspeed, (met)(sec "*").
x = downwind distance, met.
y = horizontal crosswind distance from plume centerline, met.
z = vertical distance from plume centerline, met.
a = diffusion coefficient in y direction, met.
y
a

z

=

diffusion coefficient in z direction, met.

H = effective stack height = height to level plume
height h + plume rise Ah; met.

= stack

Plume C.L

Fig. 3-2

Ground Reflection of Stack Plume
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(Note that the a's are functions of downwind distance x, infra.,
and are standard deviations of the plume concentration distribu
tion.)

Assumptions for further discussion are as follows:
1.

Plume spread is Gaussian in the y and z directions; no
diffusion in x direction (valid assumption if stack emis
sion is continuous or if duration of stack emission is equal
to or greater than travel time x/u from source to point of
interest.

2.

u is the mean wind speed time-averaged at stack height for
the same period of time as that adopted in the definition
of

(see Section 2.2); empirically (M. Smith,"Recommended

Guide For The Prediction of The Dispersion of Airborne
Effluents,"ASME, 1968, p. 3):
u
z
n
— = ( — ) ; 0 < n < 1; n generally = 0.5 to 0.7;
U1
Z1
(Smith, Id., recommends n = 0.25 for unstable con
ditions, n = 0.5 for stable.)
(1 and 2 are any two heights above ground.)
3.

Uniform emission rate, q.

4.

Plume reflects without deposition or reaction at ground.

5.

No diffusion in the x direction.

6.

is a mean value over the same time interval (usually one
hour)represented by the a's and u; a's are evaluated in terms
of downwind distance x, i.e., for a specific averaging time.
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- j£.

. ,
2a 2
I
2
Noting that \p ^ —[e
] along y = 0 and z = 0, it should be
z
expected that a increases with increasing x, (i.e., the farther downz
wind, the more diffuse), and so the exponentials in the diffusion equa
tion diminish, but approach unity (e ^ = 1).
\p

max

at some x.

It is this \p

max

Therefore, there is a

which the engineer must find (to a
°

factor of 3 by this model).
Term I in Equation (3-1) accounts for pollutant diffusion above
and below the plume centerline; Term II accounts for the stack image
at -H, (see Assumption 4, above), and cf. the schematic representation
above, at Figure 3-1.
2

Exp (

j) accounts for diffusion transverse to plume centerline.
2a

y

Some limiting cases of interest are as follows:
(1) At downwind ground level (with no plume reflection),
2
u2
_ y
_ JL
2
2
2a

iKx,y,0,H) =

q
irg p u

y

[(e

2a

) (e

Z

)]

y z

thus representing (to the extent that the Gaussian is an acceptable
model) ground-level

downwind in terms of the standard deviation of

plume concentration distribution about the Gaussian bell curve.
(2) At downwind ground level beneath plume centerline (with
no plume reflection),
H2
2a
,Kx,0,0,H) =

e
y z

2
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This equation manifests the rationale for building tall stacks to mini-H2
mize ground-level i|j, i.e., so e
is small.

Downwind ground-level

concentration is thus obviously cut by either a large stack height, or
by a large windspeed, u.

Effluents do not thus vanish, but become more

and more dispersed, with decreasing ground-level concentrations as x
(downwind distance) increases. The tall stack argument breaks down
where acid rain may fall, i.e., with resultant oxidation' of SO^ to SO^,
and subsequent fast reaction to H^SO^.

(Even so, in areas of alkaline

soil, e.g., Arizona, acid rain is not entirely adverse; in such situa
tions sulfur may be added to the soil intentionally to neutralize alka
line content.)

Otherwise, the tall stack objective is to render

emissions, e.g., SO^, above atmospheric inversion levels.
(3) At downwind ground level, from ground-level source with no
plume rise,
ij>(x,0,0,0) =
'

9—
tfo o u

y z

If a stable cloud layer tops an unstable layer, e.g., an inver
sion aloft at some altitude L, such that:
L - H = 2.15 a

z

at x,
L

or,

i.e., in the event of cloud reflection of plume at x > x^, plume dis
persion build-up can be considered sufficient for a uniform \p distribu
tion approximation in the. regime x >_ 2x^, and 0 £ z _< L, so that in the
horizontal plane:
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i|>(x 1 2x^,2 < L,H) = •—9
exp[- t(^-)2];
v2tt a Lu
y
y

For x < x^j Equation (3-1) is used,

Between x^ and

is required for the computation of \ p .

interpolation

Maximum ground concentration

occurs along the plume centerline at y = 0, at distance x calculable by
equating to zero the first derivative.
a

and o

To avoid this complication (as

are functions of x), an approximation is possible (Turner,

1970) using H = /I

in the diffusion equations, i.e., thus knowing H,

and afor maximum ground-level concentration, x can be determined
directly from Turner's graphs of empirical values of diffusion coeffi
cients for varying atmospheric conditions and downwind distances,
(Turner, 1970).
Following is an illustrative calculation on point.
If a power plant burns 10 tons per hour of coal containing 3%
sulfur, (cf. rule of thumb; 10 tons coal implies 1 Mw. day), on a
sunny summer afternoon with the wind at 10 meters above ground at 4
meters per second from the northeast, and a frontal inversion aloft
limits the vertical mixing to 1500 meters (wind at 1200 meters altitude
at 5 meters per second from 30°), with an effective stack height of 150
meters, (a) ip, and (b) x, are calculated as follows, and a log log
plot of ground-level centerline SO2 concentrations with distance x is
calculated for x = 100 meters to x = 100 km., (remembering the increased
inaccuracy of diffusion calculations at the greater ranges):
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(a) 10 tons/hr of 3% S coal ->0.3 tons S per hour.
S + 0 -> S0„
2
2
32
64

1# S burned -> 2# SO^ emission
0.3 tons S/hr -> (0.3)(2) tons SO^/hr emission
burned

.. q =

(0.3)(2)(2000)(0.454)(1000)
3600

H = 150 = 106
,n, at
„ ip,
= —

a
Z

/

2

/

=

„„ „

,
. .
gms/sec SO^ emission
/x
(a)

.
maX

2

In Turner, 1970, at Stability Class B, and a = 106, read x = 800
z
meters.
At x^ oz = 0.47L = 0.47(1500) = 705 met.

(b)

So read x^ = 2800 met.
Comparing (a) and (b), 705 > 106,

* ^Vu

cxp

[-

y z

2

within x^, so use Gaussian:

(7")2]

z

9— (0.38)
but — = / 2 ; . - . i|;(x,0,0) =
a
TTCF O u
z
y z

.'. at x = 800, read a

y

=

120.

1 SI T
Hence i|>(x,0,0) = ^O)
(106)(4) [0,38]

=

3
0-000362 g/ni

= 362yg/m3
(exceeds federal annual standard 80, though moderate condition)
(more precisely, use — = (—)n, supra, for two given altitudes,
o
o
to solve for n, and thus obtain u at stack exit; i.e.,
u = 4 @ z = 1 0 ; u = 5 @ 1 2 0 0 m e t . -> n = 1 / 2 0 ;
o
u

''J

=

,150 -.1/20
1200

U =

'

r

, i

4.6 met/sec.)
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(b) The ground-level centerline SO^ concentration with distances, from
x = 100 met to x = 100 km, can be plotted using the Gaussian Equa
tion up to x^ (2800 met), and the uniform distribution for x

2x^>

as follows:

-W
2 '
x(x,0,0) =

^— e
TTCT a u
y z

2

up
to x,
r
X

For x = 100 met:
m r
o = 10.6
z

H
n,
— = 150
__ , = ,,
14.14
a
10.6

a = 16
y
ifr very small
For x = 300 met:
a

z

on
= 30

H
150
*
—
= -rr—
= 5
a
30
z

a = 47
y
•
151.3 x 10 5
_ _ nrirtQQO
/ * " 3.14(47)(30)(4)
0-000882 x 10—g/m
= 0.00882 yg/m3
For x = 400 met:
a =60
y
0

z

=40

— = 3 . 7 6 -> e x p = 1 0 ~ 3
a
z

, _ 151.3 x 10~3
_ _ ...
* ~ 3.14(40)(60)(4)
*50

..-5
X 10

,3
g/m

=5.02 yg/m 3
For x = 500 met:
a = 77
y
cn
a = 50
z

H
150 = .
in-2
— = r-r—
3 -> exp = 10
a
50
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<J> =

-2
151.3 x 10
-5
= 3.13 x 10
3.14(77)(50)(4)
= 31.3 yg/m3

For x = 800 met:
xb

max

= 36.2 x 10 ^
.
, (calculated above)
= 362 yg/m"

For x = 1000 met:
a

= no

a

= 110

y

150
= 1.364 -> exp = 0.41
110

5-

a
z

151.3 x 0.41
3.14(110)(110)(4)
5

= 16.3 x 10

g/m3 = 163 yg/m3

For x = 2000 met:
= 2 km.
a =
z
a

y

230

~ = 23§
z

= 0,652 * BXP = 0,81

- 260

=

151.3 x 0.81
3.14(230)(260)(4)
16.32 x NO

5

g/m3 = 163.2 yg/m3

For x^ = 2800 met:
a

= 340

a

= 370

y

=

H_
a

150
= .4415 -> exp = 0.90
340

151.3 x 0.90
3.14(340)(370)(4)

= 8.63 x 10

5

g/m3 = 86.3 yg/m3

For 2x^ = 5600 met.

Use uniform distribution equation now:

...

^-

2\> '

is
/2 o L u
y

e

y

y _ o for max
i

.

a

.

lateral ip

L = 1500 met., given
u = 4 met./sec given
151.3
__
>
= 1 43 x 10
/6.28 (1500)(700)(4)

^

= 14.3 yg/m3
For x = 10 km:
a = 1200
y

*

_ 151.3
(2.52)(4)(1500)(a)
15
1500 a
y
0.01 _ 0.01
„
~7~~ l 2 o o ~ 0 , 8 3 3
y

,„-5
x 10

, 3
8/m

=8.3 yg/m 3
For x = 30 km:
a = 3100
y
<l>

= '3J00

= 0,3 X 10 5 s^m3 = 3

For x = 100 km:
a = 8700
y
*

=

8700

=

°-115

x 10"5

SM3 = 1.15 yg/

These results are presented graphically in Figure 3-3.

-5
100x10
max

-5
10x10

Cg/m )

-5
1x10

2800 m.
100 met.

Fig. 3-3

1 km

2

10 km.

Plume (Centerline Ground Level) Dispersion

100 km.
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Actual atmosphere is slightly stable; an inversion very stable,
and hence very little effluent dispersion in an inversion.

It is for

this reason that SO^ emissions above inversion levels are sought, via
tall stacks, i.e., to avoid entrapment of the effluent in the stable
layer of the inversion, and to allow effluent dispersal instead in the
less stable air above the inversion.

As noted above, a

y

and a

z

will

vary directly with atmospheric stability (Turner, 1970).
Plume behavior thus depends on the time of year, the time of
day, the topography, location, what data are used, and the inaccur
acies inherent in all of the methods.

A complete set of calculations

must be conducted for each set of conditions, in the limit an infinite
number of permutations and combinations.

It is for this reason that

meteorological data must be broadly sampled for years in advance of
plant construction to obtain worthwhile data within the preexisting
framework of limitations, identified above, constricting the efficacy
of the diffusion calculations of plume and effluent dispersion; (e.g.,
current sampling for the APS nuclear plant scheduled for the Phoenix,
Arizona, area effective in the 1980's).
Stack emissions are characterized, in the proximity of the
stack, by two effects, causing stack plume rise, which would obviate the
efficacy of stack emission equations, but for a correction factor.
These are, first the effect of stack effluent buoyancy as a result of
elevated temperature or low molecular weight of the effluent relative to
the ambient air entraining it; and, second, the stack jet effect or
resultant momentum of the stack effluent emerging from an interiorly
convergent stack passage.

The correction factor for plume rise, termed
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herein Ah, constitutes a part of the effective stack height, H, used in
the diffusion equation, above, and is therefore of significance.
There are innumerable empirical equations for calculating Ah.
For example, the Holland equation approximates Ah as follows:
V d
Ah = — [1.5 + 2.68 x 10"3 p —•]
u
s
where,
Vg = velocity out the stack, meters/second.
d = inside diameter of stack, meters.
u = horizontal wind velocity, meters/second.
13
p = atmospheric pressure, millibars; (1 bar = 10
dynes/cm.)
Tg = stack gas temperature, °Kelvin
AT = T - T
;(82 °C < A T < 240 °C)
S
atmosph.

Another Ah equation is the Davidson-Bryant formula, which
assumes AT < 35 °C, d < 0.5 meter, Vg < 15 meters/second.

This equation

is readily evaluated and generally underestimates Ah, implying a slight
safety factor.

The Davidson-Bryant equation is:

Ah = d( ^)1,4 [1 +f-]
S
For additional Ah equations and related data see M. Smith (1968),
Chapter III; Perkins (1974), Chapter 9; and Turner (1970).
None of the equations is valid within 100 meters of the stack.
(At x = 0, i|j = 0).

All of the equations are to be qualified by the

cautions cited hereinabove as to conditions and empiricism.
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Distinguishing the foregoing point source formulae, area source
analyses involve other models but equally limited and qualified; for
example, Holzworth uses near the source a Gaussian distribution as
follows:

0,m
^av8
' = 3.994 (£)
for < 0.47 h1,130
;
7
—
ii
it —

Q

where,
3

^ = concentration, gms/met .
—

2

Q = area emission rate, gms/met /sec, i.e., emission integrated
over area.

h = mixing height, meters.
S = length of area along wind direction x.
u = mean wind speed;

and away from the source a uniform distribution as follows:
ill
„
,0.130 , S
= 3.613 h
+ —
—
2hu
q

0.088 uh1*260
S

S . A „ ,1.130
for — > 0.47
h
u

With respect to pollutant synergism, Wilson and Jones (1974)
suggest that there seems to be a synergistic effect with particulate
matter when the particulates promote the conversion of SO^ to t^SO^,
i.e.:
2S02 + 02 -> 2S03
2N0 + 02 -> 2N02
2N02 + 2S02 -> 2N0 + 2S03
2N0 + 2S02 + 02 -> 2S03 + 2N0
2S02 + 02 + 2S03 -* S03 + H20

H2S04,
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and they report that "particulates and the nitrogen oxides are probably
the most important for air pollution, since particulates and oxides are
usually present simultaneously.11
Ferris, cited by Wilson and Jones (1974), at page 203 thereof,
suggests a "mixed air quality standard - particulate concentration
multiplied by SO^ concentration - to be less than 4000 (micrograms per
2
cubic meter) ."

Rail (1973) indicates that the health and synergistic effects of
SO^ and total suspended particulates are, at best, qualitative and
inconclusive, with substantial additional study required.

However

resolved, synergized pollutant ip's and MFC's will find as facile an
application via the proposed standard as do current unadulterated pol
lutant tf's and MPC's.

3.2

Coal-fired Power Plant

Empirical relationships of coal-fired power plant point source
stack emissions to downwind dose rates are treated fundamentally in
Subsection 4.1.

Analogous but distinct relationships are necessary for

nuclear power generation emissions, which differ in character, sub
stance, and life, from coal-fired power plant emissions.

Analysis of

nuclear power emissions-dose coupling is undertaken in Subsection 3.3,
below.

Coal-fired electric power generation emissions-dose coupling is

undertaken here in Subsection 3.2.

In both these analyses a prior

selection of site is presupposed, (via conventional weighting, first
within and then among the various factors considered in connection with
each competing site; factors such as coolant mode, flood and foundation
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and seismic stability, meteorology, site preparation requirements and
accessibility of plant site and power transmission corridors, property
valuation and adjacent land use, potential local ecological hazards,
socio-political implications, etc.; cf. Leopold (1971); White (1972);
Power Plant Siting in the United States (1972); "USAEC General Environ
mental Siting Guides" (1973); Nuclear Engineering (1975); USAEC Rules
and Regulations, Title 10, Part 100, "Reactor Site Criteria," (1973).
However, site optimization, with respect to the parameter involved, is
within the scope of the present approach, and can be accomplished through
numerical iteration of the calculations that follow.

(Whereas siting

per se is essentially a relative assessment, the present approach com
prises essentially an absolute standard.) See also pages 148 and 221.
As an example of a coal-fired plant analysis, a 600 Mwe plant
9
of 39% efficiency (1540 Mwt; 5.25 x 10 B/hr.), a stack height of 250
meters, located in the vicinity of the Tucson International Airport at
Tucson, Arizona, is postulated, with a coal fuel ultimate analysis as
follows: (typical of Arizona coal, Black Mesa, etc.)
Component

Percent by weight

C

70.4

S

0.9

H,
2

5.0

N,

1.5

0

10.4

2
2

5.2
Ash

6.6
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Assume 15% excess air, flue gas exit temperature 345 °F, and stack
9
losses of 11% (i.e., 0.577 x 10 B/hr.); and therefore a cooling water
load of [(1540-600) x (1000)(3413) - (0.577 x 109)] = 2.64 x 109 B/hr.
The stoichiometric air/fuel ratio is calculated as 9.4 lb. air
per lb. fuel; and with the postulated 15% excess air, 10.8 lb. air per
lb. fuel are used.
Dulong's formula (cf. Dillio and Nye, 1969, p. 150), yields a
higher heating value of 12,570 B/lb. coal, i.e., a fuel consumption of
g
5.25 x 10 B/hr
12 570 B/lb

=

, ,n

x

irv5

,,

„

coal/hr =

,„2 .
„
2.09 x 10 tons/hr

= 5015 tons coal/day

Parenthetically, air consumption is (4.18 x 10"*)(10.8), i.e.,
45.15 x 10"* lb. air per hour.
And,
Pa^r

= 0.00217 slugs/ft^ (ICAO table, p. 548, Vennard,

2500' alt. = 0.0673 lb /ft3
m
50.1 °F
13.469 psia

1961)

Thus, assuming that the perfect gas law governs, we have

p70

°F " <"50.10

" °-°673 <!§> " °-°700 Vft3

Therefore, noting that the stack gas pressure at stack outlet equals
^ambient:
P
=
805°R

(p50.10)(T70F)

=
345F

„
,530
= 0.07
(^—

rt/,

805)

„ /ft3
= 0.046 lb
•m
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and the air consumption thus equals:

45.15 x 105 lb /hr
^
= 9.8 x 1(T ft /hr
0.046 lb /ft
m
The mass flow of fuel up the stack (less bottom ash) = (1-0.066)
(4.18 x 105) = 3.9 x 105 lb/hr.
.". total mass flow up the stack
,r
,„5 lb air , „ „
„„5 lb fuel
= 45.15 x 10 —+ 3.9 x 10
:
hr
hr
= 49.05 x 10"* lb. stack effluents/hr = 78.3 x 104 gm/sec
7
. .
a • T7
i Flow
T7T
n
Stack „
Emission
Air
Vol
= 9.8 x 10 r- = 21.7
ft3 air emission
.c .c
*
lb. air "burned"
10 5
45.15 x 10

Accordingly the stack chemical emissions and rates are:

CO2'

(y|)(0.704)(4.18 x 105) = 10.8 x 105 lb./hr.

s°2:

(|j)(0.009)(4.18 x 105) = 7.52 x 103 lb./hr. = 1203 gm/sec

H2°:

1Q
C
C
(j2-)(0.05)(4.18 x 10 ) = 1.88 x 10 lb./hr.

NO2: NO^ via excess air reaction as well as combustion reaction,
depending on combustion process design; assuming 7.57 lb.

up

stack per lb. of coal burned, i.e., 31.6 x 105 lb. N2 per hour,
and assume approximately 1/300 of this goes to NO ; i.e.,
1.1 x 10* lb./hr. = (1.1 x 104)(1.26

x

10-1)g/sec = 1387g/sec

Ash: (0.066)(4.18 x 105) = 2.76 x 104 lb./hr.

3
Assuming 85% SO^ removal: SO^ stack emission = (7.52-6.4) x 10

= 1.12 x 10^ lb./hr. = (1.12 x 10^)(1.26 x 10 ^)g/sec = 141g/sec.
4
NO^ stack emission is taken, supra, as 1.1 x 10 lb. per hour.
Assuming ash is 80% fly ash, and 20% bottom ash, the full fly
4
ash emissions would equal 2.208 x 10 lb. per hour; but
assuming 99% fly ash removal, the fly ash stack emission is
4
2
(2.208-2.18) x 10 , i.e., 2.8 x 10 lb. per hour = 35.3g/sec.

The average wind velocities in the Tucson area are southeast
at 2.7 met/sec (late night and morning), and northwest at 3.6 met/sec
(afternoon and evening).
Using a total effective stack height of 500 meters, (actual
stack height is given as 250 meters, plus Ah correction calculated per
Subsection 3.1, above),with appropriate assumption for inside diameter
of stack; or via intersection of atmospheric lapse line with stack
plume adiabatic lapse line; and using atmospheric stability category
B (Turner, 1970) for A.M. concentrations (wind 2.7 met/sec, strong to
moderate incoming solar radiation), and category E for P.M. concentra
tions (wind 3.6 met/sec. <_ 3/8 cloud cover); and using the horizontal
and vertical plume dispersion standard deviations (a

and a^) from

nomograms in Turner (1970); and substituting these values into the
atmospheric diffusion Gaussian model, yields

values for downwind

distances at ground-level plume centerline, A.M. and P.M., which, when
multiplied by the q values calculated above, (for SO^, NO^, and fly
ash) yield the downwind ground-level plume centerline pollutant
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concentrations, converted to the units shown in Table 3-1; (assume
mixing height is 1500m; further assume ground-level wind speed at
altitude).
Maximum ij;

in Tucson Control Region is calculated as follows,
2

(cf. Subsection 3.1, above).
a
z

H = 500 = 353 at
„ .
= —
max
/2
/2

In Turner, 1970, at Stability Class B for A.M., and a = 353
z

(a)

read x = 1100 meters
At x^ az = 0.47L = .47(1500) = 705 m.

(b)

So read x^ = 2800 m. (Turner, 1970).
Comparing (a) and (b), 705 > 353, .*. within x^» so use Gaussian:

ip(x,0,0)

= —^— exp
[PL
iro o
2
y z

^1
a '1
z

but — =
a
z
^(x,0,0)
=
r ''

3

<0-38)

iro a u
y z

at x = 1100, read a

Hence, max
(S.E.wind)

i|/

y

= 300.

3f = 0.0000598g/m3
(x,0,0) = ^nnu,.,.
tt(300)(353)(2.7)

S°2

= 59.8 yg/m3
So, using 55% q (Chapter 4), max \p

(S.E.wind) = 32.9 yg/m
2

and max

and max ip

x 32.9 = 323 yg/m3

3
.
= 3^'3 x 32.9 = 8.23 yg/m
&
parties
141
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By calculations analogous to those at pages 58 through 64,
above, the ground-level centerline pollutant concentrations in Tucson
Control Region at downwind intervals (radially from stack) can be deter
mined using the Gaussian equation up to x^ (= 2800 meters, above), and
using the uniform distribution for x
above).

2x^> (cf. pages 58 through 64,

The results of these calculations are presented in Table 3-1,

and will be used in Chapter 4, below.

For comparison of these values

with acceptable maximums, cf. Table 5-2.

3.3

Nuclear Power Plant

Again assuming a selected site in the Tucson basin, the fol
lowing emissions-dose coupling analysis of a 1300 Mwe pressurizedwater nuclear electric power plant is undertaken in accordance with
USAEC Regulatory Guide 4.2 and with specific regard to Sections 5.1
through 5.3 therein requiring description of radiological environ
mental effects of power plant operation; (cf. Holdren, 1973).
Based on prevailing wind directions referred to in Chapter 4,
and reported daily average durations of velocity occurrence, it is
assumed that 5% of the nuclear plant effluents will be carried to the
northeast quadrant, 5% to the southwest quadrant, 55% to the northwest
quadrant, and 35% to the southeast quadrant, radially from the power
plant source.
In addition, annular zoning at ten-mile radial intervals is
used, with the power plant site boundary taken at a radius 0.1 mile
from the plant effluent point source.
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Table 3-1

Ground-level Plume Centerline Pollutant Concentrations

<Kyg/m )
Meters
Downwind

SO,

NO,

Particulate

A.M.
(S.E. winds)
(cf. Chapter 4)

100

negligible

negligible

negligible

500

2.75

27.50

0.717

1100

32.90

319.00

8.230

2000

14.80

139.00

3.740

2800

7.90

75.70

1.980

5600

1.30

12.70

0.330

10,000

0.77

7.30

0.190

30,000

0.28

2.60

0.069

P.M.
(N.W. winds)
(cf. Chapter 4)

100

negligible

negligible

negligible

500

1.360

13.10

0.3440

1100

15.600

152.00

3.9200

2000

7.070

66.00

1.7700

2800

3.750

36.00

0.9400

5600

0.620

6.00

0.1580

10,000

0.366

3.48

0.0900

30,000

0.130

1.24

0.0329
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In this case, downwind diffusion concentrations, ipTs, from a
ground-level source are calculated and used analogously to the 1000meter effective stack-height source calculations used in Subsection
3.2, above, together with empirical relationships superimposed thereon
to account for radiological dosage.
These analogous calculations by atmospheric Gaussian diffusion
model yield in this case annual logarithmic average ^ (sec./ft.
values (at approximately the center of each quadrant zone) as shown in
Table 3-2.

Table 3-2

3
Approximate 4»/q (sec./ft ) at Centers of Quadrant-zones
and Plume CL (Annual Logarithmic Average if>/q's)

Zone
(Radial distance,
miles from
Plant Source)

Q U A D R A N T
N„E.

S.E.

S.W.

N.W.

0.1

-6
4.7x10"

7.3xl0~6

-6
4.7x10'

9.2xl0~5

0.1 to 10

-7
1.2x10"

8.3xl0~8

-7
1.2x10'

2.6xl0"6

10 to 20

-9
2.2x10"

4.8xl0_1°

-9
2.2x10"

4.8xl0~8

20 to 30

-9
1.1x10"

1.6xl0~10

-9
1.1x10"

2.4xl0~8
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Using the diffusion concentration data thus calculated, the
individual and integrated radiological dose rates can be calculated by
empirical radiological relationships to this end.

Typical of these

empirical relationships are those cited in the Environmental Report
(1973) of the Georgia Power Company's Alvin W. Vogtle Nuclear Power
Plant located on the Sawannah River south of Augusta, Georgia.
The Vogtle Nuclear Plant consists of four units, each composed
of a Westinghouse pressurized water reactor and a General Electric
turbine generator.

The architects and engineers for the plant are

Bechtel Engineering Corporation.

The reactor is water-cooled and

water-moderated and uses UO^ in a U-235 fuel cycle.

Each reactor is

rated at 3411 Mwt, with the design thermal power for each unit being
3425 Mw (this includes the heat produced in the coolant pumps).

The

equivalent electric output is 1172 Mwe per unit.
Following are listed the radiological dose rate types and dose
equations, used in the Vogtle Environmental Report.
Whole Body Gamma (hemispherical cloud model) Dose Rate:
D -tj,
y
q wb
where,
F . = 0.25
wb

D

N
_
£ A. E.
i=i 1 1

= Y dose, rem/year

Y

3

iji/q = annual average atmospheric dispersion (sec/met )
N = number of isotopes considered
til
A. = amount of the i
isotope released per year (ci/yr.)
^
= average y energy per disintegration of i
isotope
(mev/disinteg.)
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Skin Beta Dose Rate:
D

e

= (^ ) F
q
Be

where,
N
_
F
= 0.23 Z A. E„
Be
. - 1 3.
1=1
i
D

p

E

= 3 dose rate (rem/year)
= average 3 energy per disintegration (mev/disinteg.)

Bi

Inhalation Dose Rate:
1-131 is the only isotope of significance in this category,
dose to thyroid
DI

" (q>

FI

where,
Ft = (Br)(f )
(A)
i
c
Dj. = whole body equivalent dose rate from inhalation of 1-131,
(rem/year)
3
A
Br = average breathing rate, met. /sec = 2.32 x 10 , ibid.
f^ = dose conversion factor for 1-131 (rem/Ci),
= 1.46 x 10^ rem/Ci, ibid.
A = amount of 1-131 released during the year, (Ci)

1-131 Dose Rate by Milk Ingestion; (cow-milk pathway; assume cow, not
man, in path):
DIG =

°I fcm
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Dj = whole body equivalent dose from ingestion 1-131 (rem/yr)
f
= concentration factor in cow-milk pathway
cm
= 700; (p. 5.2-12, Vogtle).

Parametry values for use in the above-identified empirical dose
equations are presented in Table 3-3, below, as taken and scaled from
the Vogtle Report values cited.

For comparative values and acceptable

maximums, see pages 83 through 91, below.

Table 3-3

Isotope

Values for Use in Empirical Dose Equations (A^ Values Scaled
1300/4x1172 of Vogtle Report Values, p. 5.2-5 Therein,
Assumes Direct Proportionality Between Electric Rating and
Activity Rate)

A.(Ci/yr)
x

E.(mev/dis)
1

E (mev/dis)
p.
l

Kr-85
m

260.00

0.179

0.270

Kr-85

395.00

0.003

0.224

Kr-87

150.00

1.067

1.050

Kr-88

450.00

2.069

0.331

Xe-133
m

230.00

0.233

0.000

12,200.00

0.081

0.115

20.00

0.530

0.000

Xe-135

780.00

0.264

0.300

Xe-138

80.00

0.420

0.800

0.28

0.389

0.191

Xe-133
Xe-135
m

1-131
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Whence:

X:F
= 0.25
wb

Z

A.E = 600 — — = 21,200 — —
i i
yr sec
yr sec

3 : F, = 0.23
be

E

A.E. = 500 — -— = 17,650 — —
i 3^
yr sec
yr sec

1-131 :
Ft - (Br)(f )
(A) - 95 — — - 3350 — —
c
yr
sec
yr
sec
inhalation 1

Using plume width quadrant correction factor of 0.11, Table
3-4 presents the results of illustrative calculations of doses in the
quadrant zones shown.

(For Max Values in quadrant, divide by 0.11):

Calculation of quadrant correction factor, 0.11, is presented in
Subsection 4.1, below.
Figures 3-4 and 3-5 are schematic representations of the gener
alized exposure pathways involved in the pathway analysis indicated in
this Subsection 3.3.
Values and emission avenues of nuclear power plant radiation
are presented for individual power plants in the environmental reports
for the plants concerned.

Tables 3-5 through 3-7, hereinbelow, taken

from the Environmental Report (1972) of the Beaver Valley Power Station,
at pp. 3.6-21,22 and 24 thereof, are illustrative.
Based on the emissions in Tables 3-5 through 3-7, the Beaver
Valley Power Station Environmental Report evaluation of the radiation
exposure doses due to normal operation of the plant presents the
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Table 3-4 Dose Calculation Results

Zone
miles
radially
from
plant
source)

QUADRANT

Dose
type
(rem/yr) N.E.

S.E.

S.W.

N.W.

1.1 x 10"2

1.7 x 10~2

1.1 x 10"2

2.2 x 10_1

9 x 10_3

1.4 x 10_2

9 x 10~3

1.8 x 10-1

1-131

1.75 x 10"3

2.7 x 10~3

1.75 x 10~3

3.4 x 10~2

y

2.85 x 10~4

1.9 x 10_4

2.85 x 10_4

6 x 10_3

3

2.4 x 10

4

-A
1.6 x 10

-L
2.4 x 10

5 x 10

1-131

4.6 x 10~5

3 x 10~5

4.6 x 10_5

9.6 x 10~4

5 x 10"6

1.1 x 10"6

5.1 x 10~6

1.1 x 10~4

0.1
y
(si16
boundary) 3

0.1 to
10

10 to

Y

20

3

6

9.3 x 10

7 FI

4.2 x 10

-S
9.25 x 10

8 x 10~7

1.75 x 10~7

8 x 10_7

1.75 x 10~5

Y

2.5 x 10"6

3.7 x 10~7

2.5 x 10~6

5.6 x 10~5

3

2.1 x 10

7

2.1 x 10"6

4.7 x 10_5

5.8 x 10"8

4 x 10~7

8.9 x 10"6

1-131

20 to
30

4.2 x 10

1

• 1-131

6

4 x 10"7

3 x 10

Note that comparable empirical equations and emissions for liquid
effluents are also indicated in environmental reports and can be
applied analogously in order to determine liquid effluent doses.
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Direct Exposure
Ingestion and Direct Exposure
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Generalized Exposure Pathways to Man [U.S. AEC Regulatory
Guide 4.2 Preparation of Environmental Reports for Nuclear
Power Plants. March (1973)]
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Table 3-5

Maximum Expected Radioactive Nuclide Inventory in Gaseous
Waste Effluents Released from the Process Vent

Nuclide

Waste
Gas
Decay
Tanks
(Ci/Yr)

Kr83m

3.37-2** 2.52-2

-

5.21-2

1.73+0

1.34+0

Air
Ejec
tors
(Ci/Yr)

Reactor
Coolant
Degas
(Ci/Yr)

Contain
ment
Purge*
(Ci/Yr)

Primary
System
Leakage
(Ci/Yr

Total
(Ci/Yr)

85m

3.61-4

1.22+1

-

3.99-1

7.79+0

2.04+1

85

5.82+3

2.48+3

2.69+3

3.35+3

4.43+1 .

1.44+4

87

9.48-2

1.52-3

-

8.12-2

4.85+0

5.02+0

88

2.54-1

2.63+0

-

4.67-1

1.30+1

1.63+1

89

7.16-3

-

-

2.79-4

4.07-1

4.14-1

Xel31m

4.74+.0

1.37+0

6.55-1

2.62+1

6.07-2

3.30+1

133m

2.90-1

6.19+0

9.07-2

9.15+0

1.27+1

2.85+1

133

4.28+2

8.57+2

1.29+2

1.52+3

1.09+2

3.04+3

135m

8.48-2

-

-

2.38-1

4.41+0

4.73+0

135

2.58-1

2.22-10

-

2.29+0

1.33+1

1.59+1

137

1.18-2

-

-

5.56-4

6.58-1

6.70-1

138

5.21-2

-

-

9.86-3

2.70+0

2.77+0

1131

2.04-4

-

-

6.50-1

5.23-3

6.55-1

136

1.37-4

-

-

2.92-2

1.79-3

3.11-2

133

3.17-4

-

-

1.09-1

8.09-3

1.17-1

134

4.33-5

-

-

6.55-4

1.11-3

1.81-3

135

1.69-4

-

-

1.86-2

4.32-3

2.31-2

* Ninety percent of the containment purge activity is released via
the process vent.
** 3.37-2 = 3.37xl0~2.
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Table 3-6

Nuclide

Maximum Expected Radioactive Nuclide Inventory in Gaseous
Waste Effluents Released from the Elevated Releases

Unit 1*
Containment Purge
(Ci/Yr)

Kr83m

Unit 2*
Containment Purge
(Ci/Yr)

1.74-3**

5.79-3

85m

1.33-2

4.43-2

85

1.12+2

3.72+2

87

2.71-3

9.02-3

88

1.56-2

5.19-2

89

9.28-6

3.09-5

Xel31m

8.74-1

2.91+0

133m

3.05-1

1.02+0

133

5.07+1

1.69+2

135m

7.92-3

2.64-2

135

7.64-2

2.55-1

137

1.85-5

6.18-5

138

3.29-4

1.09-3

1131

2.17-2

7.22-2

132

9.73-4

3.24-3

133

3.64-3

1.21-2

134

2.18-5

7.28-5

135

6.18-4

2.06-3

* Ten percent of the containment purge activity is released via
the elevated release.
** 1.74-3 = 1.74xl0~3.
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Table 3-7 Maximum Estimated Annual Average Radionuclide Inventory in
Cooling Tower Blowdown from Units 1 and 2

Nuclide

Discharge
Rate (Ci/Yr)

Concentration***
(yCi/Cc)

MPC*
(uCi/Cc)
3.00-3
1.00-4
1.00-4
2.00-3
9.00-5
3.00-5
5.00-5
3.00-6
3.00-7
5.00-5
2.00-5
3.00-5
6.00-5
6.00-5
1.00-4
4.60-5
3.00-7
8.00-6
1.00-6
2.00-5
4.00-6
2.00-5
2.00-5
2.00-5
2.00-5
1.00-5

Fraction
of MPC

H3
Mn54
Mn56
Cr51
Co58
Co60
Fe59
Sr89
Sr90
Sr91
Y90
Y91
Y92
Zr95
Nb95
Mo99
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
Tel32
Csl37
Bal40
Lal40
Cel44

1.01+3**
1.80-5
4.99-4
2.17-5
5.77-4
1.73-5
2.40-5
6.15-5
1.45-6
2.43-5
1.70-6
9.83-6
8.09-6
1.01-5
1.02-5
4.71-2
3.81-3
9.70-3
5.47-2
5.91-3
2.60-2
3.82-3
1.90-2
6.31-5
2.11-5
5.29-6

1.69-5
3.01-13
8.35-12
3.64-13
9.65-12
2.90-13
4.02-13
1.03-12
2.43-14
4.07-13
2.85-14
1.65-13
1.36-13
1.68-13
1.71-13
7.89-10
6.38-10
1.62-10
9.16-10
9.89-11
4.36-10
6.40.11
3.17-10
1.60-12
3.54-13
8.86-14

5.05-3
3.01-9
8.35-9
1.82-10
1.07-7
9.66-9
8.04-9
3.43-7
8.11-8
5.15-9
1.43-9
5.49-9
2.26-9
2.81-9
1.71-9
1.97-5
2.13-3
2.03-5
9.16-4
4.94-6
1.09-4
3.20-6
1.59-5
5.28-8
1.77-9
8.96-9

Total
with H3

1.01+3

1.70-5

8.87-3

2.06-1

3.44-9

3.22-3

Total
without
H3

* Maximum Permissible Concentration 10CFR20, Appendix B, Table 2,
Column 2.
** 1.01+3 = l.OlxlO3.
*** Based on 45,000 qpm cooling tower blowdown.
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following (typical) conclusions, pp. 10 and 11 of the Report Appendix B,
Amendment 2, dated 9/13/72: (Numbers in parentheses -* 1.0% defective
cladding:
"The maximum radiation exposure of the general public or any
individual thereof has been evaluated. The highest calcu
lated per capita dose to the population within 50 miles of
the power station is 1.26xl0-3(8.85xl0~3)mrem per year.
This amounts to less than one (six) one-thousandth(s) of
one percent of the allowable dose of 170 mrem/year under
Title 10, Part 20 of the Code of Federal Regulations [5].
"A hypothetical 'maximum' individual receiving the maximum
individual dose from all significant pathways would receive
an annual radiation exposure dose of 0.95 (1.58) mrem to
the whole body. The maximum organ dose from this8 exposure
would occur in the thyroid and amount to 1.51 (2.67) mrem
annually. The whole body dose, the thyroid dose and the
dose to blood forming organs, such as the liver, are lim
ited by 10CFR20 to 500 mrem per year to any individual of
the general public. Thus the maximum dose to this hypo
thetical 'maximum' individual amounts to only 0.3% (0.5%)
of the maximum permissible dose.
"Since no Federal limit or regulation regarding radiation
exposure of the public will be exceeded or even approached,
it is concluded that no significant radiological hazard will
be posed by the normal operation of Unit 1 of the Beaver
Valley Power Station."

Radiation from nuclear power plants derives in part from
neutrons emitted by the uranium fuel.

Primary coolant water impur

ities which are caused largely by normal oxidation and erosion of metal
surfaces in the reactor are activated by neutrons and produce unstable
(radioactive) atoms, i.e., radionuclides.
also produces radionuclides.

The fission reaction itself

Some fission products can also leak

through the fuel rod cladding and enter the primary coolant.

The

primary coolant is thus the chief source of nuclear power plant
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environmental pollution, albeit primary coolant leakage into other sys
tems, e.g., refuelling, results in minor sources of radioactive contam
ination.
Atomic Energy Commission (now Nuclear Regulatory Commission)
radiation limits currently are categorized by liquid and by gaseous
forms of the radionuclides emitted.

Liquid wastes are further sub

divided into "mixed fission and corrosion products" and "tritium."
Gaseous wastes are subdivided into "noble and activation gases" and
"halogens (iodines) and particulates."

The principal USAEC Rules and

Regulations on point is Title 10, Part 20 (1974), which sets the MPC
(maximum permissible concentration) for each effluent defined.

AEC

limits for each effluent category predicates the hypothesis that the
category comprises the most hazardous nuclide in that category.

Never

theless, in applying the MPC's to individual power plants the AEC takes
into account the local meteorology, geography, utilization of land, and
the pathways of exposure to people.

Existing and proposed nuclear power

plants operate within a small fraction of the MPC limits (Komanoff,
Miller, and Noyes, 1974, at p. 40 et seq.).
In order to reduce nuclear emissions from the primary coolant,
a part of the primary coolant is continuously diverted through purifi
cation equipment.

The liquid wastes comprising the mixed fission and

corrosion products are treated in both boiling water reactors and
pressurized water reactors by separating these wastes from the primary
coolant.

This is achieved by passing the primary coolant water

"over sand-like resins that soak up dissolved solids by a
process known as ion exchange. When a given bed of resins
has become saturated, the flow is switched to a fresh bed.
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The saturated bed is rejuvenated by washing the resins with
a chemical solution and is then ready for another operating
cycle. The wash stream, which now contains the radioactive
matter, is pumped to a set of hold-up tanks which also
receive miscellaneous liquid wastes from other parts of the
plant ... from the hold-up tanks, all wastes flow to evap
orators which boil them down to sludge-like concentrates."
Komanoff, Miller, and Noyes (1974), p. 41.

The concentrates are disposed of by blending them with concrete, pour
ing the mixture into steel drums, and burying these cannisters in
permanent burial sites.
Radioactive steam from the evaporators is condensed and
retained in tanks or passed through an additional ion exchanger, and
then diluted in the power plant condenser cooling water and dis
charged to the environment.
This method will not control tritium emissions.

Indeed, no way,

beyond dilution in more and more water when released to the environment,
has been found which will control tritium emissions.

Tritium results

from nuclear bombardment of boron control rods in the reactor, and
concentrates in the primary coolant.

Tritium diffuses readily through

metal and replaces hydrogen atoms in water.

Tritium is thus difficult

to handle, and on escape to the environment it is readily transmitted
to the human body through the skin and by inhalation of tritiated
water vapor.

The AEC (NRC) maintains that tritium levels in the atmos

phere, as a result of large quantities of tritium released in hydrogen
bomb testing, do not constitute a serious hazard, but the production
and release of tritium are expected to increase with the development of
nuclear power.

(Id.)
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With regard to gaseous emissions, the treatment differs some
what as between the boiling water reactor (BWR) and the pressurized
water reactor (PWR).

In the BWR, the steam produced from boiling

water in the reactor carries radioactive gases directly to the turbine.
The radioactive gases are then separated after turbine exhaust, when
the steam is condensed for return to the reactor.

Thenceforth, the

BWR gaseous effluent treatment is identical to that in the PWR, below,
including ultimate discharge to the environment.
In the PWR, part of the primary cooling water is continuously
circulated through gaseous removal equipment.

The gases are then held

in tanks for periods in excess of the shorter half-lives.

The remain

ing gases are diluted with air and discharged to the environment through
an exhaust stack.
The time interval for retention of nuclear emissions in hold-up
tanks varies considerably from one nuclear power plant to another,
e.g., from twenty minutes to many days.

(Id.)

A number of dangerous gaseous nuclides remain in the effluent
normally discharged to the environment, e.g., strontium-90 and iodine131.

Krypton-85 is not controllable at present by standard methods.

Krypton-85 is emitted chiefly in fuel reprocessing, but all nuclear
power plants emit lesser amounts also.

The half-life of krypton-85

obviates, as a practical matter, the possibility of its elimination by
hold-up methods.

Krypton does not combine chemically, as tritium does,

but mixes with stable krypton and diffuses to the atmosphere, with
adverse effect on skin and gonads.

AEC (NRC) indicates that current

exposure levels are sufficiently small that risk to humans is minimal,
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but that as sources increase, it may become necessary to remove krypton85 from nuclear power plant gaseous emissions. (Id.)
These above-identified standard systems can substantially
reduce radiactive emissions from nuclear power plants.

Moreover, the

technology for the virtual elimination of all of these emissions except
tritium from both BWR's and PWR's, and krypton-85 from BWR's, has
existed for several years.
ered optional.

To date, this elimination has been consid

Varying from plant to plant, the essence of this elimin

ation equipment has lain largely in the avoidance of the ultimate
release to the environment.

In both BWR's and PWR's, this is achieved,

regarding liquid wastes, by condensing the steam from the evaporators,
holding up, and then, instead of releasing to the environment, recy
cling to the circulating reactor cooling water.

Regarding gaseous

effluents, the BWR holds up and then passes these effluents through
charcoal filters, before release to the atmosphere.
"General Electric has suggested a 'cryogenic temperature
trapping system' which would be applied to the effluent from
the charcoal to further reduce this BWR gaseous emission.
'The resultant krypton-85 rich product from a large plant
... could be packaged for storage in standard compressed gas
cylinders or absorbed on a solid in small atmospheric pres
sure storage containers'." Komanoff, Miller, and Noyes,
(1974), p. 43.
The PWR gaseous effluent elimination system compresses these releases
into gas cannisters for temporary storage pending disposition in remote
storage sites.
"The incremental cost of building a new plant with a minirelease (minimum release or elimination) system rather
than a normal release system has been estimated by Westinghouse, one of the four principal manufacturers of nuclear
power plants, to be three to five dollars per kilowatt of
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plant capacity, or $3 to $5 million for a 1000-Mw plant. In
other words, virtual elimination of radioactive releases to
the plant environment can be achieved at a nuclear installa
tion for about the same cost or less than installing a pre
cipitator with 99% particulate removal efficiency on a
coal-fired plant. The cost would be more for refitting an
old plant, since dismantling of parts of the plant would be
required." (Id.)

Komanoff et al. (1974) suggest, as follows, that fuel repro
cessing, not the power plant operation per se, constitutes the Achilles
heel in nuclear power:
"The radioactive residue remaining after reprocessing has
been described as 'a concentrated witch's brew of radio
active wastes, which boils continuously because of the heat
generated by its own radioactivity'. These high-level liquid
wastes are considered the most poisonous substances known to
man, one gallon of which could require up to one-trillion
gallons of water to be diluted to safe drinking levels. An
estimated 80 million gallons of such wastes are currently in
storage, almost all produced by AEC nuclear weapons manufac
ture. The 400,000 gallons of radioactive wastes from nuclear
power plants on hand at the end of 1970 are expected to
increase to 60 million by the year 2000.
"Although these wastes remain extremely toxic and volatile
for hundreds of years, and continue to be dangerous for
thousands more, the AEC is currently storing them in tanks
with life expectancy of 20 to 30 years. 7% of the tanks at
Hanford, Washington, the largest temporary storage facility,
have already developed leaks and have spilled over 200,000
gallons into the ground...the Commission (AEC) has yet to
develop an acceptable plan for ultimate storage; public pro
test has forced it to virtually abandon its recent proposal
to use an abandoned Kansas salt mine as a permanent disposal
site. Critics have labelled the Commission irresponsible
for sanctioning expansion of nuclear power before having
developed a viable waste storage program, and cite the
nuclear waste problem as a major hidden environmental cost
which is rarely included in nuclear power decision-making."

CHAPTER 4

QUANTIFICATION OF

ei

The quantification of e^ (the mean regional pollutant level
increase caused by the addition of point source emissions from a pro
posed power plant) constitutes a quantum jump in difficulty beyond the
calculations and modelling referred to heretofore of pollutant concen
trations at various receptor points throughout the control region.
Three solutions or approaches to this problem of modelling and calcu
lating e^ (as a sub-model within the power/pollution/energy standard
proposed by this dissertation) have been developed and are presented in
the following subsections of Chapter 4.

Subsection 4.1 addresses the

state of the art, outlines the full problem in terms of the rigorous
equations governing the fluid physics of air pollution, and proposes a
simplified point-source aggregate model analogous to an M.I.T. areasource model described below.

Subsections 4.2 and 4.3 then develop

independently alternative solutions to the point source problem per se
and as posed by power plant stack plumes under the influence of
exogenous meteorological vicissitudes.

4.1 State of the Art and Its
Relationship to the Proposed Standard
The air pollution quantities to be evaluated numerically for
substitution into Equations (2-1) and (2-2) are Z^, the long-period
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(e.g., one year) probabilistic or average preexisting concentration of
pollutant i at ground level in the control region R; e^, the longperiod probabilistic or average increase in concentration of pollutant
i, which would be added to the preexisting concentration Z^, by oper
ation of the proposed new power plant in R; and

the maximum short-

period (e.g., one-hour average) ground-level concentration of pollutant
i which the proposed new power plant would cause while running under
the most adverse conceivable combination of meteorological and oper
ating conditions.

In Chapter 3, the Gaussian model has been presented

as the basis for practical calculations of e^ and i(> .

The following

paragraphs describe the rigorous basis for determining e^ and

in

order that the relationship of future more rigorous solutions may be
seen in the context of their usefulness as inputs to the power/energy/
resources standard proposed in this dissertation.
In theory, the quantities e_^ and ip

could be determined from

the time-smoothed equations for the turbulent unsteady flow of an incom
pressible (though not constant density) gas mixture, as given, for
example, by Bird, Stewart, and Lightfoot (1960).

The equations are

written below in explicit form, to show the reader that there is a firm
connection between the conventionally-defined quantities in transport
theory, and the quantities e^ and
Time-smoothed equation of continuity for the mixture of air and
pollutants:
9u.
^- o

J

(4-1)
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Time-smoothed equation of motion for the mixture:

Du
P

_(A)

a
=

Dt

~ 9^" " 3^

(Tjk

_(t)
+ Tjk } + P8j)

(4"2)

Time-smoothed equation of conservation of mass for pollutant A:

_ JL (T
Dt

9x.
j

«

+

A.
J

T

<t),

A.
J

+SA(xj>t)+PA

(4-3)

where the usual range and summation conventions are assumed on sub
scripts j and k for the rectangular cartesian coordinates x^ or x^ or
^X1'X2'X3^'

anc* t*ie corresPonding

components of the vector and tensor

quantities, defined as follows:

j = — J
T

Uj

t+T

( ) dt or "time-smoothed" value of ( );

t

time-smoothed mass-average velocity of the mixture of
air and pollutants;

DL1 = 1L1 +
~ at

Dt

p

-

k

ALL
'

= density of mixture;
p = time-smoothed static pressure;

/•n\

aTT
E

3U6Jk + y (a^ +

3ui
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(viscous stress tensor, with viscosity coefficients X
and y);
Kronecker delta
1 if j • k
0 if j ^ k;
p

ujuk

(turbulent-momentum-flux or Reynolds-stress com

ponents)
fluctuation of instantantous velocity u. about u., with
j
J
u. = u. + u';
J
J
j
gravitational body force acting per unit mass of the gas
mixture;
time-smoothed (over, say, several seconds) mass concen
tration of pollutant A (a function of position x^ and
time t); the ty's

of Chapter 3 are time-smoothed concen

trations defined in the same sense as ib,.
A

:-

3

(Fick's first law of diffusion);

3

•• mass flux of pollutant A;
• molecular diffusivity of pollutant A with respect to the
mixture
3 A
turbulent mass flux vector
fluctuation of instantaneous concentration ^ about \p^,
with *A = iPA +
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= source field for pollutant A, or rate of emission of A;
= rate of production of A by chemical reactions.

The problem of solving this set of equations, with appropriate
boundary and initial conditions imposed by meteorological and pollutionemission phenomena, is indeed formidable, primarily because of the non
linear nature of the equations and the usual difficulties of dealing
with turbulent flows.

Most previous attempts at this problem (see, for

example, Leibrecht, 1975) assume that the state of the atmosphere is
known from experiment, which provides the "background" flow or solution
of Equations (4-1) and (4-2) for the ambient wind velocity, air density
and temperature fields within which the pollutants are emitted.

In

the problem of describing plume motion, the buoyant emissions from
power plant stacks are treated as local disturbances of these ambient
atmospheric conditions.

At large distances away from the power plant,
*

the problem of predicting the distributions of concentrations of the
various pollutants throughout the control region R is approached by
assuming that the pollutants are transported by the wind (which is taken
to be undisturbed by the pollutants) and by turbulent and molecular
diffusion.

Equation (4-3) is then simplified by neglecting molecular

diffusion and chemical reactions, to the following form (Leibrecht,
1975):
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+

a

^

d%

^

+ s

± ( v w

1 0

M _ 4 )

where we have reverted from the cartesian tensor or subscript notation
to the usual scalar notation, and species "A" is indicated as "i,"
K

, K

, and K
are empirically-determined eddy diffusion coeffi_ *3
_
cients, and u^, u^,
are components of the mean wind velocity along
X1

the

X2

axes.
For the case of a power plant stack emitting hot gases which

flow into and mix with the atmosphere, many attempts have been made to
find solutions for simplified or approximate versions like (4-4) of
Equations (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3).

There are a number of excellent

reviews of this problem of "plume diffusion" in the literature, includ
ing the reviews by Turner (1969); Briggs (1969); Fay (1973); Koh and
Brooks (1975); and, for the more general case of air pollution due to
the various kinds of emission sources, there are reviews of the problem
by Burton, Pechan and Sanjour (1974); Fortak (1974); Fay, at Chapter 3
of Grad, Rosenthal et al. (1975); and Leibrecht (1975).
As stated before,the purpose of presenting these equations in
the present dissertation is to clarify the definitions of Z^, e^, and
i|/^, so that the numerical and/or analytical solutions of other workers
might be properly utilized, both here and in work which might follow
this dissertation (cf. Subsection 8.3, below). In terms of

from

(4-4), we have,
. Vidr

zi

• ijMr-i
'R

t<0

<'"5)

where R = control volume; r = element of volume; the time average
(indicated by the bar) is over a one-year period; and t = 0 means
time at start of period when new pollutants are added.
In Chapter 2, above,
a random variable.
detailed

has been described stochastically as

If Equation (4-4) could be solved to obtain a
, one could thus determine

thereby and more

rigorously than by either stochastics (Chapter 2), or Gaussian-plumebased numerical methods (Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, below).
e^ has the same integral form as Z_^, above, but for t > 0, (and
noting that iK here is again the i|>

from the proposed power plant; con

trast Equation 4-5 above),
DR
_ r /R
1
^ *±
i
ei" l
~7^\ >

i.e.,

-

It can be observed that [/^
1

- 7

0

dr]
= the total mass of pollutant
t > 0

i in R (including preexisting and incremental plume additions), aver
aged over the year following start up at t = 0 of the new power plant.
Finally,
i

= |>.
, ] , t > 0
l ground max

(4-7)

where the time average indicated by the double bar is defined as the
maximum short-term average of

ground

at any time after t = 0 (i.e.,

after power plant start up, and under the most adverse atmospheric
conditions) and ^ groun(j -*-s

t'ie

ground-level value of

computed

by assuming that the preexisting concentration of i is zero.
iJ).
, is not the same as the quantity
(z.)
in Chapter 2,
n
l ground
i x,y
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and is time varying in a random fashion, due to large scale atmospheric
turbulence.

As indicated in Chapter 2, the averaging time and fre

quency of the short-term average in Equation (4-7) is that specified by
national primary and secondary air quality standards.

For most pollu

tants, the standards call for the maximum one-hour average that occurs
during a frequency of one year.
What is sought at this point in the present dissertation is a
solution or approximation of a solution of these equations, which
describes the air pollution resulting from start up of a proposed power
plant, in terms of the long-term average degradation of air quality.
As pointed out by Fay, in Grad, Rosenthal et al. (1975), at page 73
thereof:
"More significance has been attached to a longer-term aver
age level of pollution, such as for a season or a year. From
the point of view of health effects, there is reason to
believe that long-duration exposure to a low pollutant level
can be as harmful as a brief exposure to a high level and
should be equally avoided. From the point of view of
emissions control, the long-term average pollutant level
ought to have averaged out the statistical variability of
both the meteorological conditions and the emissions, and
therefore present a reasonable index of improvement in
emission control. However, there is evidence that the
annual average of a measurement shows yearly variations of
5 percent to 10 percent which are most likely the conse
quence of differences in the mean annual meteorological con
ditions from one year to the next."

All existing solutions in the literature are either crude
approximations (e.g., Pasquil, 1962), or statistical correlations
(e.g., Fay, Escudier, and Hoult, 1970), or numerical solutions from
integration of Equations (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3), (e.g., Leibrecht,
1975).

The results of such numerical studies are not in a form which
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would benefit qualitative understanding of the standard proposed by
the present dissertation, although in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, below,
examples are developed of the applic, Lion of such inputs.
It is of interest, however, to review here certain key for
mulations from the literature, which are approximations of solutions
to Equations (4-1), (4-2), and (4-3), in some meaningful sense.
Unknown to the author and director of this dissertation during
its research phase, an analogous study with strikingly parallel
approach and results was being pursued by a team of nine scholars
beginning in September 1971, under the auspices of the National Science
Foundation RANN (Research Applied to National Needs) program.

That

parallel study, by Grad, Rosenthal et al. (1975), addressed and was
entitled "The Automobile and the Regulation of its Impact on the Envi
ronment," (RANN Report NSF/RA(X-74-023, prepared by the Legislative
Drafting Research Fund of Columbia University, copyrighted in 1975 by
The Trustees of Columbia University in the City of New York).

The RANN

automotive study report includes a chapter on "The Legal Regulation of
[automotive] Air Pollution;" the present dissertation includes a chap
ter on the "Forensic Perspective" in which power plant pollution and
energy resource use are cast.

The RANN automotive study fails to

include, and apologizes for not including, energy resource use impli
cations "which may threaten to overshadow everything else in the field
of environmental regulation;11 a failure for the reason that the
"sudden awareness of the existence of an energy crisis ... not fully
predictable at the beginning of the study ... occurred so late in the
(RANN) study that it finds only minor reflection in this (RANN)
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report." (RANN Report, supra, at page 4).

The present dissertation

foresaw and included, from the beginning, energy resource use implica
tions.
"The investigators primarily responsible for the (RANN)
work are Professors Frank P. Grad and Albert J. Rosenthal,
of Columbia Law School, who acted as co-directors of the
study at the Legislative-drafting Research Fund (of
Columbia University), and Laurie R. Rockett, associate
director; Professors James A. Fay and John Heywood of the
Mechanical Engineering Department at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, who assumed responsibility for
the technical automotive portion of the study; and Pro
fessors John F. Kain, Gregory Ingram, and David Harrison
of the Harvard University Department of Economics, and
Thomas Tietenberg of Williams College, who were responsible
for the economic analysis." (Id., page v.)

Fay, supra, points out (at page 79 of the above-identified RANN
Report) that,
"because of its practical importance, dispersion from
power plant stacks has been widely studied for many
decades, and both theoretical and empirical analyses of
observations of plume dispersal have been made ... All of
the air quality models have limited predictive capa
bility.11

Ingram adds (at page 156 of the RANN Report) that
"A large number of diffusion models have been developed
by meteorologists, and extensive research is underway in
this area. At the moment, however, simple diffusion models
seem to perforin about as well as more complex models."
(Underlines supplied.)

The simplified approach was also pursued in the present dis
sertation, for two reasons: (a) the rationale advanced by Ingram,
above, regarding the efficacy and desirability of the simple models,
and (b) judicial sanction of the simple models for use by the
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Environmental Protection Agency in its regulation and adjudication
pursuant to the Clean Air Act and Amendments (Chapter 7, below).
The area source macroanalysis proposed by the above-identified
RANN study (at Chapter 3 thereof) is an urban dispersion model pro
posed by Fay et al. which permits calculation of population exposure
for each air pollutant, and takes the following form:

c
= -2- {K. + K. A}
m.
uA
1.
2.
l
11
where c

m*
l

(4-8)

= annual average concentration (p.p.m.) of a pollutant at a
city center

p = population of the city
u = mean wind speed (m.p.h.)
A= city area (sq. miles)

and

and
are constants to be determined empirically for each
i
i
pollutant, i.
Fay's macroanalysis model is based upon approximate expres

sions for ground-level concentrations at distances downwind of a line
source oriented normal to the wind whose speed is u, and as tested by
comparison with the calculations of Miller and Holzworth (Chapter
3, above) which are based on a uniform area source of strength q
across a city of lateral dimension S.
This aggregate approach described at Chapter 3 of the RANN
Report is contrasted in Chapter 5 thereof to the determinants of
urban air quality at a disaggregated level emphasizing the spatial vari
ation in emissions and pollutant concentrations within an air quality
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control region.

The latter analysis is a more detailed or micro-level

analysis and employs, for point sources, the classical Pasquil-Gifford
or Hanna-Gifford formulation (cf. Chapter 3, above) which is also
employed as a sub-model in the methods developed in Subsection 4.2 and
4.3, below.
The Fay model, Equation (4-8), is applied in the RANN Report
in the following manner:
"A simple meteorological model is used to permit aggregating
population exposure over all U.S. cities. Future changes in
the extent and intensity of these primary automotive pollu
tants is then estimated by a rollback calculation, which
assumes ambient levels proportional to emissions, based upon
possible future nationwide emission control strategies ...
(and) that pollutant levels will be reduced in proportion to
emissions ... Almost all public pollution control programs
are based on these simple concepts." (Pages 68, 69, RANN
Report.)
"The rollback model of pollution abatement is the simplest
one in current use. (Reference cited). It assumes that the
ratio of future to present ambient pollutant levels will be
equal to the ratio of future to present emission rates.
"...an expensive and difficult undertaking for most state or
local agencies." (Pages 74, 75, RANN Report, supra.)

Although it is not within the scope of this dissertation to
develop new solutions of Equations (4-1) through (4-4), an illustration
of the way in which several important parameters enter the power plantpollution problem via the basic model embodied in Equations (2-1), can
be obtained from the simplest of the existing solutions as follows.
First, we assume that the preexisting level of pollution in an urban
region in which siting of a new power plant is being considered, is
r\j

approximated conservatively by Fay's model, with Z. « c
and
l
m.
K.. = 0 (Grad, Rosenthal et al., 1975):
i
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, 1

u 7k

Next, we take the steady state term of the simple "box" model of Smith,
cited by Leibrecht (1975) at page 29, for which
e. = —
1
H

(4-9)

as an approximation of the average amount of pollutant i added by the
new power plant.

Substituting these approximations into (2-la) gives:

(4-10)
* ~

7-

F H u 7k [MPC.
1

P K2i

—]
u 7K

This expression, while certainly only a very crude estimate, shows in a
rather direct way that the following measures will assist in meeting
the first of this dissertation's proposed regulatory criteria,
Equations (2-1):
1.

keeping the emission rate q^ as small as possible through
efficient combustion and emission controls;

2.

choosing a windy area (large u) where the inversion layer
height H is large;

3.

keeping the urban area A as large as possible (urban
"sprawl" is beneficial);

4.

holding down population p.

Additional models which have emanated from authoritative sources
are presented in Appendix A, below, and should be referred to at this
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point.

Note is taken that simplicity seems to be the hallmark of all

of these models by all of these eminent authorities, perhaps by virtue
or vice of the fact that the more accurate complexities of turbulent
flow, particularly in the kaleidoscopic meteorological context, are
presently ill-defined at best; and certainly as the simpler models find
ready acceptance, comprehension and use where they are needed at this
point in time.

None of the models found to date, however, except the

standard proposed by this dissertation, has addressed the vital spot of
most urgent concern at this point in time, namely, the correlation of
power, pollution, and energy resource use, necessarily cast in forensic
perspective.
Further, two additional sub-models have been developed and are
presented in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, below, (in lieu of stopping at
the aggregate macromodelling level described above), toward alternative
quantification of e^.
Finally, and before turning to these proposed sub-models,
brief reference to a more specific relationship between the aboveidentified RANN/MIT macromodel and the standard proposed by this dis
sertation is presented in the following concluding paragraphs of this
present Subsection 4.1.
Three of the major issues which the standard proposed by this
dissertation addresses head-on and which the RANN/MIT model does not
directly address, are (a) energy resource use; (b) the finiteness of
energy resources (fuels); and (c) the finiteness of atmospheric clean
air.) Moreover, having acknowledged that atmospheric clean air is not
infinite, but is in limited supply, the proposed standard suggests
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decisional allocation of that limited supply (quantitatively repre
sented as the difference between maximum permissible pollutant concen
trations and preexisting pollutant concentrations) among various
classes of polluters, e.g., the electric power industry.

Such alloca

tion to the electric power industry is represented by the fraction
"F " in the proposed standard (Chapter 2 et seq., above).
In the numerical example in Chapter 5, below, which tests a
postulated power plant and control region using the proposed standard,
the "crossover" value of F_^ is found to be 0.765.

That is, only if at

least 76.5% of the available clean air (M^) is allocated to the power
industry will the postulated power plant meet the pollution standard
set by the proposed standard.

Using this figure for illustrative pur

poses of the point presently being made, 23.5% of the available clean
air will thus be allocable to polluters other than the power industry.
It is this 23.5% then which would have to be used in the RANN/MIT
model identified above, thereby rendering a maximum permissible
population in proximity to the power plant.
Conversely, a population level could first be stipulated, for
a particular control region (of ground surface area A), and the area
source pollution concentration thereby calculated using the RANN/MIT
model.

Such concentration subtracted from the regional MPC would

yield the value of residual clean air, if any, available for alloca
tion to power plant point source pollution, i.e., would yield F ,
thereby determining maximum allowable power plant parameters (e.g.,
q,

ei).
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Thus, within the finite framework of energy resource and clean
air limitations, the proposed standard and the RANN/MIT model can be
associated to determine either proximate population limits as a func
tion of power plant parametry (assuming such power plant parametry has
first met the standards set by the proposed model), or, alternatively,
power plant parametry limits (which must thereupon meet the standards
set by the proposed model) as a function of proximate population levels.

4.2 Method of Directional Effluent
Percentage and Lateral Plume Angle
Comprehensive data are needed on mean wind velocities and mix
ing heights within the control region around the proposed power plant
site.

Such data should be taken in the normal course of site selec

tion, and extended to an in-depth meteorological analysis for a pro
tracted period of time prior to plant construction and operation.
For the examples presented in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, average
regional wind velocities (in the atmospheric pollutant diffusion
equation context) were taken as southeast winds (from the southeast)
during the early morning and forenoon hours, and as northwest winds
(from the northwest) during the afternoon and evening hours.

Table

4-1 lists representative mean values of these velocities and their
mean daily durations on a monthly basis during a calendar year.
Average prevailing wind speeds, directions and times, such as
those identified in Table 4-1 can be translated by approximation and
consistent with accuracies inherent in the diffusion equation into
total plant effluent (q) percentages which will be wind-carried into
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Table 4-1

Month

Average Hourly Wind Data

Wind from
Southeast
Speed
Duration
m.p.h.
hrs/day

Wind from
Northwest
Speed
Duration
hrs/day
m.p.h.

Jan.

6.1

18

7.2

6

Feb.

6.2

15

8.1

9

Mar.

6.2

12

' 8.6

12

Apr.

5.8

12

9.0

12

May

5.4

12

9.3

12

June

5.2

12

9.2

12

July

5.9

15

8.3

9

Aug.

5.8

15

7.8

9

Sept.

6.1

15

7.6

9

Oct.

6.7

18

7.5

6

Nov.

7.0

18

7.2

6

Dec.

6.5

18

6.9

6

each quadrant of the (control) region radially outward from the power
plant.

Figure 4-1 is a graphical presentation of such percentages,

approximated based on the data in Table 4-1, for several annular
zones at ten-mile radial intervals.
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North

5% of
the \
Effluent

the,'
Effluent

West .....

East
10
mi

5% ..of
the '
Effluent

20

/mi.

30
mi

35% of/
the /'
Effluent

South
Fig. 4-1

Stack Effluent Dispersion Percentages by Quadrant Based on
Average Hourly Wind Data
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Using such wind speeds (u) in the diffusion equation (Chapter
3) together with the stack emission rate (q) for the pollutant con
cerned (percentage-weighted as indicated above), leads directly to
the maximum

values (i.e., ground-level plume centerline) at various

radial distances downwind from the emission source (stack) in the con
trol region, (e.g., Table 3-1); and thereupon, by averaging, to the
corresponding mean maximum values of ijj (and of ip/q; e.g., Table 3-2)
at the center of each radial sector in the quadrant concerned.
In order to convert from the quadrant center value of \p to a
mean value estimate for the whole quadrant, the quadrant center value
is multiplied by the ratio of the lateral plume angle (calculated as
indicated below) to the whole quadrant angle.

The "5% effluent"

quadrants involve windshift plumes of erratic configuration, and thus
a significant error in such angle ratio.

However, offsetting this

error is the fact that, in this example (Subsections 4.2 and 4.3), the
quadrants involving such erratic configuration involve only 5% of the
effluent.

Again, these "5%" inaccuracies appear to be commensurate

with—or less than—the inaccuracies inherent in the diffusion equation.
Mean pollutant concentration for the control region, e^, then
follows as the average of the quadrant mean values as calculated above.
With regard to the calculation of lateral plume angle, the
Pasquil-Gifford diffusion equation term (Chapter 3) which accounts for
dimunition in concentration at lateral distances, transverse to plume
2
centerline, is exp(- Z o ")• This lateral correction factor is a
a

y
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function of distance, x, downwind from the stack (as a is a function of

x; cf. Turner, 1970).

This diffusion equation term has been calcu

lated accordingly for the conditions given in the plume dispersion •
example presented in Subsection 4.2 and is amplified in Fig. 4-2.

For

these conditions the curves presented in Fig. 4-2 can be seen to
describe, order-of-magnitude-wise, the stack emission plume width
(twice the lateral distance identified above) as a function of distance
downwind from the power plant stack.

That is, the pollutant concentra

tions at the various downwind distances depicted are seen to drop fairly
abruptly at reasonably well-defined distances y, laterally from plume
centerline, i.e., at the outer edge of the plume width.
The plume width is thus taken as twice the lateral distance
read at the graph abscissa in Fig. 4-2, for the corresponding radial
distance downwind as indicated at the graph ordinate in Fig. 4-2, both
the abscissa and the ordinate readings being taken in Fig. 4-2 at the
point where the above-identified plume concentration lateral drop-off
occurs.

The lateral plume angle is then calculated as the arctan of

the ratio of plume width to corresponding downwind distance.

There

will generally and obviously be a distinct lateral angle for each
respective pollutant.

Interpolation and interpretation of a compre

hensive plot analogous to and illustrated by Fig. 4-2 will give rise
to a mean lateral angle from the data for the various radii and times
depicted.
Having the lateral angle of the plume for a particular quad
rant, the ratio of the lateral angle to the quadrant angle, 90°,

'30 ailea
downwind
_ v (Pluiae

30 mllea

Plume

(Plume

Plume

)

Lateral Distance from Plume Centerllne, (miles)

Fig. 4-2

Pollutant Concentration Lateral Correction Factor Versus Distance,
Downwind
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follows obviously, (as indicated above), and calculated as 0.11 for the
example presented in Subsection 3.2; whereupon, the mean regional pol
lutant concentration, e^, is determined as indicated above, and as
illustrated in Subsection 5.2.2,'below.
Note that the approximation method developed illustratively in
this section inherently 'here involved average hourly wind data in
quantifying quadrant and sector pollutant percentages.

Thus, average

hourly q and u values render approximate average hourly
this illustration.

values in

Hourly averages must of course be coordinated with

average hourly z^ values and corresponding wind speeds, so that quanti
fication of these parameters for the same time period are employed.
No such coordinated data presently exist, and need to be developed (cf.
Section 8.3, below).

4.3

Method of Numerical Integration

The first step in the numerical integration method for calcu
lating e^ lies in calculating the local values of (lP^)x y>

vi-a

the

atmospheric diffusion equation (Chapter 3), as the stack plume varies
in its position over points x,y.

This first step is analogous to the

stochastic measurement of (z.)
referred to in Chapter
2, above. Z,
r
l x,y
i
and e^ both represent regional pollutant concentrations, (Z^ the pre
existing regional pollutant concentration, and e^ the incremental
increase in Z^ as a result of adding a proposed power plant to R).
is rooted in sampling local preexisting pollutant concentrations,

Z^
e^

is rooted in calculating (by atmospheric diffusion equation) increments
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of local pollutant concentration, OJO
, added by a proposed power
x x,y
plant.
Referring to point (x,y), Fig. 4-3, the calculation of (ip^)^ ^
proceeds as follows. (^)^ ^ is calculated by atmospheric diffusionequation (Chapter 3) in its position at distance d^ from the centerline
C

of the stack plume in plume position 1.

After atmospheric (e.g.,

wind) alteration of the stack plume to plume position 2, (ip^)
similarly calculated in its position at distance
of the stack plume in position 2.

is

from the centerline

With sampling of wind and sky

conditions at regular time intervals, and the corresponding altera
tions in stack plume position, (ip^)^ ^ is thus calculated for vary
ing stack plume positions at regular time intervals.

Whence, (ip.)

i x,y

can be approximated by some distribution, e.g., normal, of,

^i\x,y) »
1

^i\x,y) '
n

^i\x,y) '
2

schematically represented in Fig. 4-4, analogous to the preexisting
pollutant levels (z^)x y depicted in Fig. 2-2.
Alternatively, mean values may be struck at each point (x,y)
among the various ( i p . )
values calculated, without assuming a pari x,y
ticular distribution.
Similar calculations for various other points (x,y) throughout
the control Region R yield values of ( i p . )

i x,y

at the various points

(x,y) in R, schematically represented in Fig. 4-5, analogous to the
(z.)
represented in Fig. 2-2.
l x,y
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Plume
Position

o
Plume
Position

Fig. 4-3

Stack Plume Position Variation over Point x,y in R
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i x,y

0.95

Fig. 4-4

Fig. 4-5

Distribution of ( i l l . )
i x,y

Representative ( i p . )
Levels at Several Points Throughout
Control Region R 1 x'^
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[( z ^ + i p .
(x,y)

x

Fig. 4-6

Representative Levels of t(zi)x
+ 0^i)x y] at Several Points
Throughout Control Region R
'
'

By such calculation of OJO
at points coincident with the
i x,y
sampling station measurement and stochastic determination (Chapter 2)
of (z.)
, the total pollutant levels [(z.)
+ (*IO
] can be deteri x,y'
^
i'x,y
i x,y
mined, as schematically represented in Fig. 4-6; or, alternatively, by
using the mean values ( i l l . )
referred to above.
l x,y
In the limit, the regional level of (z^) can be represented,
by an infinite x,y number of points z^, as surface s(z^); and the
rfegional level of
s(Zi+^i);

^Fig" 4~7)*

y

can

be analogously represented

as surface
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z.+iK

Fig. 4-7

Regional Levels of (z.)

and ( i p . )

Numerical (graphical) integration leads directly to the equal
volume representations and the corresponding values of Z^ and [Z^+e.)
depicted in Fig. 4-8; whence e^, namely (Z_^+e^)-(Z^).
The numerical (graphical) integration and determination of the
respective equal volumes depicted in Figs. 4-7 and 4-8 is schemati
cally represented in Fig. 4-9, whereby planimetered measurement of
graphical area "a" leads directly to quantification of Z^ and e^; as
pollutant level equals "a" divided by "unit area."
For a recent reference related to these concepts which have
been developed during the past few years of research hereon, see
Spence, Kalasinsky, and Cramer (1975).
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Zj+e

Fig. 4-8

Regional Levels of Z^ and e.

Pollutant
Level at
(x,y)
Graphical area

a

Unit Area at (x,y) in R
n
Fig. 4-9

Graph of Pollutant Level vs. Position (x,y) in R

CHAPTER 5

REGIONAL ANALYSIS USING PROPOSED STANDARD

Practical application of the proposed standard presupposes the
delineation of control regional boundaries.

Any convenient boundaries

may be struck, without affecting the efficacy of the proposed standard,
as will be amplified below.

For purposes of illustrating application

of the standard and of having readily available data to do so, the con
trol region referred to in the present chapter is taken as the Tucson,
Arizona, basin.

This region will be assumed to be approximately cir

cular with a thirty-kilometer radius centered at the Tucson Inter
national Airport immediately south of the City of Tucson, Arizona, and
will be referred to hereafter as the Tucson Control Region (TCR).
. Postulated for illustrative purposes is the prospective
installation of an additional electric power plant, coal-fired, in the
vicinity of the Tucson International Airport, (cf. Subsection 3.2,
above).

The question to be answered in the present chapter is whether

or not the postulated power plant to be installed in the aboveidentified regional context is acceptable or unacceptable according to
the standard proposed in Chapter 2.
Subsections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, below, address, respectively, the
power, pollution, and energy resource aspects of this question.
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Interpretation of the proposed standard, encompassing all of these
aspects, is then undertaken in Subsection 5.4, including treatment both
with and without parametry transport formulations.

5.1 Power Proposed and Required
For convenience of illustration, the power proposed (AP) is
taken with reference to the power plant postulated in Subsection 3.2,
above, (600 mwe. capacity, etc.).
The regional additional power requirement (P) needed during
time t, is developed from the data presented in Table 5-1 for the
greater metropolitan Tucson area (cf. Chapter 6, below) taken from the
Tucson Comprehensive Plan (1974), at page 82 thereof in the chapter
on Environment; data provided by Tucson Gas and Electric Company,
Tucson, Arizona, and subject to revision (downward) in 1976.
The data indicated in Table 5-1 are plotted and extrapolated to
an additional twenty years as shown in Fig. 5-1.
From Fig. 5-1 it can be observed that the additional power
requirement, P, for the Tucson Control Region (TCR) during time t = 30
years, (beginning 1975), is 4450 - 934 = 3516 mwe.

5.2

Pollution Preexisting and Prospective

5.2.1 Preexisting Pollution
Available air quality data for TCR are not comprehensive.
The data used herein are taken from Arizona Department of
«

Health Services (Bureau of Air Quality Control) publication "1974

4
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Table 5-1 Maximum Power Demand, TG&E Service Area, Tucson, Arizona

Year
Past:

Projected:

Power Required
(mwe.)

Percent Increase
Over Preceding Year

1963

256

64

267

4.3

65

273

4.5

66

312

11.8

67

344

10.2

68

384

11.6

69

425

10.6

70

524

23.3

71

570

8.8

72

662

16.1

73

749

13.1

1974

825

10.7

75

934

12.7

76

1031

10.4

77

1137

10.3

78

1247

9.7

79

1353

8.5

80

1465

8.3

81

1586

8.3

82

1705

7.5

83

1826

7.1

1948

6.7

2071

6.3

84
85

'

2000

Fig. 5-1 Past and Projected Power Requirement, Tucson
Control Region (TCR)
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Air Quality Data for Arizona," dated August 1975, and are presented in
Table 5-2. (Rigorous calculation of

would presuppose many more

sampling stations, in order to acquire a sufficient scope in spatial
and temporal coverage for determination of a truly regional Z^ mean or
other probabilistic value; cf. Chapter 2, above).
Using mean readings taken from Table 5-2 the values of Z^ for
the respective pollutants in TCR are calculated directly and presented
in Table 5-3, together with M. values calculated as M. = MPC - Z..
l
i
i
It is apparent from Table 5-3 that the postulated power plant
is barred from TCR by excessive preexisting hydrocarbons, without
recourse to the proposed standard.

For purposes of this initial

illustration in applying the standard in its general form, however, the
other pollutants will be evaluated in Subsection 5.4, below, assuming
that a possible future rollback of hydrocarbon emissions will provide
enough clean air to permit addition of the power plant.

5.2.2 Prospective Pollution from
Proposed Power Plant
Hourly climatological data taken at the Tucson International
Airport are available from the U.S. Department of Commerce Weather

,

Station (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) at the Tucson
International Airport.

From such data can be constructed a further

abbreviation of such data and average hourly windspeeds and directions,
as presented in Table 4-1, in lieu of pursuing the tediously repeti
tious diffusion equation calculations of mean concentrations (^) for
each point on the ground across which a power plant stack plume, in
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Table 5-2 1974 Air Quality Data; Tucson, Az. Ambient Pollutant Levels, yg/m Compared with Ambient
Standards

Particulates

HC (non-methane)

no2

3-hr. avgs.,6-9 AM

Annual
Avg.
(1 hr max)

24-hr.
max.

59

144

max: 1092;
2d hi: 1070
(Sampler loc'n:
32 N. Stone Ave.)
(Phelps Dodge Data)

State & Fed.
Strd.
(3-hr avg.,6-9 AM
160

(NA)
(Sampler loc'n:U of A)
(State Data)

39

65
max 1 hr
188

(Sampler loc'n:
32 N. Stone Ave.
Phelps Dodge Data)

56

136
226
(Sampler loc'n:
22d & Craycroft
Pima County Data)

S°2

24-hr
Annual
Annual
24--hr.
max
Avg.
geometric
Avg's
mean
(Sampler loc'n:U of A) (Sampler loc'n:U of A)
(State Data)
(State Data)
39
10
69
114 max
Annual 3-hr
24-hr
111
2d high
Avg.
max
max
Annual
24-hr
2d
2d
geom.
avg.
82
80
8
254
218
mean
max 2d hi
240 (P.D.'6th floor Home Fed.)
64
454
(Phelps Dodge,3d floor)
32 N. Stone
42 33
6
87
86
(Pima; 151 W. Cong.)
Pima Cy:
200
77
202
52 33
7
340 140
(151 W. Congress)
178 (Pima; 22d & Craycroft)
107
546
(1018 S. 6th Ave.)
39 29
10
NA
NA
83 (State: U of A)
60
112
supra
(1970 W. Ajo Way)
119 111
5
440 216
80
142
117
(P.D.; Vail)
(D-M AFB)

Table 5-2

Continued
o
55

Particulates

mc

HC (non-methane)

59

NA

89
132
132
(7901 E. Scarlett St.)

NA
(Sampler loc'n:
U of A
Pima County Data)

State & Fed.
Stdrd"

100
(Ann'l avg.)

47
92
88
(7920 E. Tanque Verde
81
182
142
(1010 W. Prince)
76
301
154
(Orange Grove &
Camino del Terra)
65
198
187
(Oracle & Magee)
69
114
111
(U of A;
State Data)
39
203
149
(P.D.; Vail)
25
54
45
(Pima; Corona de)
Cy.
Tucson
Stdrds
8 mi S of
State:
Vail
60
150
Fed.
Primary:
75
260

S°2
Stdrds:
State:
50
,3 hr:«
1300 ;
Fed.
Primary
80

260

(-)

365

Fed.
Secondary

(-)

(-)

1300

Trend (1969-1974)
Ann'1 Avgs:
l69'70t71'72l73,74
10 7 7 5 10 10
(Sampler loc'n: U of A)
(State Data

Table 5-2 Continued

HC.(non-methane)

NO2

Particulates

Fed.
Secondary
60

S°2

150

Trend (1969-1974):
Tucson Ann'l geom. Means
,69,70'71'72,73,74
78 96 88 98 NA 69
(Sampler loc'n: U of A)
(State Data)
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Table 5-3 ZValues for Tucson Control Region

Parameter (p8/m3)

Pollutant

HC (non-methane)

Z.
1

MPC

M,
i

1100 (3-hr Avg.)
6-9 AM

160

-940

NO2

60 (Annual Avg.)

100

40

Particulates

53 (Annual Avg.)

60

7

7 (Annual Avg.)

50

43

S°2

unsteady flow, may pass.

Such approximation also obviates the numerical

integration calculations described in Subsection 4.3, above.

Note must

be taken with regard to such approximation, however, that the necessary
correlative use of an average mixing height therewith compounds the
inaccuracies of such approximation vis-a-vis numerical integration.
Table 3-1 presents the results of the necessary diffusion equa
tion calculations.

(In order to simplify the illustrative calcula

tions, and consistent with the relative magnitudes and diffusion
equation accuracies involved, the 5% dispersions to northeast and south
west are taken as negligible by comparison with the other quadrant
dispersions.
From Table 3-1 are calculated, (and presented in Table 5-4), the
mean quadrant values of the ground-level plume centerline pollutant
concentrations in the TCR, caused by the postulated power plant; and
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Table 5-4 Mean Annular Quadrant Zone Values of Ground Level Plume
Centerline Pollutant Concentrations in TCR, Caused by
Power Plant Postulated in Subsection 4.2

Annular
Zone
(Radial Distance
from Plant)

N.W.
Quadrant
(S.E. Winds)

Pollutant Concentration (yg/m3)

S°2

NO2

2.80

13.7

0.34

0.66

6.6

0.14

Particulate (Ash)

S.E.
Quadrant
(N.W. Winds)

therefrom (using the quadrant correction factor of 0.11, discussed in
Chapters 3 and 4) the northwest and southeast TCR quadrant values of
additional pollutant concentrations caused by the postulated power
plant.
Using the above-identified assumption of comparatively negli
gible plume centerline pollution caused in the other two quadrants
(northeast and southwest), the mean pollutant concentration caused
throughout the TCR by the postulated power plant is averaged directly
and presented in Table 5-5.
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Table 5-5

Mean Regional (TCR) Pollutant Con
centrations, e^, Added to TCR by
Power Plant Postulated in Subsection
4.2

Pollutant

ei (yg/m3)

S°2

0.865

NO2

5.100

Particulate

0.035

Table 5.6 restates the respective maximum ( \ p , )
values,
i x,y
(Chapter 3), which together with the evalues presented in Table 5-5
comprise the pollutant data with respect to the postulated power plant
to be evaluated, below, by the proposed standard [(Equations 2-1)].
For illustrative purposes, F^ will be assigned a value of 0.5,
(and compared with "crossover" values, below).

Introducing this value,

and the data tabulated in Tables 3-1 and 5-3 through 5-6; together with
AP = 600 mwe and P^ = 3516 mwe, (Subsection 5.1, above), into the pro
posed model, i.e., Equations (2-la) and (2-lc), yields the results
indicated below in Equations (5-1) and (5-2), respectively.
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Table 5-6

Maximum 0|>i)x y Values in TCR as a
Result of the Power Plant Postulated
in Subsection 4.2

Pollutant

Maximum (ip^)

x,y

in TCR

mc
o
to

32.9

yg/m3

NO2

323

yg/m3

Particulate

8.23

yg/m

3

With respect to Equation (2-la):

•p
For

cn . 600 ' r 0.865
1
2" 3516 - (0.5)(43)

.
(5-la)

or 0.171 > 0.04

1

For N02: 0.171 > [(0^(40))

(5-lb)

or 0.171 } 0.255

[Note that the "crossover" value of F^ here is 0.745; that is, if the
power industry were allocated an F^

0.745 instead of F^ = 0.5, then

the postulated power plant would satisfy the proposed standard as to
Equation (2-la).]
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For particulates:

° - mi

<5"1c)

or 0.171 > 0.01
With respect to Equation (2-lc):

For S02:

<5"2a'

or 1.53 ± 1

[Note here that the "crossover" value of F_^ here is 0.765; that is, if
the power industry were allocated an F^

0.765 instead of F^ = 0.5,

then the postulated power plant would satisfy the proposed standard as
to Equation (2-lc).]

For NO :

323

(0.5)(40)

£1

(5-2b)

[Note that there is no possible "crossover" point, i.e., Equation
(2-lc) can not be satisfied here, irrespective of F^ allocation, absent
some major reduction and control of NO^ emissions by the power plant
postulated.]
For Particulates:

wsfh t

- 1

(5-2c)
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[Thus, for particulates, as with NO^, there is no "crossover" point
possible as to F^; but notice that, with an allocation of

= 1,

particulates approach much more closely, absolutely and relatively
(vis-a-vis NC^), satisfaction of Equation (2-3c).

A very slight adjust

ment of existing pollution, Z^, (e.g., by siting west of the Tucson
basin, instead of within it), or of MPC, could lead to an

value

rendering such satisfaction possible.]
It is precisely these kinds of adjustments and analyses,
iteratively applied, in the assessment of proposed power plant con
struction and operation, which are not undertaken at present in the
power plant licensing procedure.

It is precisely these kinds of vital

and essential analyses and adjustments, iteratively applied, in the
assessment and licensing of prospective power plant construction and
operation, which constitute the gravamen of the case presented, and the
solution proposed, by this dissertation.

5.3

Energy Resource Availability
and Consumption

Equation (2-lb) constitutes the component of the proposed
standard encompassing energy resource availability to TCR, and con
sumption by the power plant postulated (Subsection 3.2), in which
AP = 600 mwe, m = 5015 tons coal per day, @ 12,570 Btu/lb coal.
From Subsection 5.1,

= 3516 mwe.

Btu; from Chapter 2, t = 30 years.

From Chapter 1, A = (L2000+xl0^)
A reasonable value of r would be

approximately 0.9 (but see Chapter 2 on Delphi, etc.).

Based on a

Tucson basin population of approximately 5x10^, and a U.S. population of
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g
approximately 200x10 , the value of u will be taken illustratively as
_3
5/2000 = 2.5x10 . (The value of u will inevitably vary depending on
factors other than population alone; for example, industrial regions
may merit increased allocations of u, vis-a-vis agrarian regions; cf.
Chapter 2 on Delphi, etc.)-

"f" will be taken illustratively as 0.03,

i.e., assuming 3% of "Aru" will be allocated for consumption during
time t, (determined administratively, and/or by Delphi or other
decision theory, cf. Chapters 2 and 7.)
Introducing the above-identified parameter values into Equation
(2-3b) yields:

600

I ^(5015)(365)(2,000)(30)(12,500)

3516

~ (0.03)(12,000xl015)(0.9)(2.5xl0_3)
or 0.171 > 0.170

indicating that the postulated power plant in TCR satisfies the energy
resource use model, Equation (2-lb), and with the assumptions indicated.

[Note that the "crossover" value of f, in this example, is 3%, i.e.,
the proposed power plant in this example will meet the energy resource
use standard (Equation 2-3b) if at least 3% of "Aru" is allocated to
consumption during time t.]

5.4

Interpretation

The power plant referred to heretofore in Chapter 5, postulated
for addition in the Tucson Control Region (defined at the outset of
Chapter 5) satisfies the proposed standard's pollutant ratio standard,
Equation (2-la), as to SO^, as to particulates, and as to
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(provided that F

_> 0.745).

The postulated power plant satisfies the

proposed standard's energy resource ration standard Equation (2-lb),
provided that at least 3% of "Aru" is allocated to consumption during
time t.

The postulated power plant satisfies the proposed model's

regional hot spot standard, Equation (2-lc), as to SO^ (provided that
F_^ _> 0.765).

The postulated power plant fails absolutely to satisfy

the Equation (2-lc) as to NC^, (NC^ emissions control needs consider
able improvement); and fails by a narrow margin to satisfy Equation
(2-lc) as to particulates, remediable by very slight adjustment of par
ticulate emissions, or of
of MPC.

(by alternate siting), or, conceivably,

As indicated at the outset of this illustrative analysis, the

postulated power plant was barred ab initio from TCR, without recourse
to the proposed standard, as a result of excessive preexisting hydro
carbons in TCR.
Thus, obviously, in analyzing any prospective power plant via
the proposed standard, preexisting pollutant levels should be looked at
first, vis-a-vis MFC's; as preexisting pollutant levels in excess of
MPC's will bar a power plant immediately and without further analysis.
Next, the energy resource ratio criterion, i.e., Equation (2-lb), and
the regional hot spot limitation, Equation (2-lc), should be addressed,
as simple analysis here may bar a prospective power plant [or as to
Equation (2-lc), compel its siting elsewhere, in or out of the control
region concerned].

If a prospective power plant has been found to

satisfy these first three tests, the remaining constituent of the
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proposed standard, i.e., Equation (2-la), should be addressed by under
taking the full or approximated pollutant dispersion analysis indicated
above.
Recall that the preceding analysis of a prospective power plant
addition to TCR expressly predicated zero power and pollution transport.
It remains therefore to at least qualitatively (in view of the even
greater dearth of quantitative data outside TCR, than inside it)
review the implications of power and pollution transport, within the
framework of the postulated power plant addition to TCR as indicated
above.

This review is undertaken in Chapter 6, below.

CHAPTER 6

STATE AND NATIONAL APPLICATION

As the existing hydrocarbon emissions in the Tucson basin were
seen in Chapter 5 to exceed by an order of magnitude the MPC for this
pollutant category, application of the proposed standard to the Tucson
basin was thereby noted as moot.

There being a negative

as to HC

emissions itself forecloses, without the need of further analysis, the
prospective addition of more power and HC pollution in the Tucson basin,
unless and until the MPC of HC is either relaxed or rendered nugatory.
Application of the proposed standard obviously presupposes a
positive M^ in all pollutant categories.

A negative M. of itself fore

closes further pollutant source additions.

Accordingly the proposed

standard, as applied in Chapter 5, would require a change in siting,
from the Tucson International Airport, e.g., to a region west of Tucson
where the preexisting pollutant level of HC and all other preexisting
pollutants could reasonably be taken as within the MPC.

Analogous

application of the proposed standard on an inter-regional basis is
illustratively examined in the present chapter, taking as its point of
departure an evaluation of regions within the State of Arizona.
Actual quantification of e^ as a function of AP for all points
in Arizona would necessarily require an in-depth state-wide application
of the principles identified in the preceding chapters.
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Similarly,
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actual measurement of preexisting pollutant levels throughout the State
of Arizona would presuppose measurement facilities of considerably more
extensive capability than the sampling points in current use.

Implicit

in the specifics espoused by this dissertation is the patent need for,
and indeed the inevitability of, such quantification and measurement on
a more comprehensive and continuous basis than presently exists, (cf.
Subsection 8.3).
The analysis in Chapter 5 is extended in the present chapter to
illustrate interregional application of the proposed standard.
For purposes of illustration it will be assumed that preexist
ing pollutant levels at all points throughout the State of Arizona are
known.

It will also be assumed illustratively that regional e^ values

have been calculated for all possible AP values and for all possible
prospective power plant sites within the State of Arizona.

Control

regions within the State of Arizona will be taken illustratively as
bounded by county lines, (Fig. 6-1).

In the interest of clarity a

value of unity will be assumed for F^.

The prospective addition to the

Pima Control Region of a proposed 500 mwe coal-fired power plant will
be analyzed with respect to the proposed standard.
Noting the generally prevailing winds, principally from the
south, secondarily from the north, proportionate pollution-transport
from the Pima Control Region to both the Pinal and Santa Cruz regions
is assumed.
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Apache

Coconino
Mohave

Navajo
Yavapai

Gila
Maricopa
Yuma
Gila-jBend

Pinal

Graham

Pima
Tucson
Cochise
Santa
Cruz
Fig. 6-1 Control Regions in Arizona (Taken as
Coincident with County Lines)
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Case 1. Pollution Tranport Without Power-Transport
[Assume ( P.. )„.
= 10,000 mwe.)
N Pima
In this case the proposed standard, Equation (2-2a) takes the
following form; albeit a moot case as violative of Equation (2-2b):

( f - i

N

Pima

> c ^ )
+ < r >
i Pima
i Pinal

+ (

5

i

< 6

>

i

"1'

Santa Cruz

where the e./M. values for Pima, Pinal and Santa Cruz counties are
l l
determined by calculations analogous to those in Chapter 5.
Note as to Equation (6-1) that if any one of the three regional
pollutant ratios is equal to or greater than the power ratio, then the
proposed power plant's 500 mwe will be insufficient to satisfy
Equation (2-2a).

If, for example, the Pima pollutant ratio equals

the power ratio, then the pollutant transport detriment to Pinal and
Santa Cruz control regions is not offset by a comparable power benefit.
This impasse must be resolved, if MPC's are to be adhered to, either by
power plant pollution control devices to reduce the pollutant ratios in
Equation (6-1), or by power transport into the afflicted regions,
(Case 2, below)>

and

in accordance with Equation (2-2b).

The values of e_^ for all three control regions included in
Equations (6-1) must be evaluated with respect to the respective pre
existing pollution levels, Z_^, including adjustment for any increases
in

as a result of other power plants concurrently added.

Thus, if

other power plants are installed, in or out of R„. , concurrently with
Pima
APpima» and which introduce additional e^ affecting the values of
^Zi^Pima'

and hence

then it: is the

*Mi^Pima

value' adJusted
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to take into account such additional e^, which must be used in the pro
posed standard.

The AP's will be similarly affected [Equation (2—2b)]•

For example, if, concurrent with the addition of the aboveidentified APp^ma west of Tucson, there is also a power plant proposed
for siting (e.g., at Ajo or Gila Bend or elsewhere) whose e^ will affect
or adjust
(Z.)^. , then this adjusted
value of (Zj„.
must be used
J
J
I Pima
i Pima
in the Rp£ma pollutant ratio in evaluating the proposed APp£ma to be
added at the power plant west of Tucson.
So, also, each control region's pollutant transport will thus
affect the regional (Z^) and (M^) values for the regional recipient of
such pollutant transport.

If, for example, the postulated power plant

to be added concurrently at Ajo or Gila Bend emits a
increase the level of

and e^ which

west of the Tucson International Airport, then

to this extent the value of OOp£m„ employed in applying the proposed
model to the proposed power plant addition west of the Tucson Inter
national Airport must be modified accordingly, i.e.,

must be

decreased by the increment of Z. added as a result of the e. added by
x
x
the proposed power plant addition at Ajo or Gila Bend.
Moreover, reciprocally, the application of the proposed model
to the concurrently proposed power plant at Ajo or Gila Bend must
employ the value of (M.O,,.
adjusted for the increment of Z. added
x Pxma
i
as a result of the e^ added by the proposed power plant addition west
of the Tucson International Airport.
Thus, if, for example, a power plant proposed for concurrent
e.
e.
siting at Ajo adds 0.001 to (rpO^. , then the value of (T~)n.
M. Pima
X Pxma
x
i
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used in applying the proposed model to the power plant proposed for
siting west of the Tucson International Airport must use a value of
ei
( — e q u a l to 0.006 plus 0.001 = 0.007.

Similarly, if the power

plant proposed for siting west of the Tucson International Airport adds
e
±

0.002 to (—)used in applying the proposed standard to the power
i
e.
plant proposed for concurrent siting at Ajo must use a value of (—)p.fma
equal to 0.006 plus 0.002 = 0.008.

Case 2:

Power Transport Without Pollution Transport

In this case the proposed standard takes the following form
(assuming power transport from Kp^ma

(
1

to

the Pinal and Santa Cruz R's):

AP
AP
AP
to Pima
, ,
to Pinal ..
,, to S.C. .
1
;S.C.
P„
Pima
P..
Pinal
P..
N
N
N

— *

Mx7 ^Pima

^6-2)

Recalling that the proposed standard, Equation (2-2d), requires
full satisfaction of the power requirements of Rp^ma before any power
is to be transported out of R,,. , assume in this case that (P„)„.
= Tima
N Pima
300 mwe; and that, of the 500 mwe to be installed west of the Tucson
International Airport AP
is to be 300 mwe, and AP
to Pima
to Pinal
and AP^
are to be 100 mwe each.
to S.C.

Further assuming that (P„)_.. ,
N Pinal

= P„ „ = 1000 mwe, Equation (6-2) becomes:
u• Li
300
300

100
1000

100
.
1000 - ^ M

,

Pima

K

'

In this case the proposed power plant provides more power than
is required for the Pima Control Region, a power surplus unless
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power transport occurs in addition to the pollution transport cited
(Case 3, below).
Recalling the above-identified adjustment of
as a result of
e.
additions of (—)p.ma by power plants concurrently added elsewhere in
i
addition to the plant west of the Tucson International Airport, addi
tions of power to Rp£ma from power plants concurrently added will
necessarily adjust the values of
proposed standard.

which are employed in applying the

Thus, if the postulated power plant to be added

concurrently at Ajo or Gila Bend provides power for the Pima Control
Region (directly from Ajo, or by interregional power transport from
Gila Bend), then the value of P^ employed in applying the proposed
standard to the proposed power plant addition west of the Tucson Inter
national Airport must be modified to that extent.
For example, if a power plant proposed for concurrent siting at
Ajo provides 400 mwe of the P = 10,000 mwe required in ^p^ma> then
the value of P^ used in applying the proposed model to the proposed
power plant west of the Tucson International Airport will be 10,000 400 = 9,600 mwe.

Similarly, if the power plant proposed for siting

west of Tucson provides 500 mwe of the P = 10,000 mwe required in Rp^ma>
then the value of P^ used in applying the proposed standard to the pro
posed power plant at Ajo will be 10,000 - 500 = 9,500 mwe.
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Case 3: Power Transport with Pollution-Transport; (Assume
^Vpima " 300 1°"e;

and

'Vpinal " 'PN'S.C.

= 1000 k; and 4PpliM = 300; 4Ppl]nal - APS-C.
= 100 mwe):
In this case the proposed standard takes the following form
with respect to the 500 mwe power plant proposed for addition west of
the Tucson International Airport:

(v P..
— )Pima + (v P
— )Pinal + (v P„
— 's.C.
)
M
N

N

- *

Mi7 ^Pima
+

N

+( ST

1

^Pinal

+(

+

M17 ^S.C.
+

as per Chapter 5 calculations, or,

,300,

,ioo_,

r ioo_

300

v1000'

VM/Pinal
^1000; - M. Pima
1
1

A

A

A
VM/Santa

I

Cruz'

e.
where the — values are determined by calculations analogous to those
i
in Chapter 5.
Again, in the event of concurrent power and/or pollutant addi
tions to the Pima Control Region by power plants proposed for addition
(anywhere) concurrently with the power plant proposed for addition
e.
west of the Tucson International Airport, the values of P„T and (r^-)
N
M.
l
must be adjusted accordingly as identified in Cases 2 and 3, above.
Obviously the power and pollution added within (or transported
to) a control region by the addition anywhere of a proposed power plant
e.
affects the P^ and — values to be used in applying the proposed model
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to any power plant proposed for concurrent (contemporaneous) addition
within the control region.

Therefore, the whole mosaic of concurrent

power plant additions to the juxtaposed control regions must be deter
mined at once, if rigor is to be preserved and if the desired end
result is to be attained.
The desired end result lies in achieving multi-regional (i.e.,
in the limit, national or international) power sufficiency concur
rently with or prior to (but no later than) corresponding multiregional pollutant satiation within the limits of established maximum
permissible pollutant concentrations.

It is precisely this goal that

the proposed standard is designed to achieve; and it is precisely this
goal which is receiving inadequate attention in contemporary national
power planning.
On September 24, 1975, the United States Department of the
Interior extended into November the deadline for accepting public
comment on the controversial Kaiparowitz power plant in southern Utah.
The $3-billion Kaiparowitz plant is designed to provide 3000 mwe to
California and Arizona via 1500 miles of transmission lines.
Kaiparowitz has been subjected to conventional site selection proce
dures and NEPA environmental impact assessment.

So were the massive

power facilities at nearby Four Corners, and Page, and other power
plants all sited in proximity to the coal mine fields whence comes
their fuel.
parochially.

These facilities have been thus analyzed myopically and
None has been evaluated within the framework of the total

national power and pollution risk-benefit posture alluded to, above.
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Ultimate disaster is inevitable if the national power benefit
quotient (of incremental addition divided by total requirement) does
not reach unity concurrently with or prior to the time when the
national pollution risk quotient (of incremental addition divided by
total MPC) reaches unity.

It is national planning, on the basis of

these quotients, together with the analogous risk-benefit quotients as
to energy resource use, programmed on a national scale via related
regional assessment, which must lie at the root of rational planning
in these respects.
It is to such regional analysis, toward such a national goal,
of averting potential disaster inherent in ad hoc and shortsighted
planning extant, that this dissertation and the standard which it pro
pounds are addressed.
Procedurally, the mutual regional interrelationships involved
begin with an inventory and forecast of energy resources (e.g., coal)
available to the United States; with a delineation of control regions
within the United States; and with national ambient pollutant measure
ments.

Control regions may be drawn quite arbitrarily, or by

coincidence with demographic or geographic or meteorological compartmentalization.

The proposed model is operative independent of regional

definition and is equally efficacious however the control regions be
drawn.

For convenience of illustration, county lines within the State

of Arizona have been used, above, as control region boundaries.

State

lines or county lines throughout the nation could as well be employed,
or interstate compact boundaries, or indeed the air quality regions
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which have already been defined pursuant to the Clean Air Acts
(Chapter 7).
Once having delineated the control region network nationally,
and the total fuel resources, "A," (e.g., coal) available to the
national power industry during time t, then allocation to each control
region (Chapter 7) defines the value of "Aru" to be used in the pro
posed standard (cf. page 26, above); and thereby P (page 41, above).
If total fuels availability can yield more power than is
required, curtailment of "Aru" allocations of the costliest, or most
undesirable fuel is in order, i.e., if the combined fuels allocated to
R provide excessive power P' > P, then elimination of this excess,
(P'-P) is in order via curtailment of [(P'-P)t] of the costliest fuel,
at the determination of regulatory authority (Chapter 7).

Inter

regional transport of power or energy resources, as a remedy for any
such excess, is inapposite, as the initial allocations of "Aru" are
equivalently prorated (e.g., according to population) to each control
region.
If an equivalently prorated insufficiency of power will be
available to meet the respective regional "P" requirements, then either
rationing of fuel or relaxation of MPC's would be unavoidable, both as
a practical matter and as a fact of supply-and-demand life, mandated
and manifested theoretically via the proposed standard.
Delineation of "A," "P," ambient pollutant levels, and the con
trol region network enables intraregional determination of whether,
where, and how many power plant siting areas exist within each region.
Clearly there will be areas of excessive ambient pollution (e.g., Tucson
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hydrocarbons) which preclude further consideration of such areas, by
application of the proposed standard or otherwise.

Other areas, which

ambient pollution measurement reveals as having positive

values as

to all pertinent pollutants, can then be assessed.on an intraregional
basis by atmospheric diffusion equation evaluation to determine pros
pective power plant sites which do satisfy the proposed standard.
Rank ordering of prospective sites within each control region, by con
ventional comparative siting evaluation (e.g., siting references cited
at page 24 above), can next reveal a national matrix of prospective
power plant sites optimally sited within each control region, and all
within the benefit-risk limits of the proposed standard.
Obviously the employment of all of the prospective sites so
identified will neither be necessary nor possible.

Excessive power

production would inevitably result, if indeed, as seems unlikely, there
were sufficient "fAru" to fuel all such power plants.

The "fAru"

limitation of itself would dictate how many of the rank-ordered sites
should receive further consideration.
Having thus arrived at a matrix of prospective power plants
within the "fAru" limitation, for each fuel concerned (e.g., coal),
interactive analysis of the matrix, using the proposed standard includ
ing power and pollution transport correlatives leads to the ultimate
determination of which sites will produce how much power for which
consumer areas, as was done illustratively in Chapter 6.
The "Aru" allocation for a particular fuel (e.g., coal) may be
insufficient to provide the full regional power requirements forecast,
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Pjj, and thus comparable analysis of alternate fuels (e.g., nuclear)
should be pursued concurrently.
Iterative and reiterative analyses accordingly can be used to
achieve any desired balance among potential power modes (e.g., coal,
nuclear, etc.) within the limitations of the proposed standard as to
both pollution and fuel (energy resource) use, analogous to the county
analysis conducted in Chapter 6.

Economic and other considerations,

e.g., pollutant transferral (to be distinguished from pollutant trans
port) may be factors in determining the apportionment among power
modes.

Crucial, too, in such determination, will be nuclear waste

disposal limitations.
Thus, such analyses grounded in the proposed standard have an
obvious iterative potential not only for determining pollution and
energy ratios based on conventional power requirement forecasts, but
also for the converse indicated above, i.e., for determining regional
power allocation, P^, if pollution and energy resource limitations are
adhered to.

CHAPTER 7

FORENSIC PERSPECTIVE

A quantitative relationship of power, energy resource use, and
resultant pollution must take into account current forensic facts of
life, if such relationship is to be realistic, utilitarian and meaning
ful.

In order to determine the extent of the potential efficacy of

the proposed correlation of power, energy resource use, and resultant
pollution, e.g., as a regulatory standard or otherwise, in connection
with the design, construction, and operation of electric power gener
ating facilities, consideration of the following forensic factors is
patently essential:

contemporary power, pollution, and energy legis

lation; judicial construction of current legislation on power and
pollution management, and pertinent principles of administrative law.
The present chapter will develop these respective sub-topics, and will
conclude with a specific summation oriented toward the thrust and con
clusions reached in this dissertation (cf. Landau and Rheingold, 1971).

7.1

Contemporary Power, Pollution and
Energy Legislation

7.1.1 The National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA)
Statutory emphasis on environmental conservation is of com
paratively recent vintage.

Prior to 1970 there had been a number of

separate statutes enacted in order to deal with the problems of
150
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environmental conservation.

Significant examples of these enactments

are treated in the following subsections.

In 1969 the National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA), 42 USCA 4321 et seq. (1970),
was enacted, in order to try to bring into more manageable and unified
form the diversity of environmental legislation theretofore.

NEPA

requires all federal government agencies to use an interdisciplinary
approach, integrating the natural and social sciences, to insure that
presently unquantified environmental amenities and values be appro
priately considered together with economic and technical considera
tions in planning and decision-making.
The basic purpose of NEPA is to force federal agencies and
their responsible officials to give careful consideration to the
environmental aspects of major actions proposed by such agencies.

The

way in which NEPA achieves this purpose is by requiring federal agen
cies to provide detailed statements on the environmental impact of
major federal actions proposed by such agencies which significantly
affect the quality of the human environment.

Central to these environ

mental impact statements is the requirement that alternatives to the
proposed federal action also be detailed similarly.

Coordination of

environmental impact statements among other concerned agencies by the
responsible federal agency is also prescribed by NEPA.
NEPA is not an enforcement act.
penalties.

It makes no provision for

It simply requires that careful thought be given and a

detailed written report be provided by responsible federal officials
with regard to the environmental implications of major federal actions
by their respective agencies, and with coordination among other
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concerned agencies, and with similar detailed consideration and reporing on alternative actions available.
Thus the essence of NEPA lies in its unifying influence toward
meaningful consideration of environmental conservation.

Once the

consideration of environmental values has been exercised by the respon
sible federal agency as prescribed by NEPA, the responsible agency is
thereupon free, as far as concerns NEPA per se, to act as it please.
Enforcement of environmental conservation, and punishment for viola
tions of the environment, are not a part of NEPA, but lie as independ
ent causes of action by aggrieved parties.
In the first flush of NEPA's existence, federal agencies were
not averse to efforts toward glossing over its requirements; whereupon
the courts took up the cause and insisted on rigorous construction of
its terms.

Some legislative modification of the NEPA impact statement

requirement as to "all" federal agencies has ensued, to relieve indi
vidually specified agencies and actions from the impact statement
requirement.

On the whole, however, and notwithstanding ongoing liti

gation of the environmental impact statements, NEPA continues to be
viable and to serve its original and intended purpose.
The quantitative relationship proposed in Chapter 2, above,
would seem well suited to the NEPA-mandated consideration of proposed
federal actions and alternatives regarding electric power plants.
Equations (2-2), for example, could be applied to a proposed power
generation facility, and to its potential alternatives, in evaluating
the comparative merits of each.

A more fully informed ultimate judg

ment would thereby inevitably eventuate.

Certainly, too, the extent
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and nature of the purposeful consideration which lies at the core of
the NEPA objective would thereby be enhanced.

7.1.2

Regulatory Agencies
The Federal Power Commission (FPC) would appear to have wide

authority to regulate siting of power stations, but has actual author
ity to license only hydroelectric plants.
USCA 791d et seq. (1920).

Federal Power Act (FPA), 16

FPC also regulates activities on reservoirs

formed by hydroelectric facilities, and so exercises control over
steam-generating plants so located.

Surprisingly,no federal agency

licenses fossil-fueled electric generating plants.

Legislation was

sent to Congress by the President in 1971 proposing such an authority;
Thomas, 38 Tenn. L.Rev. 369, 386 (1970/71).
Under the Federal Power Act the Federal Power Commission is
responsible for assuring an abundant supply of electric energy through
out the United States with the greatest possible economy with regard
to the proper utilization and conservation of natural resources, but to
achieve this broad purpose the FPC is empowered only to divide the
nation into regional districts for voluntary interconnection and coor
dination of electric facilities.

The FPC licenses the construction

and operation of hydro-electric power facilities on navigable waters
and other waters over which Congress has jurisdiction under the
Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

Otherwise, FPC authority

under FPA regarding fossil power production is indirect, and not by
express legislative grant such as exists regarding hydro-electric
facilities.
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The statutory basis for the FPC's authority arid responsibility
thus expresses concern for assuring an abundant supply of low-cost
electricity and for the conservation of natural resources and for
recreational purposes, but FPC has been pressing recently for a more
directly authorized and expanded role in formulating and implementing
national energy and power policy.

Recently, too, FPC's stance has

shifted toward serious consideration of environmental values, as dis
tinguished from FPC's past emphasis only on growth in energy and lowcost electricity supply.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the Energy Research
and Development Administration (ERDA) were created by the Energy
Reorganization Act of 1974, P.L. 93-438, 88 Stat. 1233, (1974).

NRC

has absorbed the former responsibility of the Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) for licensing and regulating nuclear power plants.

The statutory

responsibility of ERDA is to develop all energy resources of the United
States.

Pertinent USAEC Rules and Regulations are 10 CFR 20 (1974), 10

CFR 50 (1974), and 10 CFR 100 (1973).

Part 20 sets radiation standards;

Part 50 provides for the licensing of production and utilization facil
ities; and Part 100 gives reactor site criteria.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and its components
and functions were established by Reorganization Plans Nos. 3 and 4 of
1970.

42 USCA 4321 (1970).

EPA was ordered by the Clean Air Amend

ments of 1970, infra at page 156 , to promulgate and publish, based on
studies by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS), national primary
standards to protect the public health, and secondary standards to
protect the public welfare (e.g., soils, water, vegetation, wildlife,
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weather, visibility, property, transportation, economic values and
personal wellbeing).

Also under the Clean Air Amendments of 1970,

infra, EPA was required to designate air quality control regions and
state responsibility for preparation and submission of plans for imple
mentation of the Clean Air Amendments.

Further, in the event a state

defaulted in prescribing an implementation plan, EPA was authorized by
the Clean Air Amendments of 1970, infra, to prescribe such plan.
The Federal Energy Administration (FEA) was established by the
Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974, (FEAA), 15 USCA 761 et seq.
(1974), with responsibility for such actions as are necessary to assure
that adequate provisions are made to meet the energy needs of the
nation, including production, conservation, use, control, distribution,
rationing and allocating energy, and advising the President and the
Congress toward establishing a comprehensive national energy policy.

7.1.3

Air Pollution
During the 1960's and 1970's to date, a considerable volume of

air pollution control legislation has been enacted.

The Clean Air Act

(42 USCA 1857 et seq.) includes the Clean Air Act of 1963 (P.L. 88206), and amendments made by the Motor Vehicle Air Pollution Control
Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-272), and the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1966
(P.L. 89-675), and the Air Quality Act of 1967 (P.L. 90-148), and the
Clean Air Amendments of 1970 (P.L. 91-604). More recent amendment of
the Clean Air Act has been by the Energy Supply and Environmental
Coordination Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-319).
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The 1970 Amendments mandated that air pollutants are to be
defined to include information on factors, including atmospheric con
ditions, which of themselves or in combination with other factors may
alter the effects on public health or welfare of such pollutants; and
to identify the types of air pollutants which may interact to produce
adverse effects on health or welfare.

Further, the 1970 Amendments

ordered the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to promulgate and
publish, based on studies by the National Academy of Sciences (NAS),
national primary and secondary standards for the protection of the pub
lic health and welfare.

Under the 1970 Amendments the EPA was also

required to designate air quality control regions, and to issue air
quality criteria for each air pollutant, reflecting the latest scien
tific knowledge useful in indicating the kind and extent of all pollu
tants' identifiable ambient effects on public health or welfare.

The

air quality classification system devised by EPA is specified at 40
CFR 51.3, to differentiate areas of relatively impure air where
improvement is required, from areas of relative purity where the pres
ent air quality need only be maintained.
The new stationary source emissions standards of performance to
be set by EPA are required by the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 to
reflect the degree of emission limitation achievable through the appli
cation of the best system adequately demonstrated, taking into account
the cost to achieve it, as determined by EPA. (A "new" source refers
to construction commencement pre-dating the EPA regulation publication;
"stationary" source refers to buildings and installations emitting any
air pollutant.)
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While the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 do not provide federal
preemption, state regulation of stationary sources by standards less
stringent than those federally established are prohibited.
The Clean Air Amendments of 1970 do not provide for hearings
by the EPA regarding air pollution standards, but afford interested
parties a hearing at state level before the state adopts its implemen
tation plan.
Enforcement of the Clean Air Amendments of 1970 is statutorily
prescribed by EPA issuance of an order to comply, or by civil action in
the U.S. District Court of defendant's locale, for appropriate relief
including permanent or temporary injunction, imprisonment, and fines,
up to two years and $50,000 per day; or by conference procedure at the
call of EPA within and among states and including participation by
offended foreign countries; or by the Attorney General on EPA request,
by abatement suit in the appropriate U.S. District Court.

An Air

Quality Board chaired by EPA, and advisory committees, with repre
sentatives from state and federal governments and private interests,
is also established.

Finally, in the event that EPA determines that

any proposed federal legislation or regulation or action is unsatis
factory from the standpoint of public health or welfare or environ
mental quality, EPA is required to publish these determinations and to
refer the matter to the Council on Environmental Quality.

7.1.4

Water Pollution
The origin of Federal power over American waters is rooted

in the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution; Smith, C. W.,
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77 Dickinson L.Rev. 459 (1972/73).

The oldest significant federal

statute still in use in water pollution control is the Rivers and
Harbors Act (or Refuse Act) of 1899, 33 USCA 403 et seq. (1899).

This

law was enacted after the Supreme Court held that there was thereto
fore no federal common law controlling obstructions and nuisances in
navigable waters.

Willamette Iron Bridge Co. v. Hatch, 125 US 1, 8

S.Ct. 811 (1888).

Section 13 of the 1899 Act prohibits discharges,

other than from streets and sewers in liquid form, into navigable
waters, except by permit from the Secretary of the Army when in the
judgment of the Chief of the Corps of Engineers no injury to naviga
tion will be caused, and except for necessary public works and
improvement of navigable waters.
In 1948 Congress enacted the Water Pollution Control Act, 33
USCA 1151 et seq. (1948), which was amended in 1965 as the Water Qual
ity Act, P.L. 89-234, and in 1970 as the Water Quality Improvement
Act, P.L. 91-224.

These acts "were a congressional attempt to enlist

state and local aid in a concentrated water pollution control and
abatement program ... and in each case Congress provided that the new
statutes were not to be construed as 'affecting or impairing the pro
visions of (Sec. 13 of the 1899 Act).'"

U.S. v. Pennsylvania Indus

trial Chemical Corp., 411 US 655, 93 S.Ct. 1804, 36 L.Ed. 567 (1973).
Executive Order No. 11574, 35 F.R. 19627, 33 USCA 407 (Supp.
1975), established the Refuse Act Permit Program, requiring permits
from the Secretary of the Army for all discharges into navigable
waters, if such discharges exceed permissible water quality concentra
tions.
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Kalur v. Resor, 335 F.Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1971), rejected a conten
tion by the Corps of Engineers that the Corps of Engineers was beyond
the purview of NEPA and its impact statement requirement.

The Corps

was enjoined from issuing its permits absent an environmental impact
statement; whereupon the Corps refused to issue any further permits at
all.

Congress was thus prompted in 1972 to enact the Federal Water

Pollution Control Act Amendments, 33 USC 1251 et seq. (1972), shifting
to EPA the responsibility for issuing water pollution permits, and by
exempting from NEPA impact statement requirements the issuance of such
permits to existing industrial sources.

Thus the 1972 Amendments kept

the permit system in vogue, but with permits predicating compliance
with EPA effluent standards.
The 1972 Amendments established as a national policy the pro
hibition of toxic amounts of toxic pollutant discharges.

The 1972

Amendments stipulate effluent discharge limitations and ambient water
quality standards.

Prior to 1972, only ambient standards were pro

vided, as it was believed that disposal was a proper use of waters if
such caused no interference with other uses.

Effluent discharge limi

tations are against all pollution, to the extent technology enables
such.

Different sets of effluent standards are to be specified by EPA

under the 1972 Amendments, for differing facilities, different owner
ship, different sources (new or existing), etc.
standard is set for 1977.

A "best practicable"

A "best available" standard is set for 1983.

Bosworth, et al., 68 N.W. L.Rev. 770 (1973).
The 1972 Amendments permit program specified industry-wide
standards, where the Refuse Act Permit Program specified the effect
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of an effluent on its receiving water.

Before the EPA can grant a

permit under the 1972 Act, the local State agency must certify the
water quality.
The 1972 Amendments accord citizen enforcement, civil penal
ties (up to $10,000 per day), EPA injunctive remedies, and imprison
ment for up to two years, with fines of up to $50,000.
EPA has not been characteristically swift in pursuing actions
against polluters until specific environmental injury by a particular
pollutant could be fully proved.

"The fish usually lose."

Bosworth

et al. (1973).
The 1972 Amendments specify a 90-day limitation for the
filing of lawsuits, this to forestall the otherwise potentially open
floodgate of litigation, but still hopefully according the necessary
judicial review.
The 1972 Amendments leave primary control with the states but
mandate the elimination by 1985 of all discharges of pollutants into
U.S. navigable waters, thus obviating a cost-benefit approach, except
as to permitted reprieves.
is unlawful.

Any effluent discharge, absent a permit,

The 1972 Amendments require the EPA to conduct extensive

waste treatment research.

The 1972 Amendments grant federal subsidy

for municipal waste treatment facility construction.
Permits may be allowed for point sources if reasonable further
progress toward discharge elimination takes place as a result, and if
maximum economic capacity of the polluter is being exercised.

Permits

are issued by the EPA except when EPA specifically allows state
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issue (conditioned on an approved state plan, standards, and limita
tions, at least as strict as EPA's).
The 1972 Amendments provide that if the effluent limitations
prescribed do not result in water quality amenable to uses under pre
vious standards, more strict limitations can be established based on
economic and social costs, unless the source can prove "there is no
reasonable relationship between the economic and social costs and the
benefits to be obtained."

The EPA is required to hold public hearings

and thereupon to tabulate objectionable materials and effects, with
specific limitations as to each, thermal discharges included.

Modera

tion of the thermal discharge limitation is possible if a source can
show that a lower standard would adequately protect aquatic life.

The

federal, state, and even citizen enforcement provided for are more
readily pursued than are analogous provisions of the Clean Air Amend
ments.
Thermal standards are set by the 1972 Amendments for the par
ticular receiving waters.

"While it is not clear from the Act itself, it appears that
the water-quality approach (as opposed to discharge limita
tions) to thermal pollution was meant to be emphasized ...
the law as enacted was a compromise, under which the
technology-based standard is taken as the base, subject to
being made less stringent on a showing that a lesser degree
of environmental protection is adequate ... Given the dif
ference between, thermal and non-thermal pollution, and the
importance of considering the characteristics of the receiv
ing water in the case of the former, as well as the relative
costliness and immobility of nuclear facilities, it does
seem logical that water quality standards rather than dis
charge limitations should preponderate in thermal discharge
questions ... Cooling water intake structures must (Sec.
316).reflect the 'best technology available for minimizing
adverse environmental impact' ... Sec. 316 concludes by
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extending protection for ten years (or shorter amortization
pieriod under Internal Revenue Code if applicable) to all
point sources of thermal pollution built or modified to
conform to" the Act. Smith, C. W., 77 Dickinson L.Rev. 459
(1972/73).
7.1.5

Noise Control
Noise control efforts at the federal level are of comparatively

recent vintage, e.g., the Noise Pollution and Abatement Act of 1970.
42 USCA 1858, 1858a (Supp. 1975), establishing the Office of Noise
Abatement and Control within EPA to study noise and its effect on the
public health and welfare; and the Noise Control Act of 1972, 42 USCA
4901 et seq. (Supp. 1975), 49 USCA 1431 (Supp. 1975), expanding the
responsibility and authority of the Office of Noise Abatement and
Control to the specification of noise limits for products distributed
in commerce, and the evaluation of noise control activity in other
branches of the federal government.
42 USCA 1858, as amended, is a brief directive to the EPA
Administrator to establish the Office of Noise Abatement and Control
and to study and investigate noise and its effect on humans, wildlife,.
and property values through the year 2000; to include public hearings.
In cases where a federal department or agency is carrying out or spon
soring an activity resulting in noise which EPA determines to be a
public nuisance or otherwise objectionable, the department or agency
is required to consult with EPA to determine possible means of abating
the noise.

This obviously represents a more embryonic stage of legal

evolution than is seen above in the air and water pollution law.
Work has begun in the EPA Office of Noise Abatement and Control,
• and will undoubtedly eventuate in EPA regulations of noise from
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equipment of all types, along the lines of EPA's air quality regula
tions, by establishing present and prospective noise level standards.
Heretofore the remedies against noise lay in negligence, nui
sance, or inverse condemnation, assessing damages against the pol
luter, together with injunctive relief.

In some jurisdictions

injunctions have been denied on balancing the equities in favor of the
public interest against the individual interest in tranquility, by
decree designed to fit the case.
Sec. 109 et seq. (1972).

61 Am. Jur. 2d Pollution Control,

For a case on federal regulation.of noise,

see U.S. v. Causby, 328 US 256, 66 S.Ct. 1062, 90 L.Ed. 1206 (1946).
In early January 1975 the EPA announced the first two proposed
regulations in a series intended to reduce airport noise.

One regula

tion, proposed by EPA to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA),
would raise minimum approach altitudes to 10,000 feet for jet aircraft
entering airport areas, and 5000 feet only after entering the descent
area (altitudes which FAA now recommends but does not require), and
3000 feet only on final approach to the runway (cf. at present FAA
allows jet flight at 1500 feet over housetops, on aircraft approach to
final descent to the runway).

The other proposed regulation would set

noise-limiting standards for small new propellor-aircraft.

Additional

regulation proposals are anticipated, governing flight procedures,
aircraft noise standards, and ambient noise levels in the vicinity of
airports.
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7.1.6

Energy Administration
In the matter of energy legislation at the federal level the

year 1974 spawned at least three significant enactments; namely, the
Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974, 15 USCA 761 et seq. (1974);
the Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974, 15 USCA
792 et seq. (1974); and the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, P.L.
93-438, 88 Stat. 1233 (1974).
The Federal Energy Administration Act of 1974 (FEAA) evinces a
recognition by Congress that the general welfare and common defense
require conservation of energy supply, distribution, and maintenance
of fair pricing; and establishes a Federal Energy Administration (FEA)
in the executive branch of government, in which are vested responsi
bilities delineated in FEAA, and to which are transferred functions
authorized by other laws.

Sec. 5(a) of FEAA charges FEA with the

responsibility for such actions as are necessary to assure that ade
quate provisions are made to meet the energy needs of the nation,
including production, conservation, use, control, distribution, ration
ing and allocation, and the responsibility for advising the President
and the Congress toward establishing a comprehensive national energy
policy, in coordination with the Secretary of State as to foreign
policy in energy resource management.
The Energy Supply and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974
(ESECA) is a step forward in coordinating the inherently interrelated
matters of energy, power, and pollution.

Sec. 2(a) of ESECA author

izes FEA to prohibit any power plant from burning natural gas or
petroleum products as its primary energy source, if FEA determines that
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the plant has the capability and the necessary equipment to burn coal
practicably and consistently with the purposes of ESECA, after notice
and opportunity for written presentation of interested party views,
and after FEA consults with EPA, taking into account the likelihood
that the plant will be permitted to burn coal after June 30, 1975.
Sec. 2(c) of ESECA provides that the
"Federal Energy Administrator may require that any power
plant in the early planning process (other than a combustion
gas turbine or combined cycle unit) be designed and con
structed so as to be capable of using coal as its primary
energy source ... (unless) to do so is likely to result in
an impairment of reliability or adequacy of service, or ...
an adequate and reliable supply of coal is not expected to
be available."

Economic effects on facility owners, e.g., recovery of capital invest
ment, are to be considered by FEA in determining whether to impose the
design and construction requirement of this section.
Sec. 2(d) of ESECA authorizes FEA to allocate coal to any
power plant which is issued an order under Sec. 2(c), and to any other
person to the extent necessary to carry out the purposes of ESECA.
ESECA amends Title I of the Clean Air Act by adding a provis
ion thereto entitled "Energy-Related Authority," authorizing the EPA
Administrator to suspend temporarily and until June 30, 1975, any
stationary source fuel or emission limitation if the source is found
to be unable to comply with such limitation solely because of the
unavailability of types or amounts of fuels (except unavailability
resulting from an ESECA order), or if a source has converted to coal
pursuant to ESECA and is unable to comply with all primary standards
applicable to such source.
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ESECA Sec. 3 provides that if EPA finds that a source will be
unable to comply with a primary standard or regional limitation, and
that such limitation can not be enforced because of a court order
restraining enforcement, or that the burning of coal by such source
will cause pollution for which ambient air quality standards have not
been promulgated and that such increase may cause or materially con
tribute to a significant risk to public health, EPA is required to so
notify FEA and certify the period for which such order under Sec. 2(a)
of ESECA shall not be in effect.

Inability to comply with primary

standards is defined as the condition that the necessary technology or
other alternative methods of control are not available.

(The power of

the states is nevertheless preserved to enforce any primary standard
or regulation limitation.)
ESECA requires EPA to study and report to Congress within six
months on the present and projected impact of fuel shortages and fuel
allocation programs under ESECA; on the availability of continuous
emission reduction technology and its effects on the total environ
ment and the supplies of fuel and electricity; on the number and
sources and locations which must use such technology; on installation
schedules; on the availability of technology to burn municipal solid
waste in electric power plants; on pollutant emissions and health
effects analyses; on alternative control strategies for maintenance of
natural ambient air quality standards for sulfur oxides; on sulfur
oxide monitoring requirements; and with progress reports every six
months in the Federal Register beginning January 1, 1975, on the
status of compliance with these requirements.
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ESECA prescribes EPA review of Clean Air Act implementation
plans by the states, with reports to the states on whether such plans
can be revised and submitted, without interfering with any national
ambient air quality standard.
ESECA exempts action under the Clean Air Act and actions under
Sec. 2 of ESECA from being deemed major federal actions under NEPA;
however, analyses equivalent to NEPA analyses, to the greatest extent
possible, are required.
Sec. 8 of ESECA requires FEA to study and report to Congress
within six months on potential energy conservation methods, including
but not limited to restricting exports, increasing industrial recycling
and resource recovery, and incentives to increase efficiency in indus
trial energy use; and on domestic reserves and production of crude oil,
natural gas and coal, and inventories on a national, regional and
state basis.

Energy allocation programs are to include measures, to

the maximum extent practicable, to assure the availability of low sul
fur coal distribution on a priority basis to areas which EPA designates
as requiring it to minimize adverse impact on health.

Millions of

dollars are appropriated for the study of sulfur oxides from coal burn
ing, studies by the Department of Health, Education and Welfare,
through the National Institutes of Health, and in cooperation with EPA.
Finally, ESECA Sec. 8 requires the Secretary of Transportation to con
sult with FEA and to submit to Congress an "Energy Mass Transportation
Assistance Plan" to conserve energy by expanding and improving public
mass transportation systems.
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ESECA Sec. 12 provides for enforcement by civil penalties of
up to $5000 per violation.

The 1974 energy legislation described above is as yet too
young to have been meaningfully judicially construed at all, let alone
to have been construed by a line of cases rendering obvious any climate
of either procedural or substantive opinion upon it.

Litigation under

this legislation will likely follow the "new era" pattern of judicial
construction set by the environmental legislation litigation examined
in Subsection 7.2 below.

Probably the most that can be said cogently

at present, with regard to the 1974 energy legislation, is that it is
a necessary but not sufficient step in the right direction.

Tentative

conclusions will be drawn on this point in Chapter 8, below, after
first reviewing not only its counterpart in environmental litigation
(Subsection 7.2), but also the governing administrative law (Subsec
tion 7.3 below).

7.2 Judicial Construction of Current
Legislation on Power and Pollution
Management
The hallmark of contemporary power law lies in the mandate
that conservational, aesthetic and recreational aspects of the envi
ronment be taken into account in the construction and operation of powergeneration facilities.

This point was first raised in modern litiga

tion in the case of Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC, 354
F2d 608 (2d Cir. 1965), cert. den. 384 US 941, 86 S.Ct. 1462, 16 L.Ed.
2d 540, (1966).
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7»2.1 Initial Judicial Determination of
Environmental Responsibility of FPC
In the Scenic Hudson case, supra, conservationist petitioners
sought to set aside the Federal Power Commission (FPC) licensing of
the Consolidated Edison Company's planned pumped-storage hydroelectric
project on the west side of the Hudson River at Storm King Mountain in
Cornwall, New York.

FPC refused to allow petitioners to present evi

dence as to the cultural, aesthetic, and conservational effects of the
proposed project.

FPC indicated that it was concerned only with the

economic and engineering feasibility of the project, and that other
considerations were outside the province of the FPC.
The Second Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed with FPC, and
ruled that cultural, aesthetic, and conservational effects of the pro
posed power project are within the statutory jurisdiction of the FPC.
The Court held that FPC had failed to make a thorough study of alter
natives to the Storm King project.

The Court acknowledged that courts

have no authority to concern themselves with FPC policies, but held
that courts have the duty to see to it that FPC use full and careful
consideration in arriving at its decisions.

The Court ordered FPC to

reopen hearings accordingly to hear what the petitioners had to present.
On rehearing, the FPC again issued the license to Consolidated Edison,
holding that the evidence established that the project constituted no
real impairment of the environmental and scenic aspects of the Hudson
highlands.
In framing the issue originally before it in the Scenic Hudson
case, even the FPC acknowledged that it must compare the proposed
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project with any available alternatives; and that if such alternatives
(e.g., gas turbine, interconnected power transmission grids, etc.)
exist which are better adapted to developing the Hudson River for all
beneficial uses, including scenic beauty, then the Storm King license
should be denied.

Nevertheless, FPC had neither investigated inter

connected power nor required Consolidated Edison to supply such infor
mation.
Accordingly the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
granted the Scenic Hudson petitioners' application to adduce addi
tional evidence on the issue of available alternatives to the Storm
King power project.

The Scenic Hudson court interpreted the FPA

licensing criteria of recreational purposes as encompassing conserva
tion of natural resources, maintenance of natural beauty, and preserva
tion of historic sites.

The handwriting on the Scenic Hudson wall thus

forecast the subsequent NEPA mandate.
After FPC issued the license on competent evidence on remand,
the U.S. Court of Appeals upheld the Federal Power Commission, finding
FPC faithful to the obligations which the Court had imposed upon it in
its 1965 trip to the Court of Appeals.

The Court of Appeals noted

that during the six years since 1965 the FPC had given comprehensive
consideration to alternatives.

FPC had rejected the gas turbine alter

native for providing reserve power because of prohibitive operating
costs and because of breakdown frequency and lengthy turbine
starting times.

FPC had rejected the interconnection alternatives

because FPC found that this alternative could not provide sufficient
power, and the connections might be terminated during emergencies.
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Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. FPC, 453 F2d 463 (2d Cir.
1971), cert. den. 407 US 926, 92 S.Ct. 2453, 32 L.Ed. 2d 813 (1972).
On March 29, 1973, the Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference
petitioned for a complete reconsideration of the license, based on
newly discovered danger to fish, the increased capital cost of the
project, and the New York Utilities working agreement which no longer
required the amount of reserve power that the Storm King project was
designed to provide.

FPC dismissed on the ground that all issues had

been previously decided.
The petition concerning fish conservation was denied by FPC
without prejudice to renew after Consolidated Edison completed studies
relating to fish spawning.

Renewal was not prejudiced in the event

that FPC did not affirmatively find fish protection and preservation
adequate by January 1, 1975.

Consolidated Edison Company petitioned

for rehearing, and lost.
The court held that the licensing hearings should deal with
the extent of dangers posed by the power plant to fish life, and
whether such danger can be eliminated or greatly minimized as a prac
tical matter.

The court ordered that if such danger exceeded previ

ous predictions, and if the plant or plant operations could not be
altered to remove or substantially prevent this danger, then FPC must
decide whether to reopen the licensing proceedings completely to
determine whether the benefits provided by the plant outweighed its
costs in terms of danger to fish life.

Such reopening would also lie

if Consolidated Edison or FPC failed to make a good faith effort to
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comply with the deadline judicially set for completion of the hearings
Thus does the Scenic Hudson case enter its tenth year in litigation.

7.2.2

The "New Era" in Judicial Review
Environmental legislation of the 1960's and 1970's, and the

legislative delegation and judicial review spawned thereby, have
brought new dimensions to the roles and relationships of the executive
the legislature and the judiciary.

Heretofore the courts have treated

with deference the administrative adjudication of substantive issues.
A rational basis or substantial evidence to support the agency action
was readily found.

(Citizens To Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe,

401 US 402, 91 S.Ct. 1804, 28 L.Ed. 2d 135 (1971)).
occurring here, however.

Changes are

In the following paragraphs the relationship

of the courts, the legislature and the administrative agency will be
examined against the substantive background of the statutes referred
to in Subsection 7.1, above, first as to the air pollution statutes,
and then as to the water pollution legislation.
The character of administrative litigation in the present era
of environmental and energy emphasis is undergoing change evidenced
by expanded doctrines of standing and reviewability, and altogether
new causes of action.

Judge Bazelon refers eloquently to this "new

era" in the judicial review of administrative (environmental) agency
action, in Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Ruckelshaus, 439 F2d
584 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

Interestingly, however, Judge Bazelon's opin

ion in this case differentiated between reviews of "administrative
action that touches on fundamental personal interests in life,
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health" and "economic interests at stake in a ... licensing proceed
ing."

The honorable court here seemed to fail to integrate or tie

together the effects of licensing (power plant licensing at least)
with the personal interests in a healthy environment.
The principal point of the Environmental Defense Fund case,
within the context of this dissertation, was its holding that admini
strative officers must articulate the standards and principles that
govern their discretionary decisions in as much detail as possible,
and support them with findings of fact and reasoned opinions.
Judge Bazelon buttressed this point two years later in his
concurring opinion in the case of International Harvester v.
Ruckelshaus, 478 F2d 615 (D.C. Cir. 1973), condemning the EPA Admini
strator's decisional process regarding all humanity's interest in
life, health, and a harmonious relationship with the elements of
nature, while acknowledging the court's lack of technical know-how to
agree or disagree with the Administrator's substantive evaluation.
Judge Bazelon shared the view and goal of the majority opinion,
namely, a reasoned decision, but he differed as to means.

Judge

Bazelon decried judicial review of the technical merits, and favored
leaving to an informed market the test of the validity of technical
decisions.

The majority opinion, however, held in favor of judicial

examination of the substance of the technical agency decision.
Again in Sierra Club v. Froehlke, 359 F. Supp. 1289 (S.D. Tex.
1973), the "substantial inquiry" (by the court) test to "ensure that
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the administrative agency has rigorously and objectively fulfilled its
i

obligations" was used.
EPA regulations are entitled to a presumption of regularity.
Delaware Citizens For Clean Air, Inc. v. EPA, 480 F2d 91,2 (3d Cir.
1973).

This case held that the plaintiffs failed to overcome this

presumption regarding the strategy for attaining nitrogen dioxide
standards.
There is, however, not necessarily a sanctity in the EPA regu
lations per se.

Natural Resources Defense Council? Inc. ,v. EPA, 478

F2d 875 (1st Cir. 1973), required EPA to provide a detailed statement of
its reasons for adopting 40 CFR 51.3(b)(2) which seemed to presume the
fiction that if a region lacked a city of over 200,000 population (by
the 1970 census) its air would be considered relatively pure, absent
measured data to the contrary.

The court also required EPA to provide

a detailed statement on what efforts were being made to collect data
on photochemical oxidants and carbon monoxide levels, whether or not
such data were available at the time, and "any other information which
the EPA considers might be helpful to this court in reviewing the
question."

This same court and case rejected the eloquence of counsel

in raising factual arguments on the briefs or orally as substitutes
for official findings or explanations by EPA.

And, at Note 46: "Under

the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), the relevant review standard
is whether the Administrator's approval was 'arbitrary, capricious, an
abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law'. 5 USCA
706(2)(A) ..."
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This judicially enunciated requirement for full substantive
particulars was amplified in Portland Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, 486
F2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973), cert. den. 6 ERC 1606 (1974), holding that
EPA's reasons for standards "and criteria require a fuller presenta
tion than the minimum rule-making requirement of the APA."

The court

in this case rejected an "opacity" standard (i.e., "greater than 10%
opacity"), while upholding the Ringelmann Chart.

Said the court:

"We

think Congress anticipated, as in the National Traffic and Motor
Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, that the standards be 'objective,' 15 USCA
1392(a).

Otherwise 'a manufacturer has no assurance that his own test

results will be duplicated in tests conducted by the agency.1 (cita
tion)."

The test for compliance with standards must also be objective;

cf. Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, 470 F2d 289
(8th Cir. 1972), on environmental impact statements.

As in some of the

recent prior case law this court, too, abhorred the substitution of
judicial for administrative judgment on technical matters, but
expressed that it was the court's "duty to consider whether 'the deci
sion was based on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether
there ha(d) been a clear error of judgment.'"
The court in Getty Oil v. Ruckelshaus, 467 F2d 349 (3d Cir.
1972), cert. den. 409 US 1125, 93 S.Ct. 937, 35 L.Ed 2d 256, (1972),
summed up the political rationale behind the increasing judicial
scrutiny of administrative agency determinations as follows:

"It has

been recognized consistently that without informed judicial review of
agency actions ... expertise, the strength of modern government, can
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become a monster which rules with no practical limits on its discre
tion (citations) ..."

7.2.3 EPA Action on Clean Air
Implementation Plans
Referring now specifically to the judicial review of EPA
action on state implementation plans provided in response to the Clean
Air Amendments, the Getty Oil case, supra at page 175, condemned the
EPA Administrator's having built no record, taken no comments, data,
or evidence from interested parties, nor articulated the basis of his
actions, in approving or disapproving state implementation plans.
Similarly, in the Portland Cement case, supra at page 175,
the court took EPA to task for EPA's having pled powerlessness to
remedy deficiencies in the state environmental laws.

The court cited

the Clean Air Act as amended, 42 USCA 1857 c-5(a)(2) and (c), which the
court said not only empowered but required EPA to disapprove state
statutes and regulations which were not in accordance with the Clean
Air Amendments.
Sierra Club v. Ruckelshaus, 344 F. Supp. 253 (D.C. Cir. 1972),
aff'd 412 US 541, 93 S.Ct. 2770, 37 L.Ed. 2d 140 (1973), cited incon
sistent passages in EPA regulation 40 CFR, and held that EPA should
have disapproved so much of the Massachusetts statutes and regulations
forming a part of the state's implementation plans as allowed emis
sion reports to be held confidential.
Georgia's implementation plan under the Clean Air Amendments
was litigated in 1974.

As approved by EPA the Georgia plan made the

permissible amounts of particulates and sulphur dioxide emissions
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dependent on stack height; the higher the stack, the more emissions
permissible.

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit reviewed

the "dispersion enhancement" and "emission limitation" techniques, and
the legislative history and EPA staff work concerned, and held that
"Congress intended that the requirements of implementation plans would
whenever possible be emission limitations ... nondegradation is an
important goal of the Act ... the use of dispersion techniques is at
odds with the nondegradation policy."

Natural Resources Defense

Defense Council, Inc. v. EPA, 489 F 2d 390 (5th Cir. 1974), cert,
granted, 43 USLW 3186 (Oct. 15, 1974).
For judicial construction of "availability of technology," and
as to discrimination in particulate standards applied to cement
plants versus power plants, see Portland Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus,
486 F2d 375 (D.C. Cir. 1973), upholding EPA's contention that discrimi
nation in standards between industries is reasonable in view of supe
rior fabric filter technology available to cement plants and not applied
to coal-fired power plants, although the court conceded "we are not
informed by the Administrator as to what characteristics of the con
cerned industries might account for the difference;" and holding that
inter-industry comparisons of this kind are not generally required or
productive and were not contemplated by Congress in the Clean Air Act;
"the essential question is whether the mandated standards can be met
by a particular industry for which they are set, and this can typically
be decided on the basis of information concerning that industry
alone."

On the judicial construction of "availability of technology,"
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see also International Harvester v. Ruckelshaus, 478 F2d 615 (D.C. cir.
1973), and page 173, above.
In Utah International, Inc. v. EPA, 478 F2d 126 (10 Cir. 1973),
regarding New Mexico's implementation plan submitted to EPA toward
meeting the national primary and secondary standards for sulfur oxides
in the New Mexico portion of the Four Corners Interstate Air Quality
Control Region, the court held that it was without jurisdiction, and
that a disapproval order by EPA against an implementation plan under
the Clean Air Act was not reviewable in that case.

"In other words,

the effect of a disapproval order under the Clean Air Act is to reopen
the administrative process," and "if the state in question does not
thereafter come up with a revised plan of its own which is acceptable
to EPA, then the EPA will promulgate its own plan."

The court also

held that neither could there be jurisdiction under the Administrative
Procedure Act, as that Act provides for judicial review where other
statutory authority for review is absent or inadequate, and, in the
Four Corners case, the Clean Air Act itself provides for judicial
review after approval of a state implementation plan.

Compare this

with Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA, 477 F2d 495 (4th Cir. 1973), allow
ing jurisdiction but holding that
"If state hearings held in connection with adoption of state
plans for implementation of federal ambient air quality
standards were adequate and if the Administrator of EPA, in
the course of his own evaluation of the state plans,
reviewed the state hearings, neither the Clean Air Act nor
due process required the Administrator to afford interested
parties a hearing prior to approval of the state plans."
"There remains of course, an important question: if the
petitioners are not entitled to raise their claims of high
cost benefit, technological infeasibility and resource
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unavailability, prior to the Administrator's approval of
state plans, at what point can these claims be asserted?
The answer is found in 5 USC 703 (1967), which provides in
part: "Except to the extent that prior, adequate, and
exclusive opportunity for judicial review is provided by
law, agency action is subject to judicial review in civil
or criminal proceedings for judicial enforcement.1 Since
we have determined that there could not have been an ade
quate hearing on individual claims such as those presented
by the petitioners herein prior to approval of the state
plans, the claims can be asserted as a defense in either
federal or state enforcement proceedings." Buckeye Power Co.
et al. v. EPA, 481 F2d 162 (6th Cir. 1973),

The Buckeye case also held that
"nothing in this part (40 CFR 51.2 (1972)) shall be con
strued in any manner: ... (b) to encourage a state to adopt
any particular control strategy (defined as 'a combination
of measures designated (designed?) to achieve the aggregate
reduction of emissions necessary for attainment and main
tenance of a national standard ... ', 40 CFR 51.1(n)(1972)
without taking into consideration the cost-effectiveness of
such control strategy in relation to that of alternative
control strategies ... (d) to encourage a state to prepare,
adopt, or submit a plan without taking into consideration
the social and economic impact of the control strategy set
forth in such plan, including but not limited to, impact on
availability of fuel, energy, transportation and employ
ment."

In November, 1974, the EPA indicated prospective revision of
its air pollution regulations so as to allow states to pollute where
they consider industrial growth of sufficient importance, consistent
with nonpollution of neighboring areas which would maintain purer air,
and requiring best available antipollution equipment in all areas.
The EPA program incorporates categories of clean air regions, Class I
protecting existing air quality; Class II allowing some change under
rigorous protective controls; and Class III where development would
be permitted.

The new regulations have been proposed since the
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summer of 1974 when the United States Supreme Court interpreted the
1970 Clean Air Act as prohibiting "significant deterioration" of clean
air, but failed to define "significant deterioration," leaving that
definition to EPA.

The Sierra Club has indicated probable further

legal action as a result, in 1975.

7.2.4 NEPA on the Environmental
Impact Statement
Having noted thus far in this Subsection 7.2 the tenor of
judicial determinations of substantive and procedural reviewability
of administrative agency execution and enactment of the Clean Air
Amendments and air pollution standards and implementation plans there
under, next an analogous examination of these same reviewability con
cepts will be undertaken with regard to NEPA, and, in particular, the
substantive and procedural forensic implications of the NEPA-mandated
environmental impact statements.
An example in non-nuclear technology is the case of Greene
County Planning Board v. FPC, 455 F2d 412 (2d Cir.), cert. den. 409 US
849, 93 S.Ct. 56, 34 L.Ed. 2d 90 (1972).
County case held as follows:

The court in the Greene

by substituting an environmental impact

statement prepared by the Power Authority of the State of New York
(PASNY), as to the impact of a proposed pump storage power project on
the environment, the Federal Power Commission abdicated a significant
part of its responsibility to determine such impact.

A danger here,

according to the court, lay in the possibility or likelihood that a
license applicant's impact statement would be based on self-serving
assumptions.

The PASNY impact statement, for example, began by
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asserting "Neither the construction nor operation of the Leeds (trans
mission) line will have any adverse impact on the environment."

As a

matter of fact, however, it was found that the Leeds line would cut a
swath 35 miles long and 150 feet wide across Greene and Schoharie
Counties.

Another danger lay in losing larger alternatives which

might be examined by the federal agency of primary responsibility, and
in perpetuating instead another agency's "status quo syndrome."
The court in the Greene County case, observing that the Federal
Power Commission (FPC) appeared content to collate the comments of
other federal agencies, its own staff, and the intervenors, said:
" ... the (Federal Power)Commission has claimed to be the
representative of the public interest. This role does not
permit it to act as an umpire blandly calling balls and
strikes for adversaries appearing before it; the right of
the public must receive active and affirmative protection
at the hands of the commission.11

The court held that FPC could draft its environmental impact statement
on the basis of preliminary hearings, but that the impact statement
must be circulated by the FPC for comment and hearings prior to final
decision by FPC.

The court addressed NEPA Section 102(2) and viewed

this section as "a mandate to FPC to consider environmental issues
'at every distinctive and comprehensive stage of the process.'"
the court:

Said

"The primary and non-delegable responsibility for ful

filling this function lies with the Commission (citing the Calvert
Cliffs case)."
Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Comm. v. AEC, 449 F2d 1109 (D.C.
Cir. 1971), is a landmark case in the judicial construction of NEPA,
Calvert Cliffs was a case involving a proposed nuclear power plant,
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and is cited briefly here as indicative of the cornerstone of judicial
interpretation of NEPA.

Four issues were decided in Calvert Cliffs,

as follows:

1.

In uncontested hearings, the AEC Hearing Board need not

necessarily go over the same ground as the AEC regulatory staff but
must at least examine the environmental impact statement carefully to
determine if the staff review was adequate, and must independently con
sider the final balance among conflicting factors struck in the recom
mendation;
2.

The AEC Rules prohibiting any outside party or AEC staff

member from raising non-radiological environmental issues at any hear
ing if the hearing notice in the Federal Register appeared before
March 4, 1971, constituted an unlawful blanket ban subsequent to the
effective date of NEPA;
3.

The AEC Hearing Board can conduct an independent evalua

tion and balancing analysis of the environmental effect of proposed
federal action despite the prior certification of another responsible
agency that their own environmental standards are satisfied by the
proposed action;
4.

The AEC Rule is unlawful which provides that, when a con

struction permit for a facility has been issued before NEPA com
pliance was required but when an operating license has yet to be
issued, AEC will not formally consider environmental factors or
require modification in the proposed facility until the time of issu
ance of the operating license.
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To the impatient, the court in Calvert Cliffs included the fol
lowing admonition, quoted also by the court in the Greene County case
cited above, in its opinion:
"Delay is a concomitant of the implementation of the proce
dures prescribed by NEPA, and the specter of a power crisis
must not be used to create a blackout of environmental con
sideration in the agency review process ... It is far more
consistent with the purposes of the Act to delay operation
at a stage where real environmental protection may come
about than at a stage where corrective action may be so
costly as to be impossible."

The Greene County and Calvert Cliffs cases, supra at pages 180
and 181, judicially enforced the provisions of NEPA requiring federal
agencies to provide environmental impact statements.

Additional case

law has made it clear that, as was indicated above with regard to
judicial review under the Clean Air Amendments, neither are the courts
precluded from reviewing agency decisions to determine that they are
in accord with the substantive requirements of NEPA.
The case of Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers,
470 F2d 289 (8th Cir. 1972), subjected a decision by the Corps of
Engineers (to build a dam) to judicial review under the arbitrary and
capricious standard.

In this case the appeals court itself went on to

decide the case, in lieu of remand, having before it the complete
record including the environmental impact statement and the transcript
of the proceedings below.

The appeals court balanced the benefits of

flood control against the importance of a diversified environment,
taking into account the fact that the project had been authorized by
Congress eleven years prior to the passage of NEPA, and was 63% com
plete at the date of initiation of this litigation.

The appeals court
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affirmed the trial court in upholding construction of the dam, but
ruled the trial court in error insofar as concerned the trial court's
holding that courts may not review agency decisions to determine if
they are in accord with the substantive requirements of NEPA.
The court in the Environmental Defense Fund case held that the
test of compliance with EPA standards must also be objective; (cf.
Portland Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, supra at page 177, re objectiv
ity requirement as to the standards themselves).

"The test of compli

ance with Section 102 (NEPA), then, is one of good faith objectivity
rather than subjective impartiality ... the district court's findings
and conclusion as to the objectivity of the EIS (environmental impact
statement) are supported by substantial evidence ... " and, on the
point of objectivity being the test of compliance, citing a number of
cases including Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee v. A.E.C., supra
at page 181.
In Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, supra at
page 183, the court held that NEPA Section 102(2)(B) mandated quanti
fication of environmental values monetarily, if possible; and, if not
possible, that environmental impact statements should so state, and
the decision-makers could then determine whether any purpose would be
served in delaying a project while awaiting the development of such
criteria.

Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee v. A.E.C., supra at

page 181, prompted publication of the Atomic Energy Commission of
Appendix D (1972) to 10 CFR 50, specifying that "cost-benefit analysis
shall, to the fullest extent practicable, quantify the various factors
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considered.

To the extent that such factors cannot be quantified,

they shall be discussed in qualitative terms."
Here again is evidenced the deepened substantive role of the
judiciary which has evolved in contemporary environmental law.

In

1973 this role was broadened in and as a result of the holding in
Scientists' Institute For Public Information, Inc. v. A.E.C., 481 F2d
1079 (D.C. Cir. 1973).

In this case the court of appeals overturned

the district court and decided that a detailed environmental impact
statement under NEPA was required not simply for an individual power
generating facility, but was prospectively required under NEPA 102(c)
for the entire liquid metal fast breeder reactor (LMFBR) research and
development program.
The court of appeals in the Scientists' Institute case called
attention both to the need for detailed data as prescribed by NEPA,
e.g., on environmental implications, land use, alternatives, waste
disposal, etc., and to the suggestion that "this cost-benefit analysis
notably lacks any attempt to quantify the environmental costs or bene
fits associated with the program so that these factors could play a
role in the analysis."

It is at this point that the quantification

process underpinning this dissertation, (not as a device to supplant
existing law, but as an adjunct to it), seems to find some potential
judicial sanction.

(See also Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of

Engineers, supra at page 183.)
With respect to the kind of environmental cost-benefit quanti
fication allowable in the assessment of environmental impact, the U.S.
District Court for the Southern District of Texas has spoken (using
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the "substantial inquiry" standard of judicial review) in Sierra Club
v. Froehlke, 359 F. Supp. 1289 (S.D. Tex. 1973).

In Froehlke the

court held that the existing guidelines of the Council on Environmental
Quality and the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as those of
the Corps of Engineers, do not yet adequately indicate what amount of
detail is required in the environmental impact statements prescribed by
the National Environmental Policy Act as to both project impact and
alternatives to the proposed project.

The court said that all features

of an environmental impact statement must be "written in language that
is understandable to non-technical minds and yet contain enough scien
tific reasoning to alert specialists to particular problems within the
field of their expertise." (page 1342).
The reason for this standard, according to the Froehlke court,
is that impact statements must assist in rational thoroughly informed
decision-making by officials higher up in the agency chain-of-command,
including the Congress, the Executive and the general public, some of
whom may not possess the technical expertise of those who evaluate the
impact and prepare environmental statements.
Said the Froehlke court:
"Objectivity is required of federal agencies, particularly
with respect to evaluation of environmental impacts ...
(page 1342).
" ... a court should engage in a 'substantial inquiry' to
ensure that the agency has rigorously and objectively ful
filled its obligations ... (page 1345).
" ... As this court understands this body of law, protec
tion of the environment is now viewed as paramount, and
it is not to be placed on an equal footing with the usual
economic and technical factors ... (page 1370). (Compare
Scenic Hudson Preserv. Conf. v. FPC, 453 F2d 463 (2d Cir.
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1971), distinguishing the Overton case, infra, and reject
ing an argument that environmental cases call for a
higher standard of review, re Citizens to Prevent Overton
Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 US 402, 91 S.Ct. 814, 28 L.Ed. 2d
136 (1971)).
" ... In this new and largely unchartered area of the law,
this court has encountered many problems, both mechanical
as well as theoretical ... Lengthy impact statements
appear to be the rule, rather than the exception in envi
ronmental cases, but a court simply does not possess the
time or the capacity in environmental cases to wade through
such a mass of records as are submitted here (13 bookboxes of hundreds of thousands of pages) in order to deter
mine if the Corps (of Engineers) has satisfied the require
ments of NEPA ... much greater care must be taken in the
system, organization and presentation of material for the
benefit of a court and a layman ... (page 1381).
"The role that possible alternatives play in the environ
mental process is particularly critical because it is
usually through this medium that mitigation measures may be
discovered ... (1343).
"This court cannot be primarily concerned with a specific,
final mathematical ratio of benefits to costs ... " (page
1365).

7.2.5

Water Pollution Control
Turning finally to the judicial construction of water pollu

tion control legislation, the 1972 Amendments (page 159, above) are
seen to be still too young to have been interpreted comprehensively,
(as indeed are all of the current environmental pollution statutes).
One can only speculate upon the outcome of the judicial review to come,
e.g., as to power plant pollution litigation under the Refuse Act
permit program (including NEPA impact statements), vis-a-vis the 1972
Amendments providing for permits independent of NEPA impact assessment
but in accordance with EPA effluent standards.

The Refuse Act permit

system including NEPA impact assessment would bode more favorably for
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assailants of power plant pollution impacts (and EPA standards) on
receiving waters, than would the 1972 Amendments involving industry
wide effluent standards.
The weight of judicial authority lies on the side of sub
stantive review of agency action on NEPA impact statements, in which
review the supporting administrative record may be introduced; (cf.
Subsections 7.2.1 through 7.2.4, above, and cases cited therein).
Assailants could thus attack the impact statement.

Under the 1972

Amendments, however, the scope of judicial review is narrower, in view
of partial exclusion of NEPA from the permit program.

A power plant

pollution assailant under the 1972 Amendments can seek judicial review
of EPA's industry-wide (1977) standards, but would confront a record
even more massive than the average impact statement, and a record of
expert technical judgments (e.g., the National Academy of Sciences)
supporting EPA's standard-setting.
The broader scope, infinitely larger record and hence greater
expense of judicial review under the 1972 Amendments, together with
its 90-day docket limitation, would suggest less likelihood of judi
cial review of agency determinations under the 1972 Amendments, pos
sibly rendering EPA a freer agent therefore in water pollution control
matters than otherwise.

Bosworth et al. (1973).

To be reckoned with also in the assessment of abatement
capacity of individual plants is the potential variance of evidence
depending on the engineer examined, (assuming such expert testimony to
be economically feasible, particularly to private party litigants,
versus EPA's "heavy artillery").

Cf. Bosworth et al. (1973).
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Previous to the 1972 Amendments, the water quality standards,
being essentially ambient, specifying permissible pollutant levels,
as distinguished from effluent discharge standards, the prior law was
poorly enforced, and its ambient standards subject to abuse, e.g., dif
ficulty in determining violators among multiple polluters, impossi
bility of cogently specifying a universal standard in view of differ
ences among locales and aquatic life reaction, etc.

The prior law pro

vided for federal/state/industry enforcement conferences at the call of
the state concerned; federal initiative being confined to interstate
pollution jeopardizing health or welfare, and requiring a six-month
waiting period and an additional hearing in order to seek resolution.
Only thereafter could an abatement suit be brought by the federal gov
ernment.
The United States Supreme Court held in Illinois v. City of
Milwaukee, 406 US 91, 92 S.Ct. 1385, 31 L.Ed. 2d 712 (1972), in favor
of a federal common law in such cases, observing:
"It is not uncommon for federal courts to fashion federal law
where federal rights are concerned (citation) ... (and) when
we deal with air and water in their ambient or interstate
aspects there is a federal common law (citation). While the
various federal environmental protection statutes will not
necessarily mark the outer bounds of the federal common law,
they may provide useful guidelines in fashioning such rules
of decision ... (and) the application of federal common law
to abate a public nuisance in interstate or navigable waters
is not inconsistent with the Water Pollution Control Act,
(as Congress so provided in Sec. 10(b) of that Act)."
Subsequent to the Federal Water Pollution Control Amendments
it was argued that NEPA environmental impact statements caused repe
tition of previous research, and that NEPA's general exclusion from
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the permit system was of small significance. This argument was
rejected:
"Obedience to water quality certifications under the Water
Quality Improvement Act of 1970 is not mutually exclusive
with NEPA procedures. It does not preclude performance of
the NEPA duties. Water quality certifications essentially
establish a minimum consideration for the granting of a
license. But they do not end the matter. The Commission
(AEC) can then go on to perform the very different operation
of balancing the overall benefits and costs of a particular
project, and consider the alternatives (above and beyond the
applicable water quality standards) which would further
reduce environmental damage." Calvert Cliffs Coordinating
. Committee v. A.E.C., 449 F2d 1109, 1125 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

The 1972 Amendments have apparently reserved to the states the
power to impose more strict water quality standards and to refuse to
issue permits notwithstanding an applicant's compliance with EPA stan
dards.

An environmentalist argument contrariwise is that a prolifer

ation of applications under varied standards will be more difficult to
monitor than a single national standard.
For a speculative treatment of such effects of the 1972 Amend
ments on AEC authority and NEPA, see Smith, C. W., 77 Dickinson L.Rev.
459, 487 et seq. (1972/73).

For recent case law see Colorado Public

Interest Research Group, Inc. v. Train, 373 F. Supp. 991 (D.C. Colo.
1974), holding that the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act is not
violated by Environmental Protection Agency's decision not to regulate
nuclear plants' discharges of byproduct materials, source materials,
and special nuclear materials, which instead will be exclusively regu
lated by the Atomic Energy Commission under the Atomic Energy Act;
see also Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee v. A.E.C., supra at
page 181, and cf. Chapter 1 of this dissertation, re the newly created
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Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA) and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC).
The Colorado Public Interest Research Group case goes on to
cite Northern States Power Co. v. State of Minnesota, 447 F2d 1143
(8th Cir. 1971), upholding federal preemption in nuclear emission
regulation, as distinguished from air and water pollution.
For a 1974 case construing the 1972 Amendments the Scenic
Hudson Preservation Conference is seen again to be a party litigant.
In Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Callaway, 499 F2d 127,
(2d Cir. 1974), the court held that Section 10 of the Rivers and Har
bors Act of 1899 (33 USC 403) does not require Consolidated Edison to
obtain a Corps of Engineers permit before undertaking Hudson River
dredging activities as a part of Consolidated Edison's pumped storage
hydroelectric generating plant construction project that already has
been licensed by the Federal Power Commission, since the Federal Power
Act preempts the Corps' Rivers and Harbors Act licensing authority over
such plants; but Section 404 of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control
Act (33 USC 1344) requires Consolidated Edison to obtain a Corps of
Engineers permit before discharging dredged or fill material into the
Hudson River, even though the discharge is part of the construction
work for Consolidated Edison's pumped storage hydroelectric generating
plant that already has been licensed by the Federal Power Commission.
Recent charges under the federal Water Pollution Control Amend
ments were filed by the United States on Friday, December 13, 1974,
against the Phelps Dodge Corporation's Douglas smelter, alleging that
the defendant smelter has, since February 26, 1974, "wilfully and
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negligently discharged and is continuing to unlawfully and negligently
discharge industrial wastes and domestic sewage from five separate
points into the Whitewater Draw from its Douglas, Arizona, facility."
Phelps Dodge, facing these criminal misdemeanor charges carrying fines
of up to $25,000 per day and imprisonment of up to one year, argues
that the Whitewater Draw, which runs into Mexico, is not "navigable"
within the meaning of the U.S. Code, and in fact normally contains
very little water unless there have been heavy rains in the area.

On

April 23, 1975, the prosecution of Phelps Dodge was dismissed on the
ground that such a wash was not a "waterway." Cf. U.S. v. Holland,
373 F. Supp. 665 (D.C. M. Fla. 1974) holding
"Federal Water Pollution Control Act's definition, 33 USC
1362(7) of 'navigable waters' as 'waters of the United States'
eliminates the traditional 'navigability' limitation on federal
jurisdiction so that nonnavigable mosquito canals and man
grove wetland areas are 'waters of the United States' within
the meaning of the Act, and developer's filling of such areas
without permit required by 33 USC 1311(a) violates the Act."

According to Smith, C. W., 77 Dickinson L.Rev. 459 (1972/73), "navi
gable waters" are to be construed as all waters, (although the Supreme
Court has not so ruled directly).

7.3

Pertinent Principles of Administrative Law

Historically, Congress and the organized bar were at odds on the
legality of Congressional delegation of its legislative function to the
Executive branch of government.

The barristers were long accustomed to

the rule of Congressional legislation as judicially construed, and they
regarded administrative participation in the legislative function (by
administrative rule-making) as unduly autocratic at the least:
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"Government by bureaucracies has all the weaknesses of an
autocracy and few of its advantages. Continued growth of
bureaucracy will mean the doom of democracy, the destruction
of all progress, the complete bankruptcy of free government,
and eventually will lead to fascism or some form of totali
tarianism. 1 (Statement by Attorney J. 0. Boyd, The Court
System Contrasted With The Bureau System, 5 Iowa Bar Assn.,
Sees. 25, 28, 29, (1938))." (Gellhorn and Byse, 1970,
page 1).

Congress, on the other hand, looked with favor upon the early-born
practice of providing for implementation and rule-making by administra
tive agencies of the Executive branch of government, of and under
statutes which Congress itself had enacted.
The considerations influencing the Congress may be summarized
as:

the need to relieve the Congress from the myriad, novel, rapidly

developing and complex administrative details requiring specialized
and continuing expertise in specific rule-making.
"The legislative process and the judicial process, which are
the principal alternatives to the administrative process,
frequently fall short of providing what is needed. A legis
lative body is at its best in determining the direction of
major policy, and in checking and supervising administration.
It is ill-suited for handling masses of detail, or for applying
to shifting and continuing problems the ideas supplied by
scientists and other professional advisors." (Davis, K. C.,
1960, page 16).

Convenience and efficiency also lie at the root of the ration
ale behind administrative, as contrasted to judicial, adjudication.
Experience has shown that administration and adjudication can not be
efficiently separated.

In one instance the granting or denial of

licenses has been held so far beyond the competence of courts that a
statute requiring courts to perform such a task was stricken as
unconstitutional.

(Davis, K. C., 1960, page 9). Judges can not
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furnish the skills in law, accounting, and engineering which are
supplied by the staffs of administrative agencies. (Davis, K. C., 1960,
page 16).
A specialized agency can dispose of more cases in the immense
volume of cases concerned than can a court in a given period of time.
The judicial process is notoriously slow, awkward and expensive com
pared with administrative adjudication.

The administrative agency

looks forward to results, rather than backward to precedent; it eschews
archaic rules of procedure; it represents the interests of the many
little people.
The function of the legislative branch of government revolves
around its policy-making role.

Congress can properly and effectively

formulate policy, but it can not, as a practical matter and as a matter
of qualification, attend to the specifics thereunder which necessarily
involve fact-finding and continuity "in session."

Similarly, the func

tion of the judicial branch of government is, Constitutionally and
traditionally, to adjudicate the merits of particular controversies,
but not to determine a continuity of policy or to maintain constant
contact with a general and continuing problem.

Therefore, an admini

strative body combining both the fact-finding function and the policy
making role, not grounded in the fortuitous emergence of adjudicated
cases, comes forth reasonably and not unconstitutionally.

For example,

the grant of a power plant license is at once both a private individual
act and a step effectuating general Congressional policy.

In order to

administer such functions, alien to the basic functions of both the
Congress and the courts, the development of specialized knowledge and
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skills inherent in the administrative law process came into being.

Cf.

the quantity of adjudication in federal agencies is now far greater
than in the federal courts. (Davis, K. C., 1960, pages 3, 4, 5).
Against this logical Congressional bent, the arguments of the
organized bar contrariwise were grounded in the separation of powers,
the non-delegation doctrine, and finally toward statutorily requiring
de novo judicial review of all administrative action.

To no avail,

however, as the Congress, federally and even at the state level, has
progressively increased this relief of itself through increased delega
tion; cf. the volume of legislative output of federal administrative
agencies in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR), the product of legis
lative delegation, by codification of administrative rules and regula
tions, classified by name of issuing agency, is considerably larger
than the U.S. Code, Davis, K. C., 36 U.Chi. L.Rev. 713, 714 (1969).
In 1881 the United States Supreme Court held, in Kilbourn v.
Thompson, 26 S.Ct. 377 (1881), that one branch of government can not
encroach upon another; grounding its holding in Plato, Aristotle, Cicero,
Machiavelli, Locke and Montesque.
said:

A century earlier Blackstone had

"In all tyrannical governments, the supreme magistracy, or the

right both of making and enforcing the laws is vested in one and the
same man; and wherever these two powers are united together, there can
be no public liberty."

Nevertheless the United States Supreme Court

held in 1940 that delegation by Congress "has long been recognized as
necessary in order that the exertion of legislative power does not
become a futility." (Davis, K. C., 1960, page 31).
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The Constitution of the United States does not specifically
provide that the three powers — legislative, executive, and judicial
— shall be kept separate.

The Constitution goes no farther than pro

viding separately for these three branches of government.

Indeed, the

Constitution goes on to say, with regard to legislative power, that
the Congress shall "make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying into execution of the foregoing powers" (e.g., providing
for the general welfare).

Nor was legislative delegation discussed at

the Constitutional convention, except by the Madison Motion that the
President be given the power to "execute such other powers ... as may
from time to time be delegated by the National Legislature."
motion was defeated as unnecessary surplusage.
page 29 et seq.).

Madison's

(Davis, K. C., 1960,

See also 1 AmJur 2d Administrative Law, Sec. 102 et

seq. (1962, Supp. 1974), referencing U.S. Supreme Court holding consti
tutional the legislative delegation of power sufficient to effect the
Congressional purposes albeit there is "no absolute and universal for
mula for determining in all cases the powers which must be exercised by
the legislative body and those which may be delegated to some administra
tive agency," (kind and degree being the issues).

Some powers are

clearly non-delegable (e.g., the defining of crime, the establishment
of municipal corporations, etc.); i.e., what the law is, as distinguished
from the execution of the law; but "the Constitution does not demand
the impossible or impracticable," id.
The typical contemporary administrative agency thus exercises
executive, legislative, and judicial power.

The principal operational
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functions of the administrative agency are: (1) regulation and rule
making, and (2) enforcement and adjudication of its rules.
"An administrative regulation may be only a few notches more
specific than the statute; adjudication on the other hand may be the
vehicle for announcing very precise rules." (Jaffe and Nathanson,
1961, page 525).
Notwithstanding the legitimacy and constitutionality of the
administrative process, it is not without its faults, nor without the
need for checks and safeguards.

Many administrative agencies are com

paratively effective and successful.

Some, however, may fail but

survive by approval of the political interests that are regulated, and
by going through the motions of regulation in order to satisfy the
agency's legislative sponsors.

Accordingly the clarity of the percep

tion of Elihu Root has not passed unnoticed, to wit:

"If we are to

continue a government of limited powers, these agencies of regulation
must themselves be regulated.

The rights of the citizen must be made

plain." (Gellhorn and Byse, 1970; Davis, K. C., 1960).
Detailed legislative standards for delegation are not required
in regulating under the Congressional police power.
delegation standards have been upheld.
shifted from standards to safeguards.

Even the vaguest

Contemporary emphasis has
(Davis, K. C., 1960, page 32

et seq.; 1 AmJur 2d Administrative Law, Sec. 118 (1962, Supp. 1974),
and cf. Sees. 122 and 131).

Historically, the exercise of uncontrolled

discretionary power by administrative agencies was checked judicially,
the courts enforcing due process by requiring administrators to create
fair regulatory standards.
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More recently, even the legislature itself has sought to par
ticipate in the process of safeguarding against unbridled administra
tive power, by direct Congressional supervision of the administration
of the law.

Congress has itself begun to evaluate and supervise the

discretionary choices made by the agencies administering its legisla
tive mandates.

The vehicles by which such Congressional supervision

is implemented are several, e.g., appropriations, standing committees,
watchdog committees, Congressional investigations, executive appoint
ment confirmation by Congress, and the legislative veto (i.e., repeal
or termination of the statute conferring the power in question).
(Gellhorn and Byse, 1970, pages 82 and 109).
"The very identifying badge of the modern administrative
agency has become the combination of judicial power (adju
dication) with legislative power (rule-making); but we have
taken care to see that the agencies report to and draw
their funds from our legislative bodies, that the personnel
of the agencies are appointed and reappointed by the executive,
and that the residual power of check remains in the judiciary.
Experience has taught that the danger of tyranny or injustice
lurks not in blended power but in unchecked power." (Davis,
K. C., 1960, page 30).

By contrast with legislative (rule-making) power delegation to
the administrative process, which was first held by the U.S. Supreme
Court to be unconstitutional, and thereafter overruled (page 196> herein
above) and distinguished into oblivion (Davis, K. C., 1960, page 38),
the vesting of judicial (adjudicative) power in an agency has never
been held by the U.S. Supreme Court to be improper. (Davis, K. C.,
1960, page 46).

Judicial review of agency legislative rules (i.e.,

pursuant to a grant of law-making power, as distinguished from
interpretative rules such as tax regulations), generally inquires not
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as to the wisdom or desirability of the rule, nor generally to sub
stitute the court's judgment for the administrative agency's.

Judi

cial review of legislative rule-making generally addresses three
questions, namely: (1) whether the rule is within the delegated
authority; (2) whether the rule is reasonable (substantive due pro
cess); and (3) whether the rule was issued pursuant to proper proce
dure (procedural due process).

(Davis, K. C. , 1960, page 91).

Substitution of judicial judgment for administrative judgment
may lie in some categories of cases, e.g., (1) problems which tran
scend the single field of a particular agency; (2) problems which are
affected substantially by constitutional questions, whether or not a
constitutional issue is directly presented; (3) problems which require
analysis of legislative history, especially when political controversy
is of the essence rather than legislative inquiry into technical under
standing within the agency's field of specialization; (4) problems
which bring into question previous judge-made law in statutory inter
pretation; and (5) problems which impel the reviewing court to make a
discretionary choice for any reason, explained or not, to create or
mold law as a guide for the agency and affected parties.

Substitution

of court judgment is more likely when the question is one of enunciating
a general proposition, as distinguished from an appraisal of unique
circumstances of the application of a general proposition to particular
facts. (Davis, K. C., 1960, pages 363 and 545 et seq.).

The bases for

judicial decision may bottom on the issues of law versus fact, rational
basis, substantial evidence, substantial inquiry, etc.
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"In each field in which an agency works, law is created by
the legislative body, by the courts, and by the agency. By
and large, the legislative body decides the broadest poli
cies, the courts the middle ones, and the agency the narrow
est ones. The broadest questions are whether a government
program shall be commenced, what its general objectives
shall be, and who shall administer it. The middle questions
are the broad policy issues that the legislative body has
not explicitly determined ... courts tend to limit their
judgnv' _s to issues governing whole classes of cases,
instead of those that affect only individual cases. The
agency alone takes care of the masses of detail." (Davis,
K. C., 1960, page 556).

For a brief history of the evolution of administrative law,
beginning with the first great regulatory agency, in 1887, (the
Interstate Commerce Commission), and extending down to and through
enactment of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), see Gellhorn and
Byse, 1970, page 2 et seq., and Davis, K. C., 1960, page 9 et seq.
Suffice it here to say that enactment of the APA in 1946 represented
a compromise with the organized bar (albeit no power was transferred
back to the courts, nor was judicial review substantially increased,
and non-life-tenure judges continued to adjudicate), improved the
administrative process, and ended the battle over its fundamentals;
since which time the federal administrative process has been compar
atively secure.

7.4

Summation

Following is a specific summation oriented toward the thrust
and conclusions reached in this dissertation.
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7.4.1

Legislative Delegation
Legislative power may be lawfully delegated by the Congress to

administrative agencies of the Executive branch of government.
Congress must, however, not go "too far too fast," i.e., must not try
to regulate all business at once, and must present in the enabling
legislation some apparent limitations on administrative discretion.
"The power of the legislature is limited here, as in other
respects, by the vague boundaries of due process ... The
question is not 'may powers be delegated?' but 'is it
reasonable to make this particular delegation in this spe
cific case?' In determining the question the character of
the field, the type of administrative agency, and the need
for regulation are all relevant." (Gellhorn and Byse,
1970).

7.4.2

Administrative Agency Authority
The administrative agency may lawfully execute and implement

the Congressionally delegated legislative power, but "administrative
action clearly outside the delegated field ... would, in an appropri
ate judicial proceeding, be held invalid as being outside the power
delegated.

Legislature and judiciary here combine to prevent the

administrative agency from acting ultra vires."
1970, page 47).

(Gellhorn and Byse,

"An administrative body has authority to make rules

and regulations which are not inconsistent with the statute under
which it functions.

(citations)."

1 AmJur 2d Administrative Law,

Sec. 131, (Supp. 1974).
"Legislation may not be enacted by an administrative agency
under the guise of its exercise of the power to make rules
and regulations by issuing a rule or regulation which is
inconsistent or out of harmony with, or which alters, adds
to, extends, or enlarges, subverts or impairs, limits, or
restricts the act being administered." 1 AmJur 2d Admini
strative Law, Sec. 132, (1962).
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In adjudication, the administrative agency's legislative rules
are binding but a reviewing court will give the rule the force and
effect of law only if it is authorized and constitutional; Gellhorn
(1972); e.g., "objective" standards required (Portland Cement Assn.
v. Ruckelshaus, supra at page 175, and Environmental Defense Fund v.
Corps of Engineers, supra at page 175); no single mathematical ratio
of environmental costs and benefits is of primary concern (Sierra
Club v. Froehlke, supra at page 187); supported with findings of fact
and reasoned opinions (Environmental Defense Fund v. Ruckelshaus,
supra at page 172, and Natural Resources Defense Council v. EPA, supra
at page 174); and consonant with due process (Sierra Club v.
Ruckelshaus, supra at page 176, on confidentiality of emission reports;
Portland Cement Assn. v. Ruckelshaus, supra at page 175, on discrimina
tion in standards between industries; Natural Resources Defense Council
v. EPA, supra at page 174, on dispersion enhancement versus emission
limitations; and Utah International, Inc. v. EPA, supra at page 174;
Appalachian Power Co. v. EPA, supra at page 178; Buckeye Power Co. et
al. v. EPA, supra at page 179; and Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps
of Engineers, supra at page 175).

On due process, see also Robinson

and Gellhorn (1974), pages 637 et seq.

Reviewing courts may review

agency decisions to determine by substantial evidence their accord
with the substantive requirements of their enabling legislation;
Environmental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, supra at page 175).
With regard to one administrative agency's control over
another, "there is no occasion to give one statutory creature
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jurisdiction over the activities of another statutory creature unless
the law unmistakably so provides."

1 AmJur 2d Administrative Law, Sec.

136, (1962).

7.4.3 Risk-benefit Regulation by
Administrative Agencies
In Amoco Oil Co. v. EPA, 501 F2d 722 (D.D.C. 1974), it was
held that EPA may lawfully require the benefit of the sale of unleaded
gasoline, provided EPA finds and specifies, before the issuance of such
regulation, that the regulation will not result in a detrimental alter
native risk.

The court said in its opinion, at page 734 thereof:

"In rule-making, however, an agency's task is not to test raw
evidence against a single, pre-established standard; rather
the agency (in this case EPA in promulgating fuel regulations
requiring wide-spread marketing of unleaded gasoline pursuant
to its authority under Sections 211 c and d of the Clean Air
Act, 40 CFR 80, 1973) is to fashion a host of new legal
standards - regulations - having prospective effect. A rule
making agency makes not one but dozens of 'ultimate' deci
sions - not only because a set of regulations has many pro
visions, but also because adoption of any one provision
constitutes a simultaneous rejection of many possible alter
natives. Few if any of these 'ultimate' decisions will
depend on factual conclusions of the sort conventional in
adjudication. Looking to the future, and commanded by
Congress to make policy, a rule-making agency necessarily
deals less with 'evidentiary' disputes than with normative
conflicts, projections from imperfect data, experiments and
simulations, educated predictions, differing assessments
of possible risks, and the like. The process is quasilegislative in character, and one will search it in vain for
those intermediate 'findings' of fact which mark the midway
point in an adjudicator's linear march from raw evidence to
single, ultimate conclusion ... where (agency) regulations
turn on choices of policy, on an assessment of risks, or
with predictions dealing with matters on the frontiers of
scientific knowledge, we will demand adequate reason and
explanations ... "
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In Sierra Club v. Froehlke, supra at page 186, the court held
that, while the CEQ and EPA guidelines do not yet adequately indicate
what amount of detail is required in environmental impact statements,
NEPA requires that the environment be considered to the fullest extent
possible and using all practicable means.

The court went on to say

that it can not be primarily concerned with a specific, final mathe
matical ratio of benefits to costs (underlines supplied), (to be dis
tinguished from a simple standard ratio of environmental costs, e.g.,
the ratio of emitted ppm's to allowed ppm's).

Even simple standard

ratios of environmental costs can be set aside judicially, as indicated
in Subsection 7.2, above, and as follows.

The EPA regulation setting a

zero ppm standard for automotive leaded fuel was judicially stricken on
January 29, 1975, as arbitrary and capricious and contrary to EPA's
assertion in litigation that conclusive scientific proof had established
that leaded gasoline is a health hazard to a substantial portion of the
population.

Arizona Daily Star (Jan. 30, 1975) page 10A.

On March 19,

1976, however, the U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that EPA can order reduc
tions of lead in gasoline, to forestall health hazards not fully proven.
Arizona Daily Star (Mar. 20, 1976) page 10A.

Cf. "important values can

not be quantified." Perspectives on Benefit-Risk Decision-Making
(1973), at page 8.
"Once a departure from a single criterion model has been made,
it is no longer possible to express an over-all benefit-cost
ratio in mathematical terms ... the reasoning cannot be hid
den within a numerical ratio ... a numerical ratio tends to
frame issues in terms of the accuracy of specific assignments
of value to individual factors ... (but) the agency's decision
(should be) displayed as a choice among alternatives ... This
provision has the effect of forcing the decision-maker to
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think through and express in writing his reasons for recom
mending one plan rather than another." Burmeister, 24
Stanford L.Rev. 1092, 1112 et seq. (1972).

Nevertheless there remains a potentially helpful adjunctive
place for some cost-benefit quantification "so that these factors
could play a role in the analysis."

Scientists' Institute for Public

Information, Inc. v. AEC, supra at page 185.

See also Environmental

Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers, supra at pagel75, mandating the
monetary quantification, if possible, of environmental values, and if
not possible then affirmation to this effect in environmental impact
statements.

Even against this qualified articulation, a distinction

is notable here as between quantification "if possible" of environ
mental values to energy and power parametry as a plant licensing
standard. Such a quantum jump in licensing standards is not yet sanc
tioned by law.

In the matter of quantification, Sierra Club v.

Froehlke, supra at page 186, is somewhat ambivalent.

On the one hand

it says that a court "simply does not possess the time or the
capacity in environmental cases to wade through such a mass of rec
ords as are submitted here" (in that case thirteen book-boxes of
hundreds of thousands of pages).

Implicitly here some quantification

would obviously not be unhelpful as an adjunct.

On the other hand,

the Froehlke court pointed out in its opinion, at page 1383 thereof,
that:
" ... under the present state of the law construing NEPA,
any benefit-cost analysis must include a full consideration
of environmental factors as well as traditional economic
and technical valuations ... what is of deep concern is
the absence of definitive guidelines, common denominator
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terms to be used in quantifying and comparing environmental
values with other values. Such expertise should be found
most readily in the Congress, the CEQ and the agencies
administering these programs."

Finally, "Agencies necessarily deal in forecasts ... about
future events ... these estimates of the future can not be fashioned
from ... speculation devoid of factual premise.
does not suffice as a basis of action.

Mere subjectivism

The administrative judgments

must have a hard factual core." (Gellhorn and Byse, 1970, page 32,
quoting Judge Barrett Prettyman.)

CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this dissertation has been to investigate,
within a forensic engineering perspective, potential quantitative riskbenefit correlation among regional electric power requirements, pros
pective additional regional power plant generating capacity, resultant
environmental pollution vis-a-vis maximum permissible concentrations,
and energy resource (fuel) consumption vis-a-vis absolute energy
resource availability and finite limits.
This study has resulted in a proposed standard designed for
use as an adjunct in existing administrative and technical procedures,
in relating the energy resource use and environmental impact to be
anticipated from the prospective addition of a power plant within a
designated control region and time frame.
The correlation or standard developed by this dissertation
expresses mathematically that established maximum permissible pollution
concentrations (MPC's) remain inviolate, and that the fraction of the
power required by a control region or regions over a prospective time
period which a proposed power plant will provide must equal or exceed:
(a) the fraction of the regional clean environment available, within
established ambient limits (MPC's), which will be consumed or
exhausted by the proposed power plant; and (b) the fraction of the
energy resources (fuel) available to such region, within finite energy
207
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resource supply limitations, which will be consumed or exhausted by
operation of the proposed power plant.

The standard developed is inde

pendent of proposed power plant location relative to the control regions
involved, i.e., the standard takes into account the possibilities of
transporting power, fuel, and/or pollution by or for the proposed power
plant across the boundaries of such regions.

The proposed standard is

thus applicable on an interregional or national scale, and is designed
toward such end, i.e., toward meeting national power requirements con
sistently with conserving commensurately the national environment and
energy resources, which are in fact finite rather than of unlimited
capacity.
(Ed. Note:

By the acronymically oriented engineer or poli

tician this proposed Power/jSnergy/Pollution £apacity standard might
thus be denominated the "PEP-C" standard.)

8.1

Implementation and Use of
the Proposed Standard

The standard and concept proposed by this dissertation are
adaptable to potential beneficial use in the planning and administra
tion of power requirements and capacities, energy resource use, and
resultant pollution.

For government and/or industrial use as a plan

ning and administrative adjunct, the standard and concept proposed by
this dissertation would require no impracticable amendment of existing
law or existing regulatory agency rules, organization or operation.
The proposed standard may not be amenable to enactment as a
statute (re technical detail, etc.), but at the least it lends itself
to delegated legislative and judicial administration by executive
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agency or agencies, concurrently and consistently with existing statu
tory requirements, e.g., NEPA requirements that "all practicable means"
be used, including "a detailed statement" and a study and description
of "alternatives to the recommended courses of action."
As an administrative agency regulatory device, the proposed
standard would presuppose proper enabling legislation, either creating
a new agency cloaked with the authority essential and commensurate with
the multidisciplinary responsibilities inherent in the proposed standard,
or by expanding the coordinated responsibilities and authority of
existing agencies, e.g., FPC, FEA, EPA, NRC, etc.

Such statutorily

sanctioned revision of administrative agency regulatory structure and
function would provide the necessary mechanism for a coordinated and
rational quantification of the parametry requisite to beneficial employ
ment of the proposed standard and concept, in conjunction with existing
legislation on point, or as amended in due course.
There are some practical engineering and legal considerations
which should be taken into account in contemplating the proposed
standard as a potential regulatory device.

Even assuming, without con

ceding, the impossibility of surmounting certain obstacles, none of
them inhibits the potential beneficial application of the proposed
standard and its concept as an adjunct or supplement to existing proce
dures for evaluating the interrelationships of power, energy resource
use, and environmental pollution.
As a practical matter, the parameters A, F^, r, and u, in the
proposed standard, can be quantified by Delphi or other decision theory.
With respect to the law, the designation of values of F_^ and r,
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essential in the application of the proposed standard, might in effect
constitute a forensically problematical regulation of all industries
at once, and with questionable due process and equal protection over
tones.

Even so, with particular respect to F^, prior issues, such as

whether and how much clean air is a Constitutional right, would first
require resolution.
litigation.

Resolution of such problems could necessitate

The ultimate issue might pit classical forensic concepts

against the national need for power with environmental and energy con
servation.

However, the law should not be regarded as lacking suffi

cient resourcefulness to deal with such.

The law has risen to such

occasions in the past (e.g., the legality of a federal income tax, the
delegation of legislative power to executive agencies, etc.).
can, if necessary, rise to such occasion again.

The law

Hard cases do not

invariably make bad law.
On balance at least, the proposed standard and concept merit
further study (infra) as a potential adjunct in the administration of
the burgeoning national energy-environment enigma; and conceivably as
an administrative agency regulatory device.

It can be appreciated

intuitively that nuclear power might readily satisfy the proposed
standard, to the exclusion of fossil power.

On the other hand, the

real or imagined limitations (there are some of each) which are
attached to nuclear power have little prospect of resolution for sev
eral generations.

Even postulating an environmentally "pure" nuclear

power plant, the ultimate question of nuclear waste disposal remains
unanswered.

Even postulating an Anarctic or other acceptable waste

disposal sink, the waste-transportation question (by highway, rail or
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air) remains unanswered and unacceptable in the collective mind of the
democratic decisional process.

The prospective California nuclear

moratorium (notwithstanding Arizona's providing power and accepting
pollution for a large portion of California), and New York City's pro
hibition of shipment of nuclear materials through that city, illustrate
again the viability of fossil power, as a result of nuclear logistics
problems (if no other) for the foreseeable future.

(The problem of

nuclear waste needs addressing in the context of neutralization,
reprocessing, and separation of long-lived isotopes; not in the context
of garbage collection.

There will be precious few waste treatment

facilities provided henceforth and until more investor satisfaction is
realized, improved federal-state interfacing is achieved, acceptable
licensing standards are conceived, etc.)
ERDA has suggested (Larson, 1975) that "impact value" supplant
the highly questionable (e.g., re long-run discount) monetary costbenefit balancing by the government in the "ALAP" (as low as prac
ticable) effluent limit determination.

The proposed standard is

amenable to accommodation of any limits determined, but "impact value"
notably comprises the essence of the proposed standard itself.

8.2 Policy Implications of
the Proposed Standard
United States policies regarding energy and environment need
to be coordinated in order to conserve both.

The inherent interrela

tionships among power, energy resource use, and environmental pollution,
need .idded recognition and acknowledgement, conceptually and prac
tically, in organization and in regulation.
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National environmental policy has taken a quantum jump forward
in the past decade.

National energy policy is embryonic.

The National

Environmental Policy Act of 1969 requires evaluation of environmental
correlatives along with economic and technical assessment conducted in
connection with all major federal actions.

Environmental impact state

ments mandated by NEPA have characteristically addressed individual
facilities.

In 1973 the United States Court of Appeals for the District

of Columbia Circuit held that environmental impact statements mandated
by NEPA are required not only for individual power plants but also as
to the overall effect of the entire Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor
(LMFBR) research and development program (Chapter 7, above).

The issue

of coordinating energy and environmental policy was not explicitly
before the court in the LMFBR case, nor was the issue of regional
environmental and energy impact assessment as such.

Improved coordi

nation between and assessment of national and regional energy and
environmental impact with respect to large stationary electric power
generation facilities and the national power complex would salutarily
extrapolate the judicial mandate issued in the LMFBR case.
The existing methods of regulating power, energy and the
environment are grounded in the Federal Power Act, the Atomic Energy
Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act and
Amendments, the Federal Energy Administration Act, the Energy Reorgan
ization Act, and the Energy Supply and Enviromental Coordination Act;
whereby Congress delegates to executive administrative agencies,
subject to judicial review, certain legislative (rule-making) func
tions.

Such delegation is lawful, if not too broad, and is essential
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as a practical matter vis-a-vis the myriad technical details and
expertise involved.

At the present time, the Clean Air Amendments

mandate agency instatement (on the medical advice of HEW, NIH, and
NAS) of ambient MPC's for air quality control regions, and emissions
standards for certain sources; the National Environmental Policy Act
mandates environmental impact assessment by responsible agencies; and
the Water Quality Acts mandate water pollution control.

The Federal

Energy Administration Act and the Energy Reorganization Act mandate
agency regulation of energy research and allocation; and the Energy
Supply and Environmental Coordination Act provides for interagency
coordination of energy conservation and environmental protection.
Similarly, the Federal Power Act and the Atomic Energy Act, provide
for appropriate delegation of some of these legislative functions to
executive administrative agencies.

Analogously, the judicial function

(adjudication and enforcement) with respect to these delegated legis
lative functions (rule-making) is also transferred in some cases and
to a certain extent to executive administrative agencies.
Notwithstanding that the existing legislation, referred to above
comprises a step in the right direction, and that the thrust of this dis
sertation is one of general consistency and accord with such legislation
e.g., NEPA (now thriving at six years of age), nevertheless further
steps are needed.

For example, Willrich (58 Va. L.Rev. 257 et seq.)

cites certain inconsistencies in NEPA; e.g., that NEPA directs, on
the one hand, that federal laws be interpreted and administered in
accordance with the policies set forth in the Act "to the fullest
extent possible" (42 USC 4332, 1970); and, on the other hand, that the
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federal government shall carry out the policies of the Act by using
"all practicable means, consistent with other essential considerations
of national policy," [42 USC 4331(b)], such as the need for moi'e
electric power.

Willrich goes on:

"While NEPA clearly imposes procedural duties upon federal
decision makers, it provides little guidance towards the
substantive outcome in a particular decision. Indeed, com
pliance with the Act will not assure that a federal action
will have a minimal adverse affect (sic) on the environ
ment; such compliance will merely increase the probability
that the decision-maker will consider matters beyond the
immediate economic and political impact of a proposed course
of action ...
"Thus far, most proposals have opted for balancing the need
for more electric power against environmental land use
considerations. However, our analysis leads to the conclu
sion that siting decisions should rest on narrower grounds.
The state agency responsible for electric rates and services
should decide, based on supply and demand forecasts, whether
additional electric power facilities are needed. The
siting body, which might well be a part of an existing
environmental or planning agency, would decide, based on
land use criteria, where the additional facilities should
be located."

Murphy (1972) has been even more critical of NEPA:
"For power plant licensing, certain steps would seem to be
necessary before the goals of NEPA can be realized. First,
Congress must make some specific judgments as to energy
policy, structure of the power supply industry, organiza
tion of the regulatory process, and more fundamentally,
national growth policy. It is irresponsible to place the
burden of environmental decision-making on the agencies,
with no guidance as to the proper balance of environmental
and other values ... Under Calvert Cliffs, the Board is
required in considering the issuance of a license to bal
ance the economic and technical advantages of the issuance
against the environmental costs of each proposed action to
insure an optimum result. This is clearly asking a lot
(sic) of a Board which has considered only very limited
areas." (Environmental Law Review, 1973, p. xvii). On

this point Murphy proposes "generic hearings," with public
participation, to establish rules regarding certain issues,
such as safety and emissions standards.)

Burmeister (1972) opines as follows:
" ... Field tests of the proposed evaluation procedures
reveal the subjectivity and inconsistency to which the
analysis lends itself. The typical project evaluation
consisted of a benefit-cost ratio for the national devel
opment objective and a general list of the environmental
effects of the project.
"Several of the teams that conducted field tests com
plained about the lack of definition of environmental
quality and the absence of guidelines for assessing
environmental impact. A need was expressed for some sys
tem for determining priorities among the various classes
of environmental effects, a system that would permit
something other than an ad hoc balancing process. A team
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology recom
mended that national surveys of environmental quality
areas be commissioned to aid in the planning process.
Clearly, efforts along these lines are necessary if the
environmental quality objective is to be of real signifi
cance ...
" ... On the other hand, a broad declaration of policy,
such as that found in Section 101 of NEPA, provides
little guidance for the handling of particular cases.
"The Coucil on Environmental Quality (CEQ Guidelines on
NEPA environmental impact statements, 18 CFR 2 and 40 FR
6) should play a more active role in developing classifica
tions and guidelines for federal agencies to follow. Sub
section 102(2)(B) of NEPA gives the Council a mandate to
assist in the development of methods and procedures to
insure that environmental values are given appropriate con
sideration in federal decision-making. In addition, under
Section 204 of NEPA, the Council has the duty to gather and
analyze information on environmental trends, to conduct sur
veys and studies relating to ecological systems and environ
mental quality, to document and define changes in the
natural environment, and to develop national policies to
promote environmental quality. These efforts should be
directed toward providing federal agencies with more specific
guidelines in each area of environmental quality, so that
the trade-off analysis contained in the impact statements can
reflect an informed judgment based on defined policies and
criteria."
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Also cf. Sierra Club v. Froehlke, (Chapter 7, above), holding
that the CEQ and EPA guidelines do not yet adequately indicate what
amount of detail is required in environmental impact reporting.
The interagency coordination effected by the Energy Supply
and Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 is a necessary but not suf
ficient step.

Power, energy resources, and environmental pollution

are so inextricably bound together and so much a part of each other
that intra-agency

administration of these three mutually interdepen

dent phenomena as an entity could bring further improvement.
8.3

Recommendations for Future Work

The proposed standard and concept comprise in essence the sine
qua non of the solution to the national power/energy/pollution
capacity dilemma.

Further study is imperative if full value is to be

realized from such solution.

Further study should include, but not

necessarily be limited to, (a) the creation of a national network of
control regions; (b) continuous pollutant sampling at multiple points
throughout control regions; (c) continuous measurement of wind, sky
condition and mixing heights at multiple points throughout control
regions; (d) power plant siting evaluations at multiple points through
out control regions; (e) multiple pollutant diffusion calculations
(using the proposed standard) for each potential power plant site;
(f) improvement in pollutant diffusion modelling; (g) application of
the proposed standard to various existing power plants using data
acquired (by the above-identified sampling and calculations) both
before and after temporary shutdown of such power plants for evalua
tion using the proposed standard; (h) application of the proposed
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standard to various proposed power plants in various potential sites,
using data acquired (by the above-identified sampling and calculations)
both before and after power plant construction and operation at such
sites; (i) correlation of the above-identified studies with demographic
and other planning parameters and evaluations with respect to power
plant siting and licensing; (j) invocation of the proposed standard as
an adjunct in power plant siting and licensing at the local and national
levels, including potential realignment of regulatory responsibilities
and organizations involved in the executive, legislative and judicial
administration of power plant siting and licensing of construction and
operation.
It is to be emphasized that the foregoing dissertation has been
illustratively cast within the framework of applications to a. power
plant.

Resident within this illustrative assumption is the implication

that, both necessarily and desirably, the parametry used in the pro
posed standard will and should be updated in applying the standard to
each successive power plant analyzed within Region R and time t.

APPENDIX A

STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED FACTORS

This appendix is designed to amplify the relationships which
lie intrinsically in the correlation or modelling of technological
parametry against its societal background in energy and environmental
management.

This appendix is not intended as an exhaustive treatment,

but rather as a simple acknowledgement.

More specifically, this

appendix exposes the inherency and inevitability of the need to meld
technology and law where this conjunction is as basic as it is in
environmental and energy conservation.

To deny this is both futile

and fatal to the effective pursuit of both the engineering and the law
of energy and environmental management.
Notwithstanding the current states of the art in engineering
and law which give to EPA, under judicial scrutiny, considerable sway
in standard-setting and enforcement, and notwithstanding the increas
ing success in environmental management over the past five years, for
which the EPA can rightly claim a fair measure of credit or blame,
from environmentalists or the power industry, respectively, there are
admirers and critics of both this current state and EPA's sway and
manner in standard-setting and enforcement. (There are also those who
allege that emissions control is inevitable and only a matter of time
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and money, and no longer of any technological innovations needed per
se.) For example:
"The present procedures for setting radiation protection
standards for public health and safety have been questioned
by some members of the public, who advocate the broadening
of the 'weighting or balancing groups' beyond the scien
tific and engineering community. While current procedures
do allow for open public comments in writing on proposed
radiation protection standards, the decision-making is not
preceded by public hearings. Rather, the question of the
adequacy of radiation standards has frequently become a key
point of issue at the construction-permit licensing hearing
for nuclear facility projects. As a means, perhaps, of
eliminating detailed discussion of radiation protection
standards at the construction-permit stage, the present
rule-making procedure could be modified to require public
hearings on the rules themselves. Such hearings might sig
nificantly help through providing for open public debate on
radiation protection standard issues, and thereby instill
more public confidence in present standards and their appli
cation to nuclear facility operations." Engineering For
Resolution of the Energy-Environment Dilemma, National
Academy of Engineering, Washington, D.C., 1972, p. 197.

and,
" ... Under Calvert Cliffs the Board (AEC Licensing Board;
see 'Nuclear Power and the Environment,' American Nuclear
Society, March 1974, page 33 et seqfor summary of AEC
licensing organization and procedures) is required in con
sidering the issuance of a license to balance the economic
and technical advantages of the issuance against the
environmental costs of each proposed action to insure an
optimum result.
"This is clearly asking a lot of a Board which has pre
viously considered only very limited areas. In the view
of Professor Murphy, this is 'unworkable' or 'impossible
to perform'. (72 Columbia Law Review 963, 981). He pro
poses a different way for the Board to meet the require
ments of NEPA. He recommends that there be separate
proceedings which would in effect establish rules for
dealing with certain issues, such as safety, technology,
and maximum emission standards. These 'generic' or hybrid
proceedings (72 Columbia Law Review 953, 997) should pro
vide for 'citizen participation.' He recognizes that the
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'judicial' procedures may tend to be unwieldy, but he chooses
this approach because 'management' or 'consensus' approaches
do not 'offer enough opportunity for public scrutiny of the
decision process. An opportunity for such scrutiny in some
public forum is essential. It may be true that the public
will not often add much to the information supplied by
experts, but if nothing more, the activities of the environ
mentalists have provoked a comprehensive reexamination of the
issues. No doubt the existence of disagreement within the
agencies will be embarrassing. Some will argue that the
existence of disagreement is by itself sufficient to denig
rate the agency decisions, but the answer to these problems
is not to try to preserve the appearance of certainty at the
expense of public inquiry. The major problem of decision
making in a technological society promises to be that of
making the public voice more effective in the process. The
price of failing to solve that problem may be higher than we
yet foresee.'" Environmental Law Review, 1973, p. xvii.

Professor Murphy (1972) quotes a number of advocates of
replacing the procedural standardization of the APA and NEPA with
administrative (including hearing) procedures tailored to fit the
specific case in issue.

The counterargument lies in the potential

anarchy and possible prejudice to procedural due process which scrap
ping the years of evolution behind the APA, and even NEPA, might
entail.
By and large the standards set and the environmental impact
statements written pertain in effect to particular and individual
facilities and sites, irrespective specifically of the generic power/
energy/ecology implications.

By and large such questions, although

part and parcel of larger issues, pertain to specific site selection
(on which see Willrich, 1972, re roles of participants in site
selection, the decision-making process therein, and the criteria for
siting decisions), and site selection approval.

The Federal Power

Commission in its second issue of the license to Consolidated Edison
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in the Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference case (Chapter 7, above)
described the gravamen of site selection approval as follows;
"Simply put, the issue is whether the project offers sub
stantially more reliable electric service as well as cheaper
electricity generated in a cleaner manner than any other
feasible alternative and, if so, whether the project will
create detrimental aesthetic and environmental conditions of
such degree as to lead on balance to a judgment that the
public convenience and necessity would be better served by
denying the application ... "

Additional references to site selection matrix and other evalu
ation methods are included in the References, below, e.g., Hanks,
Tarlock & Hanks (1975); Morrison et al. (1972); Joskow (1973); Dickert
and Domeny (1974); Leopold, Clarke, Hanshaw and Balsley (1971); and
Willrich (1972).
Regarding larger related issues than individual facility
environmental impact per se, there have been a number of models.

For

example, Dr. Barry Commoner (Who's Who In America, p. 628), one of the
nation's leading environmental scientists (and foes of AEC) has in
effect proposed such a model in his book The Closing Circle, Knopf,
1971, criticized by Ehrlich and Holdren, and rebutted by Commoner
(see Hanks, Tarlock and Hanks, 1975, p. 26 et seq).
Holdren designate the Commoner Equation as:
I + Al = (P + AP)(A + AA)(T + AT)
where,
I = Impact of Pollution
P = Population
A = Affluence

Ehrlich and
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T = Technology
A = Change over a specified period of time

Ehrlich and Holdren then rewrite the equation expressing all
quantities as multiples of their initial values, so:

i +M= a +

a + M)(i + M)

e.g., a 42% of population increase -*•

AP

= 1.42

Ehrlich and Holdren criticize Commoner for confining "Affluence"
almost entirely to the production of goods, while omitting services
(which generate environmental impact through the use of energy). (The
measure of "Affluence" is, for example, by the number of automobiles
per capita, etc.). The following excerpt from Ehrlich and Holdren's
criticism is illustrative of their position:
"It is especially unfortunate ... that so prominent and artic
ulate an advocate for the environment should have written a
book as inexplicably inconsistent and dangerously misleading
as The Closing Circle proves to be. The book's principal
defects are three. First, Commoner implicitly assumes that
environmental deterioration consists only of pollution; this
oversimplification leads him to discuss the environmental
crisis as if it had begun in the 1940's. Second, in his zeal
to place the blame for pollution on faulty technology alone,
he resorts to biased selection of data, unconventional
definitions, numerical sleight of hand, and bad ecology;
only thus can he explain away the contributions of popula
tion growth and increased affluence. Finally, his miscon
ceptions concerning certain aspects of demography lead him
to draw erroneous conclusions about the 'self-regulation' of
human populations and viable strategies for population lim
itations ...
"Commoner correctly points out that one of the major impacts
from the automobile, the production of nitrogen oxides, has
increased since 1946 because of a technological mistake. That
mistake was raising compression ratios, which increased average
emissions of oxides of nitrogen in the exhaust from 500 parts
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per million to 1,200 parts per million (a 2.4-fold increase)
between 1946 and 1968. Commoner notes further that total
nitrogen oxide emissions increased 7-fold in the same period.
Application of the simple mathematics of impact to these fig
ures shows that the combination of population growth and
affluence accounts for a larger portion of the nitrogen oxide
problem than does the technological 'error' ...
"Commoner also neglects to point out an obvious trade-off.
The error of raising compression ratios had an effect beyond
increasing nitrogen oxides - it reduced the emissions of hydro
carbons, dangerous pollutants implicated in causing cancer.
"Here, as in many other places in The Closing Circle, Commoner
seems to have forgotten what he calls The Fourth Law of
Ecology: 'There is no such thing as a free lunch'. (Commoner's
First Law of Ecology: "Everything is Connected to Everything
Else" p. 33; his Second Law, p. 39; "Everything Must Go Some
where"; his Third Law, p. 41: "Nature Knows Best".) Many of
the technological flaws we all deplore will not be easily cor
rected, for the alternatives, too, are full of defects. Switch
ing from today's automobiles to electric vehicles would simply
shift part of the environmental burden of personal transporta
tion from the air over highways to the air over electric power
stations. Changing from fossil-fuel to nuclear-fission elec
tricity generation replaces the problems of strip-mining, oil
spills and air pollution with an accident hazard of indeter
minate magnitude and a burden of radioactive wastes to be
stored virtually in perpetuity. Regulating trash-burning to
minimize air pollution maximizes the burden of solid wastes.
The sad fact is that most attempts to eliminate man's impact
on his environment only shift and redistribute it. Obviously,
some technologies are better than others, and approaches that
promise to minimize environmental impact should be vigorously
pursued. It is well to admit, however, that, barring a repeal
of the laws of thermodynamics, no technology can reduce the
impact of population and affluence to zero ...
"Unfortunately, Commoner has produced a tract quite capable
of persuading the naive that he has a calm, cool, 'scientific'
view of the ecological crisis. In fixing the blame for envir
onmental deterioration on faulty technology alone, Commoner's
position is uncomplicated, socially comfortable and hence,
seductive. Apparently, people want desperately to believe
that questions as knotty as how to control population and how
to redistribute wealth need not be confronted.
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"Yet there is little purpose in deluding the public about the
need to grapple simultaneously with overpopulation, excessive
affluence, and faulty technology ..."
Commoner's rebuttal of Ehrlich and Holdren cites that he devel
oped his approach from an earlier proposal of Ehrlich's and Holdren's;
with P = Population in a given year; A = goods produced or consumed in
the same year; T = Amount of pollutant emitted per unit of goods pro
duced or consumed in that year; I = Overall amount of pollutant emitted
in the year. Commoner then asserts that by dimensional analysis:
*
t.
Amount of Pollutant = Population x
or

Production (or
consumption)
Amount of pollutant
—
:—H
x -—-5——
Population
Production
(or consumption)

I = P x A x T,
and that to calculate increase in annual pollutant emissions, a calcu
lation of the increase over the years of I, P, A, and T, is needed.
This calculation is done by tabulating actual values for a variety of
pollutants in two different years.

Commoner then develops an environ

mental index for beer consumption, as an example, in 1950 and 1967, show
ing a 5-fold increase in T (bottles per gallon consumed); a 1.05
increase in A (i.e., approximately the same amount of beer drunk in
both years; gallons per capita); a 1.3-fold increase in P (population);
and concludes that technology makes the biggest contribution to the
7-fold change in beer consumption, I (beer bottles); as follows:
(1 + ^|)(1 + ^)
(1 +
(1 + ^»991s
—1.28. q
15,868M±
24.99,U

= 1 + Hjr
1.01.
.25'

1.3 x 1.05 x 5.08 = 6.95 = 1 + ^

AI^
I
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Says Commoner:
"Here Ehrlich and Holdren appear to reflect a serious fault
in their understanding of the relationship of the three fac
tors to environmental degradation. One of the ideas that I
tried very hard to make clear in The Closing Circle - because
I have found it so essential to an effective understanding of
this issue - is that when we attempt to assess the signif
icance of a given level of pollution, it is essential that it
be related to the economic good which results from the rele
vant production process. I have found it particularly impor
tant to carefully separate the actual good from its more
superficial embodiments. Thus, I point out that when a bot
tle of beer is purchased the economic good which is received
is chiefly the beer, and not the container - an insight
which tells us that the rising clutter of beer bottles is
closely related to the introduction of a new technology,
throwaway bottles. This relationship is particularly'impor
tant to a consideration of the balance between the benefit
of a technology and its environmental hazard - a judgment
which is the necessary prelude to action on an environmental
issue. Thus, if the benefit is defined as beer, then the
ratio of benefit:hazard falls as delivery of the same pint
of beer is shifted from a returnable bottle to a throwaway
one, even though beer consumption per capita remains con
stant. Unfortunately, Ehrlich and Holdren have missed this
point and, as a result, as shown above, are quite thoroughly
mistaken in their analysis of the roles of the several fac
tors in environmental degradation.
"To take another example, Ehrlich and Holdren have failed to
understand that fuel consumption is not in itself an economic
good (which is the desired transportation, for example, as
measured by passenger-miles), but is, rather, part of one
technological factor which contributes to the environmental
impact. Fuel is the appropriate economic good in a computa
tion regarding the relative effects of population increase,
changes in 'affluence,' and technology, only when it is the
final product of the process under examination. For example,
in the production of gasoline from crude petroleum it would
be appropriate to compute the amount of gasoline produced
per capita as a measure of affluence and to compute the
amount of a pollutant, such as sulfur dioxide, released by
the production process per gallon of gasoline as a measure
of the technological factor. However, when fuel is used to
generate some other economic good, fuel consumption is not
the appropriate measure of economic good. Here, fuel consump
tion is an appropriate measure of the influence of the tech
nological factor on the overall environmental impact, in
the form: (fuel consumed)/(goods produced).
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"The failure of Ehrlich and Holdren to understand these rela
tionships - which derive directly from the three-factor equa
tion that they so much admire - largely accounts for their
complaints that I have ignored the environmental role of
'affluence', as it is often defined - in terms of television
sets and fancy cars. What the equation indicates, and what I
have tried to express in my writings, is that regardless of
the myth created by advertising propaganda and the consequent
cultural attitudes, true affluence ought to be measured by
the actual consumption of goods that in fact contribute to
human welfare."
It is enough, for purposes of this appendix to simply cite this
much of the controversial Commoner model, and not to enter a partisan
ship as between the two ably articulated positions identified above.
Hanks, Tarlock and Hanks (1975) themselves set forth a related
model, at pages 421-422, as follows:
"Economists often speak of 'goods' and 'services'; but
increasingly they have come to the view that it is the ser
vices which goods perform for people that should be the focus
of study. That is to say, people desire the services ren
dered by goods rather than the goods per se (e.g., it is the
nutrition and taste of a hamburger that we desire rather than
the hamburger in and of itself). It may be more fruitful,
therefore, to analyze the impact of goods rather than the
goods, at least for some purposes. In the same way, it may be
more helpful for the analysis of some pollution problems to
direct attention to the 'disservices' of 'bads' rather than
to the bads themselves ...
"The important, if ambiguous, role of population density be
comes readily apparent when the focus is on the impact of bads.
Suppose, for example, that three individuals have home incin
erators that spew into the air an equal amount of contaminants
per day. Let the damage done by the contaminants be directly
proportional to the amount of contaminants. Suppose at first
that the three individuals are sufficiently separated so that
the contaminants from one incinerator have no impact on (do no
damage to) the other two individuals.
"Let I = total impact (damage) per day
C = damage inflicted per person per day
P = number of persons
such that: I = P x C. Substituting P = 3 in the above equa
tion and letting C = 1, we get: 1 = 3 x 1 = 3 .
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Suppose that the three individuals decide to form a commu
nity. Each individual will then be subjected to three units
of damage per day. Substituting in the main equation I =
PC = 3 x 3 = 9. Although the number of 'bads' has not
increased from the first example to the second, the impact of
those bads has increased at the rate of the square of the
density.
"This rather simplified model of the impact of (population)
density on air pollution damage (which most certainly overstates
the impact) might lead one to favor a policy of population
decentralization for a national, regional or state land use
plan. But quaere: what is the effect of decentralization on
the use of automobiles? Furthermore, not all models of resid
ual disposal would point toward decentralization. Consider,
for example, solid waste disposal ... Assume that all residents
make equal use of (enjoy in some way) a large area of land.
Might not the negative impact of solid waste disposal be less
if it were concentrated in one area than if it were spread
evenly across the countryside? On the other hand, is the
opposite conclusion likely to be reached if the waste is
animal waste? ...
"One beneficial effect of focusing on the impact of bads is
the confrontation with the fact that there are several types
of impact, requiring perhaps different responses. One pos
sible classification is:
a.
b.
c.

risk of ecosystem instability;
definable health damage;
definable property damage, including fore
closure of amenity uses of property such
as recreation;
d. foreclosure of aesthetic enjoyment.
If this classification is viewed as a ranking, it is not
clear, is it, that all or even most would agree on the
relative importance of the types of damage? Might not an
existing society give more weight to its aesthetic enjoy
ment than it would give to the risk (to future genera
tions) of ecosystem instability? Even without intergeneration conflict, might not society often rank property
higher than health? Therefore, such a classification should
not in the abstract be viewed as a ranking. Rather, the
ranking must be made in the context of an actual decision,
based on a judgment of societal values ...
" ... The ranking will not only affect the merits of a
decision (always some kind of choice between alternatives)
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but is likely to affect the characterization of the decision,
as well as the procedures for reaching it. For example ...
(will) a right to aesthetic enjoyment ... be elevated to a
constitutional right? ... In a public nuisance action, should
individuals more readily be granted standing if they allege
a threat to the ecosystem than if they allege a threat to
aesthetics? Should the allocation of the burden of proof be
different depending on the impact of the challenged activity?
The degree of proof required to prevent or to go ahead with
the activity?
"For empirical estimates of the actual discharges of
residuals associated with energy conversion (thermal power,
transportation, industry and households), residuals from
materials processing and industrial production, and residuals
associated with final consumption: households, see Ayres &
Kneese, 'Pollution and Environmental Quality', in The
Quality of the Urban Environment 34, 40-62 (H. Perloff ed.
1969)."
For examples of more purely forensic than mathematical models,
see B. Ackerman and J. Sawyer, 1972, discussing briefly the
"political model," the "technocratic model," the "legal-administrative
model," and the "common law model."

Summarily, the conclusions cited

by Ackerman and Sawyer (1972) on these four models are as follows:
"... the principal difficulty in invoking the Political
Model in the present case lies in the obvious fact that
no well developed set of regional political institutions
exists at present that can be expected to deal coherently
with the problems of the Delaware Basin or any other
major interstate river. In addition, embarking upon the
difficult task of constructing a full fledged political
system for a river basin would make sense only if the
basin were the geographic locus of a large number of
problems of common concern to the citizens of the basin.
It is not clear that typically this will be the case ...
(Citation) ... Organizing regional government by water
sheds would, for example, have the unfortunate conse
quence of placing much of New Jersey in one regional
unit, and the City of New York in another. Thus, even
if regional government were a reality, the regions in
all likelihood would not be drawn in a way that would
easily solve the Engineer's problem. The Engineer's
principal difficulty, therefore, in designing a set of
institutions along the Political Model will simply be
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how can decisionmakers be held politically accountable in
the absence of regionally organized political parties,
regular elections, interest groups and other sources of
public opinion that discipline and legitimate the poli
tician's attempt to articulate and effectuate public policy
on the local, state, and national levels? The obvious
(perhaps only) response to this question would be to
select the river basin agency's policymakers from local,
state, or national officeholders who have successfully
manipulated the political process at other levels of gov
ernment. But if this move were taken, would there be any
reason to believe that these politicians, responding to
pressures from their non-regional constituencies, would
make the decision that, in any intelligible sense, corre
sponds to the best interests of the residents of the river
basin? ... Without this promise, is it really quite clear
that the Political Model is significantly superior to.the
Lottery Model? ...
" ... But let us escape from politics. Using contemporary
welfare economics as a conceptual base, professional
economists have over the past generation sought to
develop the techniques of cost-benefit analysis to permit
the resolution of complex public policy issues in more
familiar market terms. (Citations) ... Thus (says the
Technocrat), if it is possible to quantify accurately the
marginal costs and benefits implied by various levels of
water quality, the 'marginal cost = marginal benefit' test
permits the resolution of the pollution problem in the
most efficient way without the need to worry overmuch
about the relationship between regional decisionmakers and
the political systems existing upon local, state, and
national levels.
"(But) To what extent can one accurately quantify benefits
and costs? What is the relationship between cost-benefit
analysis and the corpus of welfare economics that allegedly
provides the basis for its claim to legitimacy? What
institutional structures may be devised to induce an
agency to engage in a disciplined analysis of costs and
benefits, and to choose the optimal water quality level in
the manner prescribed by the economics scholar?
"Advocates of either of the first two models attempt to gain
adherence without ascertaining whether the Engineer himself
prefers certain pollution control programs to others. The
standard political theory supporting the Political Model
does not seek to justify itself by arguing that the Model
will generate decisions the Engineer personally considers
wise; in order to render a particular pollution decision
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legitimate, it is enough under the Political Model that the
environmental standard has been set through the democratic
process. Similarly, under the Technocratic Model, it is quite
irrelevant whether the Engineer believes that the Delaware
'ought' to be clear as crystal or an open sewer; it is enough
that the Model selects the program (which) cost-benefit analy
sis indicates will most efficiently allocate society's finite
resources, whatever concrete substantive outcome is thereby
prescribed. It is possible, however, to embark upon the
Engineer's journey in quite a different spirit: the Engineer
could instead choose to immerse himself in the substance of
the particular problem of water pollution control at hand in
an effort to develop a coherent set of policies that, in his
best judgment, define the wisest way to deal with the conflict
ing interests at issue. If a preferred set of substantive
policies can be established, perhaps the problem of institu
tion building will be simplified considerably. If, for
example, the Engineer decided that sound social policy required
that the polluted waters of the Delaware be cleansed 'to the
highest degree technology permits', (citation) it would be a
relatively simple matter to design an institution that would
carry the policy out effectively and that would give concerned
groups in the river basin a fair opportunity to explain to
the agency the manner in which the standard should be applied
in the particular river system in question. Indeed, once the
standards have been articulated, it is possible that an admin
istrative agency of the kind familiar to our post-New Deal
polity would prove a satisfactory institutional vehicle for
the Engineer's purposes. Agencies of the kind enshrined by
the federal Administrative Procedure Act are designed in theory
to fulfill the Engineer's basic requirements; an adequate
opportunity is generally provided interested groups to argue
the concrete implications of the general statutory policy; the
agency is provided sufficient expert assistance to evaluate
the probable success of alternative methods of achieving the
statutory objective; and, finally, a corps of legally trained
generalists in the judiciary may be relied upon to check an
agency that attempts to embark on a course of action not sub
stantially justified by the statute. (Citation) Doubtless,
the federal Administrative Procedure Act could be improved
substantially by an Engineer who wished to design an institu
tion conforming to the Legal-Administrative Model; neverthe
less, the Engineer would use the A.P.A., as one of the start
ing points for his deliberations.
"And that is precisely the trouble with the Model ... We have
had enough of New Deal failure ... Unless the statute mandates
a coherent set of relatively unambiguous policies, there is
every reason to believe that history will repeat itself: the
pollution control agency will prove unequal to the task of
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developing a coherent set of policies on its own initiative,
and will instead respond principally to the pressures of
those polluters who in theory it is supposed to regulate in

the public interest. (Citations). Thus, before considering
the important matters of detail involved in the use of the
Legal-Administrative Model, it is critically important to
inquire: (a) whether it is possible to develop one or more
approaches to pollution control policy that will yield a set
of standards sufficiently clear and coherent to serve as an
appropriate statutory basis for agency action; and (b) even
if it is possible, whether there is reason to believe that the
legislature would refuse to make the hard choices necessary
for a coherent pollution policy and would instead respond to
conflicting political pressures by enacting a statute framed
in purposefully ambiguous language, thereby delegating the
task of basic policy formulation to an agency unable to rise
to the high challenge of statecraft ...
" ... When all else fails, perhaps it is the judiciary upon
whom the Engineer must rely to serve as the 'fourth best'
institutional mechanism for generating societal pollution
policy. In theory, at least, the common-law judge seems to
have a good deal to recommend him ...
"Let us concede - for purposes of argument - that the judicial
(common law) process will in fact substantially conform to the
idealized picture ... Nevertheless, the sceptical ... could
still properly doubt the propriety of the Model's claim to
even 'fourth best' status. First, since water quality at any
point in the river is generally a function of the effluent
discharged by a considerable number of polluters, it will be
necessary to embark upon a complex multiparty litigation
(which) our court system handles only with much time consum
ing effort. Secondly, rational river planning requires a
lengthy scientific investigation of river conditions that
the judge has neither the expertise, nor the financial
resources, to launch. Of course, it would always be possible
for the judge to require either plaintiffs or defendants to
embark upon the elaborate scientific studies necessary for an
informed judicial decision. Few private plaintiffs, however,
would be able to afford the millions of dollars and the sub
stantial expenditure of time that would be required either to
initiate an ambitious series of studies or even to rebut the
'expert scientific inquiry' launched by the defendant pol
luters. (citation). Even if the required studies and counterstudies were proffered, the fact remains that the judge would
ultimately be obliged to evaluate the inevitably conflicting
analyses. This is no task for the typical law-trained profes
sional, who bid a grateful farewell to integral calculus
thirty years previously and who looks at the prospect of
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manipulating a computer program with undisguised terror.

How is such a man to decide between the rival scientific
analyses proffered by defendant and plaintiff: by the cut of
the expert's jaw? (Note 10: The judiciary may seek to avoid
these difficulties by appointing special masters with sub
stantial expertise in these matters to evaluate the evidence
in the first instance, thereby transforming the Common Law
Model into a kind of Legal-Administrative proceeding, raising
the problems associated with this Model in a particularly acute
form). Thirdly, courts will often select an extremely expen
sive strategy for achieving whatever water quality goals they
ultimately select. A judge will typically seek to effectuate
his policy by issuing orders to each defendant-polluter speci
fying the amount the discharger is to treat its waste. The
fact may be, however, that the cheapest and surest way of
attaining the judicially determined environmental standard will
not require that each discharger treat its own waste on an
individual basis but will instead involve the construction of
regional treatment plants and substantial dams as well as
other measures that treat waste after it has been discharged
into the stream.)(Note 11 refers to the problem posed by dis
solved oxygen depletion, with references; and indicating the
courts would be severely taxed if they were required to devise
a formula that would assess each polluter's financial contribu
tion to the fund necessary to purchase and maintain 'in-stream
aeration' devices). Nevertheless, the judiciary would properly
refuse to adopt any of these strageties requiring courts to
assume an intimate role in the on-going management of the river
system. Finally, assuming these considerable obstacles were
somehow overcome, and a plausible pollution control program were
initially articulated, the court would be incapable of sustain
ing the scienfific inquiry beyond the time of the original deci
sion so that policies could constantly be modified as experience
accumulated ... In short, the judicial process is geared
toward the resolution of an isolated dispute between a small
number of parties that can be understood by the intelligent
generalist after a relatively brief study; it is irremediably
distorted when it is called upon to undertake a long-term
effort at reconciling the conflicting claims imposed by a
l'arge number of conflicting activities upon a natural resource
whose character is best understood as a result of an on-going
scientific enterprise. (Note 12 states that this argument
is somewhat overstated, citing that courts have engaged in
complex on-going enterprises, but that even so "the managerial
role in river basin management could well be of an order of
magnitude too demanding for a lay judge, however con
scientious"). Perhaps even the random decisionmaker selected
by the Lottery could design a pollution control system that
would take into account the complex nature of the problem
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far more satisfactorily than even the most inspired judge con
strained by the Common Law Model ...
"Each of the four Models is, of course, capable of very sus
tained elaboration. Doubtless the determined theorist would
find that each of the basic archetypes discussed above embraces
a wide variety of submodels, differing in important respects
from their brothers and cousins subsumed under the same Model.
Equally important, an adequate theory of social engineering
would explore the implications of an almost infinite variety
of mixed models, seeking to remedy the irremediable defect
in one mode of institutional design by complementing it with
features drawn from another archetype. Our crude treatment
here is sufficient for our purposes, however. For we believe
that before more abstract theory can be fruitful, it is neces
sary to explore concrete cases with the needs of the theorist
in mind ... " (For such case exploration on the part of the
author of this dissertation, see Chapter 7, above).

For an anthology of risk-benefit decision-making considerations
and decisional analyses, see Perspectives on Benefit-Risk Decision
Making (1973) which includes articles by Chauncey Starr, Samuel Epstein,
Albert K. Butzel, Robert C. Lind, Herbert Roback, and others).

Butzel

writes an article on the risk-benefit significance of the (pre-NEPA)
Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference case (Chapter 7) after its first
trip to the Court of Appeals, and comments on the court's decision as
follows:
"1. Perhaps most importantly, the decision infused the legal
order with new priorities in the area of environmental pro
tection, with the consequence of redefining the applicable
standards of cost-benefit analysis. The relative weight to
be accorded to the public interest in preserving unique
resources like Storgi King Mountain were not precisely defined;
but by its language, the Court made it clear that the values
of preserving natural beauty are not to be subordinated to
economic factors as the Commission (FPC) had done. (Even
pre-NEPA and Calvert Cliffs, etc.).
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"2. The decision had the effect of defining anew the param
eters of technology assessment - at least in the proceedings
of the Federal Power Commission. In part, this redefinition
was a corollary to the environmental findings that, in the

context of the specific resource involved, made it particu
larly important to investigate alternatives. But in a more
generalized sense, the Court's decision requires the Commis
sion to analyze alternatives on a comprehensive basis when
ever social detriments are threatened by a particular tech
nology - whether pumped storage or something else. In short,
social costs that had been treated in the Commission's earlier
proceedings primarily as external costs have been internalized
by the Court's decision, so that they must now be taken into
account in essentially all licensing proceedings under the
Federal Power Act.
"3.

While the Court, in its decision, redefined certain of

the relevant factors to be taken into account in risk-benefit

analysis, it did not usurp the historical function of the
Commission as an expert agency in its own field. The Court
acted neither as a trier of fact nor as a purported expert in
the intracies of electrical energy supply and modern tech
nology. Rather, what the Court did was to bring to bear,
within the traditional context of statutory interpretation,
some of the emerging social values of our times. In effect,
it breathed new life into the Power Act and infused it with
concerns that were always within the contemplation of the
statutory format, but which, until articulated by the Court,
had been largely disregarded by the legal order.
"The last point is, I think, of particular importance to
effective cost-benefit analysis within the context of the
legal order in general and the administrative process in
particular. For it is the Courts, I submit, more than the
regulatory agencies, that have the generalized outlook and
flexibility that is necessary to take cognizance of develop
ing social and human values, and to infuse these values
into the decision-making process. This is not to suggest
that the regulatory agencies such as the Power Commission
will not have a continuing and important role to play in
the areas of their particular expertise. But as new pri
orities emerge - and particularly those related to human
istic concerns and the quality of life - it is my convic
tion that the Courts, rather than regulatory agencies with
their ofttimes singular outlook, must play the dominant
role."
This present appendix is simply a presentation of the state
of the art, without bias or advocacy, in the matter of benefit-risk
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analysis and modeling; however, the last statement above, by Butzel,
can not go unchallenged at this point; namely, Butzel's argument that

the Court, not the regulatory agency, must play the dominant role.
The author of this dissertation would hold instead with the rather con
siderable weight of current judicial opinion; see Chapter 7, above,
and summarily alluded to in the following two statements from the
bench:
"In this (question as to the scope of the requirement of
NEPA that environmental impact statements contain a discus
sion of alternatives) as in other areas, the functions of
courts and agencies, rightly understood, are not in opposi
tion but in collaboration, toward achievement of the end
prescribed by Congress. So long as the officials and
agencies have taken the 'hard look' at environmental conse
quences mandated by Congress, the court does not seek to
impose unreasonable extremes or to interject itself within
the area of discretion of the executive as to the choice of
the action to be taken." Natural Resources Defense
Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F2d 827 (USCA, DC, 1972),
and,

"If this were a private lawsuit, we might reverse the
order under appeal for failure of its proponent to meet the
burden of refutation or explanation (that 10% opacity
measurements can be made with reasonable accuracy and con
sistency). Since this is a matter involving the public
interest, in which the court and agency are in a_ kind of
partnership relationship (underlines supplied) for effec
tuating the legislative mandate, we remand ... " Portland
Cement v. Ruckelshaus, 486 F2d 375 (USCA, DC, 1973), cert,
den. 6 ERC 1606, (1974).
In the matter of risk-benefit analysis which transcends indi

vidual facility assessments, the National Academy of Engineering has
quoted Herbert Roback as follows in describing the process of the weigh
ing of values by government officials:

"In the public realm, the policy maker, evaluating proposed
courses of action, deals with the hopes and fears, the needs
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and wants, of a whole populace, with its infinity of differ
ences - ethnic, religious, economic, political, and all
the rest. The values to be sifted and sorted and weighed
are ragged, fuzzy, conflicting, changeable with time and
circumstance ...
11

... The final responsibilities, where Government policies
are involved and Federal funds required, will rest with
those in elective office. It is they who are directly
accountable to the people and who must answer for decisions
wrongly made or ill consequences unforeseen" (for as long as
the democratic form of government prevails among the people
concerned, and corrupt policies and leaders continue to be
purged from the democratic government concerned). Perspectives on Benefit-Risk Decision Making (1973)} page 8~!

Finally, on the state of the art of risk-benefit decision
making, the following excerpt, from Robert C. Lind, page 233, supra
is on point:
"Some people will contend that it is impossible to quantify
the outcomes of many social programs ... How these numbers
are to be assigned, the properties they should satisfy, and
how they should be interpreted, are important questions for
further study.
"A second critical problem area is that of developing a
value structure where the values of a number of individuals
must be considered ... The unresolved problem arises where
either a single decision maker wishes to take the values of
his constituents into account in a systematic way, or where
the decision-making unit consists of a group of individuals
with differing values. Since for public policy decisions
these cases appear to be the most important, this problem
of bringing the values of a number of people into the
decision process is of central importance. There are
several approaches to this problem, which are under investi
gation. One is to try to define a group utility function
and then to apply the basic framework of decision analysis
using this group utility function, which, in some sense,
represents the group's values. The fundamental question
here is: In what sense does it represent these values?
"A second approach is that of social choice theory, which
looks at various decision rules by which the preferences of
individuals are incorporated into the decision process.
This line of investigation includes the analysis of
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various schemes for voting where people encode their pref
erences and simultaneously have them incorporated into the
decision making process through voting. The weight given to
the values of various individuals will depend upon the proce
dure which is established ... In (this) second (approach)
group decisions may be reached directly through a process such
as voting without explicitly developing a group utility func
tion.
"While I believe development of both of these approaches is
exceedingly important because it enhances our understanding
of the fundamental nature of the problem of group decisions
under uncertainty, I do not believe either alone will provide
a practical basis for decision making. It does not seem
likely to me that large numbers of complicated decisions will
be submitted to complex voting procedures in the forseeable
future or that community utility functions will be constructed
that will then be incorporated into a decision model from
which public decisions will flow.
"Rather, decisions will continue to be made by individuals or
groups of individuals who are elected or appointed to their
jobs, who are constrained in that job with respect to
the options available to them, who bring with them their own
set of values but who also are interested in the values or
preferences of those they serve ...
"The question of what constitutes a comprehensible presenta
tion of information is interesting in itself. How one pre
sents information can be as important as the basic information
itself. Related to this would be the study of how different
types of information have different effects on the values a
decision maker brings to a particular decision. This line of
investigation is central to the development of information
systems to support decision making by public officials.
"At the same time, one might take a more normative approach
and ask: If a decision maker were willing to encode his
initial utility function so that it could be specified in
mathematical terms, is it then possible to identify types of
information about the preferences of his constituents and to
develop rules by which to modify or update the decision
maker's initial utility function on the basis of this infor
mation? ...
"New developments in the fields of communications and computer
technology, and recent developments, such as the widespread
installation of cable television systems, may make it pos
sible to query a large number of individuals to obtain infor
mation about their attitudes and values. I believe that this
technology provides the potential for complex and
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sophisticated interaction between the decision maker and his
constituents to obtain information about their values on any
particular issue. This same technology also provides the
potential for instant plebiscites. While I believe there
will be a great resistance to the submission of issues to
direct voting, I believe there is great promise in using this
technology as a means for providing continuous feedback to
the decision maker from his constituency and for providing
the constituency with the information relevant to the
choices faced by the public body. It is in this connection
that I believe the principles developed in the theory of
social choice will find their practical application.
"A Third area that is exceedingly important is how to treat
the probability assessments of experts in developing the
basic probability assignments to be used in the decision
model. This problem becomes more complicated when the
expert has a stake in the outcome and has a different utility
function from the decision maker. He then has an incentive
to bias the probability estimate he relates to the decision
maker in order to bias the decision toward an outcome valued
highly by him. The typical case in government is where the
ultimate decision maker must rely on his experts in the
field for estimates of benefits and costs and of their asso
ciated probabilities. Here the individual with an intimate
knowledge of conditions of the program may be committed to
that program and may bias his estimates to ensure its con
tinued support. This problem is a serious one for govern
ment decision makers. It puts them in a gaming situation
with their experts in the field, which greatly complicates
the use of their professional staff in the field. A more
complete discussion of this problem is beyond the scope of
these comments; however, it is worth noting that some impor
tant work on this subject has been carried out under the
supervision of Professor Ronald Howard at Stanford."

On the foregoing extracts it is important to distinguish the
issue of decision-making in general, from decision-making in areas
where technical expertise is crucial.

The latter areas inherently

mandate a narrower spectrum of options, as indicated above, e.g.,
Chapter 2.
For further references in the benefit-risk context and relating
to energy, power, pollution, and public policy, see Hubbert (1962);
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Starr (1969 and 1971); Forrester (1971); Meadows et al. (1972); Bathke
and Haney (1972); Kneese, Rolfe, and Harned (1971); Ducsik (1971);
Daetz and Pantell (1974); and Hanks, Tarlock and Hanks (1975); Pill
(1971); Reiquam, Dee, and Choi (1975).
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